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SUMMARY

This report summarizes the research performed by USC/Information Sciences institute

from October 1, 1978, to September 30, 1979. The research 4& sltimed at applyng

computer science and technology to areas of high DoD/military Impact.

the ISI program consists of twelve research areas: Program Verification'- logical proof

of program validity; Military Message Experiment, - development of an experimental

user-oriented message service for poteitial large-scale military use; Command and

Control Graphics- development of a device-independent graphic system and

graphics-oriented command and control applications programs; Specification Acquisition

From Experts - study of acquiring and using program knowledge for making Informal

program specifications more precise; Network Secure Communication - work on

low-bandwidth, secure voice transmission using an asynchronous packet-switched

network; Internetwork Concepts - exploring aspects of protocols for the interconnection of

computer communication networks, specifically the design and prototype Implementation

of an Internetwork computer message system and the design of Internetwork host and

gateway protocols; Distributed Sensor Networks'- developing algorithms and communication -

protocols to support the operation of geographically distributed sensors; Autopsy -

research on source-to-source program translation combining automatic techniques with

an Interactive system to provide the human manager complete control over the

translation process; Packet Radio Terminal System Evaluation - work Intended to result in a

demonstration-level portable terminal to test and evaluate various solutions to the Issues

raised by extreme portablity In the packet radio environment; MAST - development of a

terminal that will support multiprocess or NSW tool Interaction through multiple windows

and an efficient scope editor that will divide editing responsibility between the host and

the terminal; User-Dedicated Resource, - assistance to and documentation for ARPANET

users worldwide; and ARPANET TENEX Service - operation of TENEX service and

continuing development of advanced support equipment.
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EXECUTIVE OVERVIEW

The University of Southern California Information Sciences Institute (ISI) Is a large

Information processing research center located In Marina del Rey, California.

ISI's principal focus Is research In the field of Information processing and digital -

communication. A majority of the research Is application and systems oriented. ISI

maintains a strong basic research program to support the application and systems focus.

The Institute also Is committed to a support role providing both general purpose and

special purpose computing to a very large number of external users, as well as supplying .

most of ISls Internal needs.

The research programs at ISI are summarized below. Although a few of the projects

are discrete In nature, most form parts of a larger theme.

For example, the Program Verification, Specification Acquisition, and Autopsy projects

should be considered as Individual parts of an overall research effort In programming -

methodology and quality software; the Military Message Experiment, Network Secure

Communication, Distributed Sensor Networks, Internetwork Concepts, Command and

Control Graphics, Packet Radio Terminal, and MAST are linked elements of a major

Investigation Into man-machine and network communications technology. ARPANET TENEX

qnrvlce and User-Dedicated Resource are projects whose major role Is service to

' ,0i'ANET users. This mutual reinforcement among the various projects at 181 contributes

largely to the productivity of the Institute's research activities.

Pro gMm Vrification. Program verification concerns the process of constructing

computer programs In ways that make It possible to verify that each program meets Its

specification. Given some description of a programming task, It Is ultimately necessary

to construct two things: a formal specification of the task and a program for carrying out

the task. The central Ingredient of the work is the ability to verify the program, i.e.,

demonstrate by a mathematical proof that the specifications and the program are
consistent with each other. The style of specifications (axiomatic definitions plus

derived properties of these definitions) and the methods of program construction are all

Important Influences In making verification feasible. Emphasis Is on the construction of

, tools to aid verification, specifically (1) tools to translate programs Into conjectures

................................
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called verification conditions; (2) tools sufficiently powerful and natural to be guided by

humans In proof attempts; and (3) tools to express and manipulate formal specifications.

Military Message Experiment. The Military Message Experiment (MME) Is a Joint

program funded by DARPA and the Navy to study the nature of automated Interactive

message processing In an operational military environment. The test, which ended

October 1, 1979, was conducted at Camp Smith, Oahu, Hawaii, by a selected subset of

users from Commander In Chief Pacific (CINCPAC) Operations Directorate (J3), which

Included the Command Center and J3 support groups. The focus of the experiment has

been the SIGMA message system, developed at ISI, which runs on a PDP-10 under the

TENEX operating system and connects to the AUTODIN network through the Local Digital

Message Exchange computer (LDMX). The test environment Includes 25 CRT terminals

plus seven electrostatic printers, distributed In the Command Center and the offices of

the J3 staff. The purpose of the test is to evaluate the utility of an Interactive message

service and to study Its Impact on the user organization; In addition, the test provides

Insight Into how future message systems for this type of environment should be designed

and built.

Command and Control Graphics. A key requirement for effective command and control Is

the accurate and timely exchange and effective presentation of relevant Information at

all levels of command. The application of advanced information processing techniques

makes It easier to manage and augment this information exchange, permitting military

personnel to better Interpret and respond to ordinary as well as crisis situations. In
particular, graphic communication of two-dimensional Information, such as maps and

charts overlayed with relevant tactical and strategic data, can greatly enhance both the

quality and the efficiency of communications and provide added depth to the Information

exchange. The military has employed computer graphics In a variety of special-purpose

applications. However, the utility of graphics as a communications vehicle suggests that
L

graphics be made available In a more generalized way, much as voice communication Is

made available via the AUTOVON system. This has become both attractive and

economically feasible with the advent of digital computer communications networks such

as the ARPANET and its planned military counterpart, AUTODIN-lI, now under construction. L

To explore this need, ARPA has contracted with ISI to design and develop a graphics

system that could exploit the distributed processing capability Intrinsic to a computer

.. , .,. ... . .
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network, adapt to the changing communication and processing resources available during

and between crisis situations, and evolve to meet future command and control

processing and display requirements. In addition, ISI Is developing representative

application software that uses the graphics system to demonstrate the utility of a

distributable, display-device Independent graphics capability for command and control

applications.

Specification Acquisition From Experts. For several years the SAFE project has been

exploring a unique approach to simplifying software specification. Rather than

developing a "better" specification language, we have developed a prototype Interface

between a software specifier and the formal specification to be created. This Interface

embodies our knowledge of what constitutes good formal software specifications, and It

attempts to restate the user's informal software specification In the required formalism.

We believe such an Interface Is necessary because formal mechanisms are foreign to

man's nature. Only with considerable pain, difficulty, and expense can people be taught

to use such formations, but they always revert to Informal structures wherever possible.

Even mathematical proofs are only partially formalized arguments that a line of reasoning -

Is correct. Formal software specifications must be produced, but that doesn't Imply that

people should create them. Rather, we believe, people should continue to write Informal

specifications (such as existing B-5 military software specifications), and use a

computer-based tool to produce the formal software specifications. Such a division of S._

effort between man and machine seems much more appropriate, with the computer

system responsible for reformulating the user's Informal specification Into the particular

form required, maintaining consistency, avoiding ambiguity, and ensuring completeness.

This basically standard language translation task Is not difficult If the difference

between the Input and output languages is small and the Input Is understood. We have

specifically designed our formal specification language to minimize the differences

between It and the Informal Input to eliminate the first of these problems. Thus, the key ..

Issue Is understanding the Input.

Network Secure Communication. As more and more sophisticated technology for

command and control Is transferred out of the laboratory and Into the field, the

accompanying need for communications, particularly secure communications, becomes

more severe. Voice, graphics, facsimile, and data must be transmitted quickly and

... . .
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securely. The ISI NSC group has been woiking to develop, Implement, and test systems

and methods for packet voice communications, and Is beginning work on packet
transmission of Integrated multimedia communications. The results of this effort can
readily be applied to meet the military's needs. The ARPA NSC effort has achieved Its

first goal, which was to demonstrate a high-quality, reliable packet speech transmission

system. This was done using relatively expensive minicomputers as network hosts and

high-speed general-purpose signal processors for the necessary speech processing.

Present efforts have concentrated on decreasing the size and cost of packet voice

facilities and Improving the transmitted voice quality. Other problem areas Include

devolopment of packet voice systems that use wideband networks to handle hundreds or

thousands of users and the extension of packet voice techniques Into the Internet

environment. Both these areas need to be explored in order to build packet voice

systems that will serve the large-scale communications needs and the diverse network

environments the military Is apt to experience In the future.

Internetwork Concepts. This project explores the design and analysis of
computer-to-computer communication protocols In multinetwork systems. The project has L
four task areas: (1) Analysis, (2) Applications, (3) Design, and (4) Concepts. Protocol
Analysis Is concerned with the correctness of protocols, In particular Transmission

Control Protocol. Protocol Applications Is concerned with the development of

demonstration Internetwork applications, In particular a prototype computer message L
system. Protocol Design Is concerned with the development of network and transport

protocols, In particular the Internet Protocol and Transmission Control Protocol. Protocol

Concepts seeks new approaches in applying packet switching to communication

problems.

Diribued Senior Networks. Military and commercial organizations are looking forward
to large Integrated data processing systems In the 1 980s. Such systems must bind

together many separate applications so that Information processing techniques such as

correlation and synthesis are available across many domains. Ideally, the set of
applications would be housed at a central location and users would gain access to this

site through conventional network techniques. Several factors and trends--processor

costs, communications costs, locality, and robustness--make the centralized systems

approach less appealing, however. For these reasons (and others), we believe that the

It
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large Integrated systems of the future will be built upon a distributed hardware base and

that control will be decentralized. These systems will therefore use a paradigm of

cooperating experts rather than one of masters and slaves. Our Investigation of these

types of systems Is focused upon Distributed Sensor Networks (DSN). A DSN naturally - * -

contains a geographically distributed set of sensors (not all necessarily of the same

kind), communications mechanisms, and processes to combine Information, perform

correlations, and draw Inferences. A DSN may also Include command and control

components as well as providing for the fusion of DSN Information with Information

gathered outside the system proper, i.e., Intelligence. Thus, research Into DSN provides . ,

a rich source of problems, the solutions to which enhance our ability to design and build

the large Integrated systems of the future.

Autopsy. The goal of the Autopsy project Is to develop tools for translating programs

from one language to another. Initial work is focusing on translation of CMS-2 programs

Into Ada. A related goal is the study of formal semantic definitions of programming

languages and the development of usable tools for writing such definitions and for

extracting properties from them. Eventually, It Is hoped that translation systems might

be built semi-automatically by using the formal semantic definitions of the old and new

languages as Inputs to a translator generator. The system under development is based

on the premise that manual Intervention will be necessary, but the automatic parts of the

system should do as much as possible. A variety of tools will be available to the user to

aid In the translation. At one end of the spectrum, an automatic translation tool will try to

translate as much of the old code as possible. Constructs recognized as untranslatable

will be left for the user to handle separately. In other cases, specifically ones related to

timing or other non-apparent side effects, the code may be translatable syntactically,

but may need separate correctlonl later. In both cases, it Is intended that an editor and

possibly a pattern-directed transformation system will be available. Also planned Is a

limited verification system for comparing hand-written code In the new language with old

code. A monitor for the system will maintain a history of the actions taken to translate A-

an old program Into the new language. The monitor will have facilities for stepping

backward, I.e., "undoing," and for replaying selected steps.

Portable Packet Radio Terminal. ARPA Is currently developing a Packet Radio Network
(PRNet) that will provide a wideband data communication capability much like the

....... o.-o.. -. .. .... .. • . ... ......-.......-. -.. ,- . .%. - • -••-. -.°,° . . °.°.o°°° .. °..-. • .o .°.... ,.,...........-......-.............................................-............-...............'...,-.
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ARPANET but with the added dimensions of mobility and dynamic configurability. As this

concept gains acceptance In the military services, fundamental choices will need to be ..

made about mobile terminals for use with the system. The ISI Portable Packet Radio

Terminal Project, begun In June 1978, addresses the terminal characteristics desirable

at the user level, the kinds of interfaces and system architectures required to support

them, and the Impact of such Issues on terminal designs and other portions of the

system. The work Is Intended to result In a demonstration-level portable terminal to test

and evaluate various solutions to the problems raised by extreme portability In the

packet radio environment. We feel that a comprehensive scientific study of these

Issues Is important to properly exploit, match, and couple terminal design to the

communications attributes and special capabilities of the PRNet and to determine those

user Interface characteristics best suited to supporting the major user needs In a mobile

tactical environment. S

Muitiapplication Support Terminal. The MAST project Is a development effort to

demonstrate the use of applications partitioned between terminal and host with reduced

dependency on host and communications resources. The effort demonstrates how to 0

take advantage of the capabilities of state-of-the-art terminals and examines the

Issues of application software preparation, user Interface, host Interface, and ARPANET

Interface. Special consideration is given to the user and network Interface requirements

posed by the National Software Works. 0

User-Dedicated Resource. This project provides encouragement and help to new

ARPANET users who face an Initial barrier because of their lac& of previous on-line

experience, the rapidity of system modification, and the Insufficiency of Introductory 0

documentation. New ARPANET users are contacted as soon as their accounts are

Installed on the ISI machines; they are Interfaced to the available network facilities by

means of three levels of appropriate documentation. Both short-term solutions

(answering questions, solving Individual problems) and long-term solutions (guiding users

in solving common problems, making available better procedures and documentation) are

routinely provided. Introductory primers and manuals have also been written exclusively

for new users.

ARPANET TENEX Service. IS is supporting, operating, and maintaining three TENEX

and two TOPS-20 systems at ISI on a schedule of 161 hours per week each, In order
-"S
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both to provide TENEX service to ARPA and to support its research projects via the

facilities at IS,. ISI operates two TENEX and TOPS-20 systems at a computer center

that Is part of the command and control testbed at the Naval Ocean Systems Center, San

Diego, California. As part of the Military Message Experiment, ISI also operates one

TENEX system at Camp Smith, Oahu, on a 161 hour per week basis. The Institute

provides 24-hour availability of TENEX systems, maintenance, and operators, continued

devnlopment/improvement support, support of the XGP at IPTO, as well as ARPA NLS user

support and minimal NLS software support. Through this support we have achieved

Increased long-term up-time, faster repair and Improved preventive maintenance, and

economy of scale In operation.

1 .

°• 
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1. PROGRAM VERIFICATION

Rse'parrlh Stnff: Reqearch /ssis ennl: Support Staff:

Rnlph L. London David G. Taylor Lisa Moses

Raymond L. Bates
Roddy W. Erickson

Susan L. Gerhart

David 11. Musser

David H. Thompson

David S. Wile

PROBLEM BEING SOLVED

Our work concerns the process of constructing computer programs in ways that make

It possible to verify that each program meets its specification. Given some description

of a programming task, It is ultimately nocessary to construct two things: a formal

specification of the task and a program for carrying out the task. The central ingredient

of our work is the ability to verify the program, i.e., demonstrate by a mathematical proof

that the specifications and the program are consistent with each other. The style of

specifications (axiomatic definitions plus derived properties of these definitions) and the

mothods of program construction are all important influences in making verification

feasible. Our work emphasizes the construction of tools to aid verification, specifically

(1) tools to translate programs into conjectures called verification conditions; (2) tools

stifficiently powerful and natural to be guided by humans in proof attempts; and (3) tools.-.

to express and manipulate formal specifications.

One example from among numerous Instances where it is vitally Important that

computer software perform according to its specifications Is in the area of communication

protocols. These are programs for establishing and maintaining communication between

separated users over an unreliable medium with unknown delays. The proper operation

of protocols Is essential to such systems as electronic mail and electronic fund transfer.

Lost or spurious messages cannot be tolerated. We are developing specifications of

relevant properties of protocols, and we expect to verify several protocols against their

specifications.

GOALS AND APPROACHES

In order to support such applications of program verification to critical software

components, the goals of our work are to
• .

:::I :
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- develop a comprehensive, well-integrated set of techniques for
constructing fully specified and verified software components, from which
large, reliable, and modifiable software can be economically produced;

Implement the techniques In a widely accessible, user-oriented, Interactive
computer system; and

- demonstrate the usefulness and practicality of the techniques and system
In applications to real software where reliability is of critical concern.

Overview of the Affirm System-

Our research at ISI has contributed significantly to the understanding of many

fundamental issues underlying program specification and verification and to the

development of effective techniques for dealing with these issues. These techniques

Include (1) a methodology for employing abstraction and hierarchical program organization

and (2) extended system and language facilities, including Improved specification and

theorem-proving techniques. We have Implemented many of these new techniques In an

oxperimental verification system called Affirm.

The Affirm System accepts data abstractions and programs In a specification language

based on the algebraic axiom method [3, 7, 9, 21] and in a programming language based

on Pascal. Specifications of data abstractions can be tested for consistency and

completeness (in a restricted sense) [201. The Affirm verification condition generator

supports the standard Inductive assertion method. Affirm also contains a natural

deduction theorem prover for interactive proof of verification conditions and properties

of data abstractions. Affirm Is the successor to, and combines features of, two previous

systnms developod at ISI, the Xivus System [8] and the Data Type Verification System

(10. I 18]. Further Information and descriptions of Affirm may be found in an overview

paper [0] and the A/irm Reference Library [23].

Specification Language

Affirm provides a specification language that has features In common with programming L

languages (such as its use of familiar conventions for expression syntax and declaration

*i structure) and with logical languages (such as first-order predicate calculus). The use

of data abstraction is supported by both the structure of the specification language and

the capabilities of the theorem-proving component of the system. The system directly

supports the algebraic axiom method of specification [11]. It also accommodates

,.. ................................
... . . . . . . . . . .. . ..



PROGRAM V[RIFICATION 3

abstract model specifications [26]. The user can define these abstractions (or access

them from a library) as well as others that are particularly suited to his or her application

domain. In conjunction with the theorem-prover commands, the user can build up a useful

base of axioms and derived properties about data abstractions that can be Invoked in

later proofs. Those abstractions may become involved In proofs by their use in

expresshiq Pither programs--e.g., a program that manipulates a queue or file--or

spocifications of programs. An example of the latter would be the use of Inductive

nqirtlons to express relationships between variables used by a program, say, the use

of secquences to describe the list of values processed during the execution of a loop.

Appindlx A presents an example of a data type specification In the form accepted by .

the system.

Prnograiiiiing Laniguage

the programming language currently accepted by Affirm Is a version of Pascal

extended to Include IMPORTS clauses as In Euclid [12], minor extensions to statement

syntax and semantics, and a more uniform treatment of expression syntax. Statements

may Include embedded assertions expressed in the predicate language subset of the

specification language. The verification specialist may introduce pre and post conditions

on, procedures and functions, Invariant assertions and/or subgoal assertions on WHILE, .'-

VOR, nn(l I1P1WFAT statements, and ASSERTING clauses on GO TO and RETURN statements.

The verification specialist may also introduce assertions at any point via the ASSERT ...z

stntement. The parser for the language is a recursive descent parser generated

nutomnticnlly from a BNF-like grammar, a technique chosen to allow easy extension of

the programming and assertion languages [2s].

The verification condition generator Is a straightforward Implementation of a set of -

axiomatic rules expressing the definition of the language In terms of a predicate

trnnsformer similnr to Dijkstra's weakest precondition transformer [4]. The substitution
rulos of the Euclid proof rules [15] are used, thus requiring the same restrictions on

aliainq ns In Euclid.

eluhnreim Prover

the theorem prover In the Affirm System Is based In many ways on Ideas and previous A-

,I th orom-proving programs of Bledsoe and Bruell [1], Boyer and Moore [2], von Henke and

,-" urkham [74], Lankford [13], and Suzuki [22]. The theorem prover operates on formulas

.' ~- .... .. . . . . . . . . . . .
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In the first-order predicate calrulus that use functions defined in abstract data types.

The-,e formulas typically represent either verification conditions from programs being

verified or desired properties of the data types themselves.

The theorem prover does not mandate a particular proof strategy. Commands are

provided for the use of lemmas, 1 instantiation of variables, induction, and separate proof

of parts of a theorem (subgoals). These commands result either in reduction of the

current goal to TRUE or In one or more new subgoals whose truth Implies that of the

former goal. As each subgoal is generated It is simplified using rewrite rules [19]°

corresponding to axioms and previously derived properties of abstract data types.

* The prover also provides a means by which an automatic completion of the proof

process is attempted. This Is the method of chaining and narrowing [14] based on a

decision procedure for those valid formulas having a single ground instance that is a

tautology.

*-. As a proof procee('s, the system maintains a proof tree that records the steps taken.
elo status of subproofs or unproved as;umptions is also maintained. When all the

asumptlons are finally alroved, the proof Is marked complete. The user may display this

. status inforimation and print the goals and subgoals that have been generated.

'" Experience has shown that users can best visualize a proof when the complexity of

expressions is carefully minimized. Indeed, this Is the major task for substantial . -

p
o  th.orems. Provision Is made, therefore, for the user to employ definitions in stating a

-- thor.m. These serve to "bundle up" potential sources of complexity until they are

oxpllcitly expanded. If desired, only some of the Instances of a definition will be

exprnndel. Additionally, it is possible to simplify and strengthen a goal by deleting

. suhexpresslons, subject to soundness constraints. (This technique can be useful in the

proof of verification conditions, which typically have unneeded hypotheses.)

Symlet Facilities

Affirm provides rudimentary facilities for inserting and retrieving data type

specifications. Types Boolean and Intfeger are predefined In the system. (Currently, the

tExamples of the use of these and other commands appear in Appendix A.

3-°.o°
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system knows very little about Integers.) An extensible library of common types Is also

provided. Currently, this library contains such types as sets, sequences, and queues.

At any point the user can freeze the current state of the system and restart it at a

later time. The system also maintains a "history list" of user-specifiable length and

contains general commands that redo or undo previous commands still on the history list. .2

IMPACT

We have successfully used Affirm to verify properties of a variety of simple data

ty)os and programs using them, e.g., sets, sequences, binary trees, and circular lists.

Using existing capal)ilitles of Affirm we have specified and verified a simple protocol

without changing Affirm. On a larger scale, we have successfully applied the
methodology using Affirm to specify and to verify properties of the file maintenance

module of the Military Message Experiment [5]. System space limitations and L.

inadoquato support for managing proofs, both discovered during this activity, still

precludo Affirm proofs of several key theorems, although Informal proofs exist. Our

decomposition of the problem Included a high level specification of BLISS code, axioms of

thW data structures of the Implementation, Pascal programs with abstract data types -0.

that simulate the actual BLISS code, and the abstract-to-concrete links between the

Pascal and BLISS programs. On the basis of this experience we have demonstrated that

our specification and verification methods and tools apply to real, intermediate-sized,

moderately complex software components, and that we have the basis for a practical

program verification system.

Verification concerns have had an impact on the Ada programming language. In

addition to a number of Ideas from programming languages such as Euclid and Alphard, 0

whose goals Include verified programs, the design and rationale of Ada include cases of

porclved verification ease in making and justifying decisions. To assist In this, we

participated In several Ada language reviews; in particular, we helped produce a

verifIca tion-orlented evaluation of the Green and Red languages as part of the final
selection process.

* We have already seen the Affirm System used effectively by individuals (including

some outside the project), thereby demonstrating the utility of verification as one means

of understanding and managing the complexity of computer programs. For Instance, we

- - - . - . . , . - -- . . . , .
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Slipcified and verified a "toy" security kernel in two clays, with visitors from MITRE [16].

All otur activity Is directed toward a successful transfer of the Ideas and capabilities of

proarnm verification to Improve the quality and reliability of computer software systems.

lha're Is an increasing interest in program verification concerns in industry and

(lovrrnment, as evidenced by the growing number of comparisons of verification systems

FLIrIRE WORK

We will add to Affirm improved user aids, user interfaces, and methods of managing

proofs such as Inquiries about the interconnections of the parts (e.g., lemmas and t
diefinitions) of the proofs and the suppression or display of detail as is appropriate. We

will nuqment the existing versions of the user's manual, reference manual, and annotated

examples of Affirm use. Experiments in protocols, security kernels, and common

verification problems are being designed and performed to determine the strengths and

wenknesss of our methodology and technology.

We will build specifications and abstract programs of a communications protocol and

derive behnvloral assertions on the underlying protocol to function properly, and then L

vvtrlfy the abstract programs. Briefly, the specification to be verified is that a copy of

tho commutlcation exists at the destination or suitable exceptions are reported.

Finally, we will build a library of program components, each fully specified and verified,

that can be combined hierarchically to form larger programs. Additional parts of the

compon-nts include the necessary concepts, derived properties, and terminology for

vvrification of the components. There are open questions on how to organize the

components, how to state and prove a rather complete set of properties about a S

component, and how to provide the necessary assistance to users of our system. The

notion of components will, of course, be used In the protocol work.

o .

I

............. ~....
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APPENDIX A: EXAMPLE OF THlE USE OF AFFIRM

Tile following Is a transcript of the use of AFFIRM on a common data type, set.
Refer to Appendix B for the meaning of Individual commands. Input is requested from
the user by "U:" preceded by a number referring to an event (or command). Some
events for extraneous steps have been deleted.

It Is Important to remember the cycle of theorem proving: the user commands
* some action, It happens or f ails, and control returns to the user. If the command

affects the current proposition, a normalization (rewriting and simplification) occurs
* before returning to the user.

Trinr.c ript file <GERHART>AFFIRMTRANSCRIPT.23-MAR-80;2
is open in the AFFIRM system <AFFIRM>AFFIRM.SAV;1.v.

First wve will load in the main type of interest and any types it needs, here
ElenType.

2 01: needs type setofelemtype;
file crea.te'd for AFFIRM on 20-Mar-80 19:05:43

S IT0F ILL MT YPECOMS
compiled for AFFIRM on 7-Mar-80 12:01:52
file r reated 'or AFFIRM on 4-Mar-80 00:23:26

EH~ MrYPECOMS
(File c reated uinder Affirm 35)

PcFVLIORAPV -ELEMTYPE.COM; I<PVLIBRARY>SETOFELEMTYPE.;3
These types have been processed earlier through the Knuth-Bendix algorithm,
then stored as files in our library of data types, and are now loaded and
rrady for use. First let s print them and notice some points about each type.

* 4 U: print type ElemType;
type ElemType;
declare x: ElemType;
axiom x-x -- TRUE;

* ind ElerTypel

ElemType is just a dummy type with nothing known about it except
reflexivity of equalitv.

7 U: print type setofelemntype;
(,.etofelemtype - SetOfElemType)
type SetOfllemType;

needs type ElemType;

declare dummy, s, sI, s2, ss, tO: SetOfElemType,
declare ii, i, iI, i2, x: ElemType;

Interfaces
fNewSvt~fEIemType, s add x, s rem i, s diff s1,
s int sI1, s union si1: Set0f ElemType;

* Infix union, diff, int, rem, add;

Interfaces
in s, isNewSetofElemType(s), s subset si,

s-si, Induction(s), NormalForm(s): Boolean;

%
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Infix subset, in;

axioms dummy-dlummy -- TRUE,

NewSplOfElemType - s add i -. FALSE,
s add i NewSeIO(EtemType -- FALSE,

NewSelOfElemType rem i ==NewSetOfElemType,

(s add Y~) rem i-- if x-i
then s rem
else (s rem i) add x,

NewSetOfElemType diff s ==NewSetOfElemType,

* -(s add x) dif s I -- if x in si
then s diff si
else (s diff si) add x,

NewSetOfElemType int si =- NewSetOfElemType,
(s add x) nt s--if xin sl

then (s int si0 add x
else s int s I,

NewSetOfElemType union s I - si,
(s add x) union s I -- (s union si1) add x,

X in NewSetOfElemType -- FALSE,%
iin (s add x) -- ((i-x) or i in s),

isNewSetOfElemType(s) -- (s - NewSelOfElemType);

def ine s-s I -- (s subset s I and s I subset s),

s suhret s I -- all x Nx in s imp x in s I);

schemes Induction(s) -- cases(Prop(NewSeQIElelfType),
all ss, ii (IH(ss) imp Prop(ss add ii))),

NormalForm(s) -- cases(Prop(NewSetOfElemType),
all ss, ii (Prop(ss add ii)));

end (SetOfElemTypel;
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First notice right below the print command the evidence of spelling correction,
putting in the capital letters in the name SetOfElemType. Very handy
feature! Let us review our basic concepts of data types:

1. The set constructors are NewSetOfElemTye, representing the empty
set, and Add, representing a set with an element added to it. Axioms
for the operations are given in terms of each of these constructors,
hence are defined for all possible sets.

2. The usual set operations -are defined: union, intersection (int),

difference (diff), element removal (rem), and membership (in).
Axioms are used to define each of these operations.

3. Other usual set operations are subset and equality, which we have
specified as definitions, not axioms, because of the free variable in
the subset operation.

4. There are other ways to specify sets, e.g., making subset specified by
axioms, but having an auxiliary defined version.

S
First we :..ll prove a small property of sets to illustrate the kinds of
properties we can prove and that we often need in larger proofs. We first
establish an environment for the proof.

10 U: edit Setofelemtype;
(15etofelemtype => SetOfElemType)
type SetOfElemType P
dummy, s, sI, s2, ss, tO: SetOfElemType
ii, i, iI, i2, x: ElemType

The little property will express when an element i is in a set s with an
element x removed from it, namely when i is already in s and is not x.

12 U: try RemEqv, ln s and ne x eqv in (s remx);
Making node PemEqv a theorem. P
RomEqv untried
all i, , x(

if i in (srem x)
then i in s and not (i-x)
else i in s imp i-x)

Uv is printed in its if-then-else form: p
a eqv b -> if b then a else not a

Our only real (or needed) tool for proving such a property is induction on the
structure of s, as provided by the Induction schema of the type
SetOfElemType.

15 U: employ Induction(s);
Ca,.e NewSetOfElemType: Prop(NewSetOfElemType) proven.
Care add: all ss, ii (lHss) imp Prop(ss add ii)) remains to be shown.
(add:)all ss, ii, i, W [ ]["

IH(ss)
imp if i

in if iix I
then ss rem x
else (ss rem x) add ii

...........................
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then (0-0ii or i in ss) and not Gi-0
else (i-ii) or i in ss imp i-x)

(The 'Cases' command is applicable)

16 U: cases;
all sr,, ii. i, x

imp if ii-x -3then if i in (ss rem x)
then (i=ii) or i in ss

and not (i-x)
else 0i=0i or i in ss imp i=x

else if i-ui
then not (i-0)
else if iin (ssrem x)

then i in ss and not 0i-0
else i in ss imp i~x)

17 U: replace;
all ss, ii, i. x

I. IH(ss)
imp if ii-aK

then if i in (ss rem x)
then not (i - x)

and i in ss
else i -x

or not (i in ss)
else I - ii 7

or if i n (ss rem x)
then i in ss

and not (i - x)
else i in ss

imp i - X)
Notice that the replacement of equalities gave us several different logically
equivalent versions of the induction hypothesis which is:

19 U: print 11-;
IN~s) -- all i, x

if i in (s rem x)
then i in s and not 0i-0
else i in s imp i-x)

*20 U: Invoke 11-;
- all sp, ii, i1 K

*some i~ss, i, X, ii),
K(55, i, X, ii)(

if i, in (ss rt-m x,)L
f then i in ss

imp '-e'
or if ii-x

*then if iin (ss rem x)
then not (i - x)

and i in ss
else i -

or not (i in ss)
else i -ui

L
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or if i in (ss rem x)
then i in ss

and not (i - x) 0
else i in ss

imp i - x
else V in ss imp i'-x'

imp if ii - Y
then if i in (ss rem x)

then not (i x)
and i in ss

else i -x
or not (i in ss)

else i - ii
or if i in (ss rem x)

then i in ss
and not (i - x)

else i in ss
imp i - x))

This is a horrible looking expression, but we know that the induction
hypothesis has the free variables i and x in it and that we want to identify.
these with the renamed variables that popped out of IH.

2? U: search; ,
1/4: (x' - x) and (i' -i)
Ptaved by chaining and narrowing
u,,n R the substitution
(i"- x) and (i' -i)

1PU[ 
PemEqv proved

So search found the instantiation and the proof is done. Its internal record
* looks like:

24 U: print proof;
PemEqv is: i in s and not (i-x)

eqv i in (s rem x) ;
proof tree:
15:! RemEqv

employ Induction(s)
NewSetOfElemType:

Immediate
16: add:

2 cases 6
17: 3 replace
20: 4 invoke first IH"
2?: 5 put (x' - x) and (i' - i) (search)
22:-' (proven!)

The numbers in the left column are event numbers. The other numbers are
assigned to intermediate propositions for reference purposes. The arrow (->)

shows the current point in the proof. Translating the proof into words:
RemEqv was proved by Induction on s (according to a user-defined Induction
schema). The basis case NewSetOfElemType was immediate (just from the
axioms and simplification rules). The add case was proven by re-arranging
the if-then-else structure of the proposition, replacing some equalities and
using the induction hypothesis with its free variables renamed to those in the
current proposition (automatically found by search). We could have generated
this proof with several different orders of these same commands.

. . .• . . ..-. - . ... ..--.. ,...*". ... '..... ... :..... .'.-*.....= . .,. i..., . . .,. . .,_w m..-, ',. -,. -
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APPENDIX B: BRIEF COMMAND SYNOPSES

This list Includes only those commands actually referenced In the transcript.

axiom rul.
Makes a rewrite rule L -4 R out of the rule L == R, and adds it to the system's rule
set. All rules are applied to expressions during simplification, after each
theorem-prover command.

cases Applies the special rule

f(if b then x else y) -* if b then f(x) else f(y)

thus "raising" embedded ifs.

declare ids: typeName S
Declares the names to be variables of the Indicated type.

define rule
Makes a rewrite rule out of the equation. De~'nitions are not automatically
rewritten during simplification; you must explicitly request application using the S
Invoke command.

edit typeName
Opens a new type context for subsequent specification commands. See the type
and end commands.

employ schemaName
Uses the schema to perform induction or case analysis.

end Ends the current type context and restores the previous one. Specification
commands affect only the current type.

Interface op (params): typeName
Defi-'es the domain and range information for an operation. Params are variable
1.nmes, not type names.

needs type typeNamrs
Causes the system to find and read the type specification for each specified
type name.

print option furt htr Arguments . -
Prints something. Common options are:
type typeName I

Lists the specification of the type.

IH ists the current definition of the induction hypothesis IH.

proof theorems
Lists the proof trees of the indicated theorems.

.....................

...........................

...................... . .. . .
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replace expression
Performs equality substitutions.

search
Attempts to find a set of instantlations of existential quantifiers that results in
reducing the proposition currently being proven to true.

schema rult
Defines Induction and case analysis schemas. See the description In the command 0
synopses.

try name, expression
Attempts the proof of the named expression.

S
type typeName

Establishes a new context for subsequent specification commands.

S

p .• -

S

P,

.|

" •' i
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I
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PROBLEM BEING SOLVED

The Military Message Experiment (MME) is a joint program funded by DARPA and the

Navy to study the nature of automated Interactive message processing In an operational .

military environment. The test, which ended October 1, 1979, was conducted at Camp

Smith, Oahu, Hawaii. by a selected subset of users from Commander In Chief Pacific

(CINCPAC) Operations Directorate (J3), which Included the Command Center and J3 -

support groups. The focus of the experiment has been the SIGMA message system,

developed at ISI, which runs on a PDP-1O under the TENEX operating system and

connects to the AUTODIN network through the Local Digital Message Exchange computer

(LDMX). The test environment Includes 25 CRT terminals plus seven electrostatic

printers, distributed In the Command Center and the offices of the J3 staff.

The purpose of the test Is to evaluate the utility of an Interactive message service

and to study Its impact on the user organization; In addition, the test provides Insight Into

how future message systems for this type of environment should be designed and built.

Experience In the ARPANET community has shown that on-line computer services can

alter the basic fabric of communication within the user organization, depending on such

variables as the community of users, accessibility of the terminals, difficulty of learning

the system, reliability of the service, features offered, and response time. The goal of

MME has been to learn the effect of these variables by studying the use of SIGMA In a

command and control environment like CINCPAC. With this Information, the various military

organizations responsible for communications should be more effective In specifying the

requirements for future production message systems.

...............-....... .... ,.......-.................. .,............ ..
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ISI became involved In this experiment in 1973 when it performed a study of the

communication needs on the island of Oahu (2]. In late 1973 the Information Automation

(IA) Project was formed to investigate the application of automation to military

communications. The concept of conducting an experiment in an operational military

command evolved slowly. In December 1975 a Memorandum of Agreement was signed by

DARPA, COMNAVTELCOM, COMNAVELEX, and CINCPAC, defining the MME. At that time

three DARPA contractors, Including ISI, were working on candidate message systems for

MME. In February 1977 an extensive evaluation of the three systems was made, and,

although still incomplete, ISI's SIGMA message system was selected. The PDP-i 0

computer and five user terminals were installed In May 1977 at CINCPAC, and SIGMA was

brought up.

During the first 12 months of operation, the system was tested, shaken down, and

gradually Improved. A few "friendly" users were Introduced to the system and their

evaluation Influenced the direction of subsequent SIGMA development. Experience was

gained In how to train users, resulting In Increased emphasis in on-line, self-contained

training aids. By April 1978 SIGMA was receiving all of the J3 AUTODIN traffic

(approximately 700 messages dally) on a 24 hour a day basis, 10 terminals were In

users' offices, and use of the system by operational personnel was beginning. A phase

of the experiment called Limited Experimental Use began In July 1978.

In October 1978 a KL processor was substituted for the older, slower KA processor

and memory was expanded to one million words. At this time 181 took responsibility for

operation and maintenance of the computer system.

In parallel with the development of the message service, the Navy and ARPA through In..

MITRE Corporation defined the test objectives for MME and the plan for achieving them

(3, 4J. This plan led to SIGMA's Data Collection Facility (DCF), which logs pertinent data

about the use of SIGMA. This data Is recorded In TENEX files on a continuous basis, and

at regular Intervals It Is dumped from files to magnetic tape and sent to MITRE for

analysis.

GOALS AND APPROACH

For the past 4 years the MME project has been developing the SIGMA message

service to support the Military Message Experiment. The primary goal of this experiment

r " • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . -.
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was to evaluate the utility of automated message handling In a military command
headquarters. From the outset a number of subgoals were Identified for the message -

service, Including functionality, flexibility, response time, availability, reliability, ease of
use, training support, and data collection support.

Functionality

The message handling In the Operations Directorate of CINCPAC is quite different from
that of the ARPA research community. An AUTODIN message is considered a formal

document "released" by the commanding officer of an organization (or one of his
deputies In his name) and represents an official position. Such a message Is always

addressed to the commanding officer of another organization. Often the actual author Is

someone quite low on the staff who does not know his counterpart In the recipient

organizations who will handle the message. Conversely, the recipient organization does

not know who wrote the message. This formality leads to much review and coordination .
of draft messages at the originating command and a complex distribution problem at the

recipient commands. Distribution Involves assigning responsibility (Action) for the
message and deciding who should get Information copies. The usual approach Is to

distribute messages widely (requiring many copies) and to rely on Informal Internal

communications to track action taken.

To satisfy the peculiar demands for coordination and distribution, it was considered

necessary to design an entirely new message system based on a central message data

"- base, making SIGMA different from most ARPANET message systems. A great deal of time

was spent talking to users to learn their message-handling functional requirements. In

addition, other groups Involved In the MME (e.g., CTEC, MITRE) produced their own

concepts of what was needed and submitted them to us for guidance and direction.

- Since this was to be an experiment, it was considered Important to provide a lot of
functions so the utility of each could be determined. As a result, a rich set of functions

developed In SIGMA tailored to the military community.

It was understood from the beginning that these efforts to define the needed

functions were only a starting point and that as the experiment proceeded, requirements
" for new, unforeseen features would arise. This requirement, to be able to adapt the

- system to the users' requests during the course of the experiment, led to another design
goal: flexibility.

* .°. . * *. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Flexibility " '

Because it was an experiment, the message service had to be designed to anticipate

changes. This was one of the strong Influences in selecting TENEX as the operating

system. TENEX provided the software development environment necessary to allow

continual evolution of the system. Flexibility dictated such features as using a

high-level language for the development and making the command language processor

table driven. We also tried to make the functionality of the system modular by defining

message system primitives, called micros, that were combined to produce command level

tasks. Configuration management procedures were Instituted to control the release of

new software at regular Intervals. Throughout the development, rapid Implementation

was stressed rather than thorough design documentation.

Unfortunately this focus on flexibility was in direct conflict with another goal: user

response time.

User Response Time

If the system Is going to be used, It must respond In a reasonable time to user

requests. Although the goal was clear, the actual design for good response time was

not. As a result, the approach taken was to build the system first and measure and then

Improve response during its use. The performance Issue first became evident during the

evaluation and selection before the system was delivered to CINCPAC. Unfortunately, as

changes were Introduced to Improve performance, they were often negated by functional

enhancements being Instituted simultaneously. Therefore, five months after the system

was delivered it could only support four or five users, threatening the entire experiment.

Only through a massive effort that Involved rewriting nearly every major component of

the system, replacing the KA processor with a KL processor, and Increasing memory from

256K to 1024K words was the problem contained. Even so, performance continued to be

an Issue since It limited our ability to add many more terminals.

Reliability

This goal, like response time, was recognized early, but its importance was not fully

appreciated by anyone associated with the program. Before MME was defined and

CINCPAC chosen as the host site, a system architecture was proposed to provide

reliability and availability through redundant hardware and a fully backed-up, distributed

°.°I •
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database. However, when the MME was defined, Its experimental nature and a limited

budget led to the decision that a single system with 25 terminals would have to suffice.
r

The equipment configuration chosen had redundant processors, pagers, and data

channels, but not redundant memory or disk, the two least reliable components. TENEX

was chosen for Its flexibility in spite of known weaknesses In the file system. The

normal problems of operating a computer were compounded In the CINCPAC environment

by continual problems with power, air conditioning, and dirt. Finally, we did not realize

how difficult It would be to maintain a continually changing, complex software system
from a distance of 2500 miles while having no network access to the computer. These

S
factors contributed to our Inability to provide quite the 24 hours a day, 365 days a year

service level.

This failure made some users unwilling to rely on the system and therefore affected
p

the experiment's results.

Ease of Use

The typical user at CINCPAC has no computer experience. He functions In a world of

paper: he keeps files of Important messages, drafts new messages with a pencil at his

desk, and has his secretary type them onto OCR forms for submission to AUTODIN. His

message handling Is an Intuitive but small part of his activities. To use an automated

system typically requires learning new procedures and techniques, a luxury we could not

afford In the busy CINCPAC environment. SIGMA therefore had to be made as easy and

natural to use as possible.

The SIGMA user Interface was designed for easy use by noncomputer professionals.
S

To achieve a natural Interface the project developed a new Interactive terminal, based

on the standard HP 2649 hardware; firmware was developed at ISI (see [10]). The

terminal supports two dimensional "what you see is what you get" editing. No conscious

effort by the user Is required to move data from the terminal to the host computer. A

message Is presented on the terminal as a window. The user merely scrolls the window

up or down to see more data, regardless of how big the message Is. While working on

one message, a user may ask to view a second one in its own window. Other objects

(files, text) may be quickly switched Into view with a single button push. Function keys

are provided to minimize typing for often-used commands.

.................... %... .
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No matter how natural this interface Is, an automated system is different from a

manual system and the users need training.

Training

As Indicated above, CINCPAC users do not have time to take an extensive course In

use of a new message system. It was always assumed that the principal training would

occur on the Job. To provide personal one-on-one training was Impractical, so, In addition

to providing the usual hardcopy reference manuals, SIGMA was designed to support
-: on-line, self-guided training. These facilities come in three forms, Prompt (display of

current command parsing Information), Help (access to reference manual type of
. Information), and Tutor (assistance In the form of on-line lessons and exercises).

SIGMA's training facilities are described In [7] and [9].

Data Collection

Essential to conducting an experiment Is an ability to collect results about the
system's use. SIGMA produces a file for each user In which detailed Information Is
recorded about every operation the user performs. These files are transferred to

magnetic tape at regular Intervals and sent to MITRE for analysis. In addition, SIGMA

produces a separate Session Transcript of commands executed for the on-site staff to

monitor abnorfal terminations of user jobs, debug problems (showed the sequence of
commands that led to an error), and monitor the use of the system.

PROGRESS .

Status at the Beginning of the Reporting Petiod

At the start of the reporting period the MME system had been operating at CINCPAC

for 16 months. During the first year of that period a long list of functional enhancements
was Implemented while at the same time the performance (response time) of SIGMA was
Improved by a factor of three. Then, finally, the background processes (Daemons), a

source of many problems, were completely rewritten to make them stable and

maintainable. During this time a few "friendly" users provided feedback on how SIGMA
could be Improved functionally.

In the spring of 1978 classified messages began flowing steadily to SIGMA, causing

the database of real messages to grow. J301, the administrative office for J3, began

using SIGMA to assign Action and Info on messages. The full complement of terminals

S:-::::
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was delivered and approximately 100 users were introduced to the system. Though

functional improvements were still to be made, Limited Experimental Use began In the

suimmer, at which time the system was able to support about ten users with reasonable 0

response. Still troublesome was the unreliable operation of the 10-year old computer

system.

to Improve the performance and reliability, a complete replacement of the KA 0

processor with a KL processor with I million words of memory was scheduled to take Its

place In October. Along with the change In equipment, the operation and maintenance

contract was moved to ISI. A full staff of civilian operators, hardware maintenance crew,

arid on-site system programmers was hired. For the first time MME had an adequate

staff on-sito to operate the machine.

Progress during the Reporting Period

Aq with any large computer system, It took several months to shake down the new 0

hardware with Its attendant new programs and operator procedures. There was an

imne'diato Improvement In system response--a benchmark load test was run with 20

users and the performance was deemed adequate. -

In early January 1979 SIGMA Release 2.2 was delivered. It Included message

Readdressal, a revised memo format, Alerts, an Improved form of Coordination, better

error hand!ing, and a number of bug fixes. After this release, CINCPAC allowed messages

oriqinating In SIGMA to be sent to the LDMX for transmission over AUTODIN.

With these functions added to SIGMA, Full Experimental Usage began In February. The

user community was encouraged to use SIGMA for as much of their message handling as

prnctical--somp users eaqprly learned how to use the system, others were reluctant to 0

try the system at all. Thougih improving, system reliability was still a source of complaint

from the tjsern. One particularly annoying problem was running out of disk space, a

situiation that neither TENEX nor SIGMA handled gracefully. We finally began to

appreciate the need for round-the-clock service and virtually 100 percent up time. This

level of service has never been expected from an experimental system. However, the

users who put all their files on-line and committed to on-line procedures for getting their

job done were understandably unforgiving.

~~~~~. ............ . .. " ............. ...... ,-..................-...- ..... , ".-,
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The reliability Issue focused our attention on making SIGMA more robust and

maintainable. We could not make TENEX and SIGMA 100 percent reliable, but we could

Improve our recovery procedures. A series of mini-releases (2.2, 2.22, 2.23) and a
revision to the terminal firmware were sent out during the period February through April

1979 to Improve this situation. Enhancements Included a more robust communications

protocol with the terminal, a terminal dump program, a program for rebuilding user stateU)
files, some directory verification programs, Improved error reporting and recovery

facilities, and a capability to run SIGMA under the TENEX Exec.

In March the CINCPAC SIGMA system was used during a two week, world-wide

communications exercise, though It was not trusted to be the primary message handling

facility (normal manual processing was used). Instead an additional action officer was
assigned to the Crisis Action Team to "manage" exercise traffic on SIGMA to make

pertinent Information available on-line. Members of the Crisis Action Team were

Introduced to SIGMA (many came from directories other than J3 and had never seen the

system) and were Invited to use It as they saw fit.

Unfortunately, the system was down for several extended periods during the

exercise, so Its utility was not well tested. Some useful observations were made,

however. The ease with which totally new people were able to pick up the basic system
was very encouraging. One user from J4 was so enthusiastic about using SIGMA for
generating outgoing traffic that he was assigned to be a regular MME user; he used the

system extensively thereafter. During the exercise, the Increased traffic load and

message handling activity slowed SIGMA's response to a point where Its use by other
users had to be curtailed. It was found that messages that accumulated while SIGMA
was down would deluge the Crisis Action Team when the system came back up. This

exercise pointed out the need for specialized procedures for automated message

handling during a crisis.

During April CINCPAC was asked whether it wished to retain the system after the end

of the experiment. The response was a very lukewarm endorsement, pointing to
problems with reliability of the system and limitations In usefulness because It only

supported 25 terminals. Curiously, about this time a bad main power filter was

discovered and Its removal eliminated a major source of memory failures. At this same .

time a double density disk system was Installed. This extra storage (now a total of

. . . . . .-.. *. . .
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nearly 400,000 pages) allowed keeping 30 days of traffic on-line (up from 12-14 days)

and eliminated the problem of running out of dis' ',ace. The reliability Improvements

these changes introduced were recognized too late. With CINCPAC's senior

management's weak endorsement, ARPA made the decision In May to remove the system

at the scheduled conclusion of the experiment, October 1, 1979.

The last functional changes were Incorporated In Release 2.3, which was delivered in

late May 1979. These changes, primarily suggested by users, Included a facility to

highlight text, an extension of the Comment feature for files, a capability to sort a file by

Date Time Group, an EMPTY command to clear the contents of a specified file, and a

special access control mechanism applied to Incoming AUTODIN messages. This release S

was Installed smoothly.

In June, as the last functional release was being tested, our first effort at technology

transfer took place. An entire session of the National Computer Conference (NCC 79) .

was dedicated to MME. Five papers by MME project members were submitted and

accepted for publication in the proceedings [9, 10, 11, 13, 14]. The session Itself

comprised two presentations covering the five papers, a movie on the MME, and a five P
member panel discussion.

Despite the decision to remove the system from CINCPAC In October, a last push was

made to Improve system reliability. ISI staff members were rotated on-site for one- or

two-week periods through July and August. During this period, four more SIGMA

mini-releases and two firmware changes were delivered to fix bugs tracked down by the

on-site personnel. Reliability of the system was also Improved by Installation of better

multiplexors and a f ix to some PDP-1 1 communication hardware.

As MME drew to a close, several special experiments were scheduled. In August,

special emphasis was put on using MME for message preparation, coordination, and

release. The goal was to have 50 percent of J3's outgoing traffic originate from SIGMA;

however, for the designated two week period only 59 out of 193 messages were

released through SIGMA.

In the second week of September a special three-day CINCPAC communication

exercise was scheduled. This exercise was a rerun of the exercise conducted In March

°m °• °
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using the same messages that had been received at that time. These messages were

retrieved from SIGMA's archive and processed to remove the action and Info assignments

that had been made on them previously. During the new exercise these messages were • _-

treated as new Incoming messages and were forwarded to the Crisis Action Team. For

this exercise new procedures were adopted for the Crisis Action Team using SIGMA

exclusively for all their message handling. Seven terminals were provided in the

simulated command center, one for each member of the team. In addition the Deputy

Crisis Action Coordinator monitored the progress of the exercise from another terminal In

his office. The exercise messages were injected through an exercise controller at an

Initial rate of 12 per hour and then stepped up gradually to a sustained rate of 35 per

hour, which was three times the rate of the traffic during the original exercise. Although

analysis of the test data is not complete, the special exercise clearly demonstrated that

SIGMA was effective in a crisis situation with that level of traffic.
p

As the reporting period ended, the experiment officially concluded. Interestingly,

there was a last minute effort by CINCPAC to reverse Its earlier position and try to retain

MME. A request for money to support the system was sent to JCS, citing Improved

reliability and better understanding of the system utility. This endorsement was made

too late to Justify changing plans.

With the conclusion of the on-site experiment approaching, the project team

terminated further software development and began the final phase of the .

experiment--writing a final report.

IMPACT

As the experiment draws to a close, many people are addressing the questions of 5

what has been learned and how can these lessons be applied to future automated

message systems. It Is generally agreed that MME clearly demonstrated the utility of

automated message handling In an operational military environment. It also showed,

however, that this utility Is dramatically affected by some critical parameters, such as

system reliability, response time, amount of coverage of the organization, functional

performance, and amount of data storage. In addition, much experience was gained In

conducting an "experiment" in an operational environment. Finally some Issues have 0

been raised by our experience that have a bearing on all DoD automation attempts. A

- .. . . . . . ..- * .... .. -. . ... . ,, ..
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set of final results are currently being compiled, but the following represent some of the

significant Issues uncovered by the MME so far.

DoD Policy

I here Is an Increasing awareness within DoD that complex computer applications such

as message handling, command and control, and management Information are currently not

well enough understood to allow building effective systems. The Introduction of p

automated tools Into these complex areas can produce unpredictable results, both good

and bad. Systems of this sort should be Introduced In an "evolutionary" manner: as their

Impact Is evaluated, they can be modified to better accomplish their mission. This is not

to say any particular installation must be continually changing, but a mechanism to

gradually evolve and Improve the basic system must be provided. Experiments like MME

are an excellent first step In such an evolutionary cycle. However, some efficient means

for Integrating the experiment results Into the next generation of products still needs to

be developed.

Incremented delivery of a communication system Is difficult. We learned from MME

that If a message system does not link enough of the right people, it Is only marginally

useful. It Is clear thet If terminals had been provided to all action officers at CINCPAC,

MMF would have been much more valuable to everyone. This would be extremely

expensive and Its cost would be hard to justify. If the system Is Installed gradually,

however, the community must operate for an extended time with some users on-line and .

others not. Again MME showed this to be a difficult way to function, often requiring

extra work (e.g., keeping both paper and electronic files of everything).

Another high-level policy Issue that MME pointed up Is the delivery of reliable

computer cycles. Our experience at CINCPAC showed both the the necessity and the

difficulty of operating a large complex computer system In a typical operational military
environment. We encountered every Imaginable problem, Including power that fluctuated I
and even dropped without notice, crypto communication that could not stay synchronized,

dirty air, air conditioning that was sporadic, fungus growth on components, restricted

access to the computer floor because of security--and this was only In the computer

center. The conditions In the user spaces were even less controlled. Security controls

severely limited access to the user spaces to handle hardware or operational problems

with the system. Since the trend In computer systems Is toward more distributed

- -%
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processing (e.g., "smarter" terminals, local printers, personal computers), maintaining

such equipment and the systems that run within them In a typical military Installation will

continue to be a problem In the future.

How to Conduct an Experiment

A number of Issues arose that speak to the general problem of trying to conduct an

experiment like the MME. For example, we found it Is crucial to motivate the users to

the goals of the experiment. It was entirely reasonable for the users to simply view the

system as a tool. When they found It flawed, many preferred to retreat to old methods

rather than contend with the weaknesses of the new system. Because a critical mass of

users was a necessity, this retreat affected those who were willing to contend with the

difficulties. Sharing of files, coordination, intra-office communications are Just some of

the concepts needing total cooperation in order to be tested.

S
The classified nature of the operational site together with performance Implications

dictated that the MME software be developed on a separate computer. This separation

meant that the developers were a long way from the experiment. Bugs were nearly

Impossible to trace because security denied us a remote connection. From the beginning

we were forced to send our ISI programmers to Hawaii. This slowed our software

development; not only was the missing man not able to program, but others often needed

to Interact with that person. We trained an on-site representative, hoping he could -

debug for us, but this proved to be wishful thinking--SIGMA was too large for a new

person to assimilate so quickly. Although he was extremely effective in representing our

Interests, he simply could not know enough to classify each problem that came along.

For the life of the experiment there was a continual need for SIGMA programming

expertise on-site, o% need we could supply only sporadically. A remote attachment to the

system would have been a much more satisfactory solution; we then could have

responded faster to problems by applying all of our available expertise rather than

hoping that the person we sent knew enougIh to track down the difficulty at hand.

in experimental systems, changes are made to meet the evolving understanding of the

application. This Instability makes the systems Inherently less reliable. Yet, as we have

noted, reliability Is essential in operational environments even for test systems. SIGMA

was tested before each release by having five of our people exercise a cooperative

two-hour scenario designed to test most of the functionality. As the system changed,

I
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these scenarios were changed. This minimum test did not stress any of the system limits

and provided only a cursory examination of many functions. We considered building

semi-automated test facilities for SIGMA, but were discouraged by the magnitude of the .0

job. Program verification research offered no help, and we do not see how a better ".

programming environment would have served our purpose. In large evolutionary systems

it Is imperative to Include In the design good test facilities from the beginning.

One final Issue that has bearing on future experiments is defining the user's

relationship to this test system. If the system Is successful, some users will learn to

depend on It. When the experiment Is over, either the system must stay or the users

must return to their old ways. Both have severe Implications: keeping the system may

be an expensive proposition (an experimental system Is not likely to be cost effective).

However, users are not motivated to learn a temporary system, a fact that may

undermine the whole basis of the experiment. This problem needs to be considered at

the outset of any future experiment like MME.

Automated Message Handling Systems

In ISI's Final MME Report, a portion of which will be included in the Navy's Final MME -.

Report, our MME experience will be detailed. Though we are still sorting out the lessons

and how best to express them, the following represent some Important points that we

plan to discuss:

Critical Mas of Users

At CINCPAC there were 22 terminals In user spaces, plus 3 more In commonly

accessible areas (training and conference rooms). Response time during the early rush

(around 7 a.m.) was marginal. So even though we could have provided more terminals, S

the 25 were a form of system limit. When the MME equipment configuration was defined

* we estimated that 25 terminals would provide a useful test; it became evident that this

*. number was too small to effectively determine the utility of the system. An analogy with

the telephone Illuminates the issue: The more phones (or terminals), the more useful -

such a device becomes, because more people can be reached. In addition, with a

message system, the more users contributing to the database, the more Information it

contains and the more valuable the service is. Further, If a message Is to go to both

on-line and off-line personnel, the message must be processed In different ways, often

• .. . • .• . • . .. ..-. • • . - . . ............... ,..•...-...-....-.........•.................-.......-..,.......•.........."..'.....-......-.- . "_ _
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requiring double work. A message service must support some "critical mass" of users to

be worth using at all.

The comments of some users during Interviews at the conclusion of the experiment *.. -.

suggest that MME was below a critical mass threshold for CINCPAC, though the Ideal

number remains a matter of conjecture. It was once estimated that 65 terminals would

cover the J3 Directorate adequately, while some 200 terminals would be needed to

cover the entire headquarters. Future Automated Message Handling Systems (AMHS)

must be designed to handle these kinds of numbers, and cost justification should be

considered on this basis.

Critical Mass of Messages

Just as Important as the need for a critical mass of users Is that for a critical mass of

messages. If the user receives all of his message traffic In paper form but only part of It

over the AMHS, he Is hard pressed to see why he should use the automated system.

MME was designed to Include top secret traffic, but the CINCPAC communications center

was not able to deliver these messages to SIGMA. Special Intelligence traffic was never

Intended to be put on-lfine. But many of SIGMA's users worked with large numbers of

these classified messages and found their absence from SIGMA very frustrating. Rather

than deal with a system that allowed them to do only some of their work, they often

chose to stick with manual processing. We also found that when disk size limited SIGMA

to keeping 12 days worth of traffic, on-line users were not happy. After we began

" keeping 30 days of traffic on disk, complaints about archive retrieval vanished.

Critical Mass of Functions

SIGMA provided the CINCPAC users a rich set of functions that spanned message

reading, word processing, and database management. SIGMA was purposely designed to

offer a wide range of functionality in hopes we could ascertain which functions were

most useful without biasing the user toward a particular style of use. It turns out that k

• -nearly all functions were used--different people used the system In different ways.

J301 was almost the only user of the ROUTE Instruction, yet his role Is so critical that

the experiment could not get under way until ROUTE was Implemented. Some users relied

heavily on the file search features; others, surprisingly, not at all. If any of the

functional areas had been slighted, the set of users who took advantage of those

. " -°-
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functions might have been discouraged from bothering with the system. The benefits of

automating message handling seem to accrue from the Integration of a wide range of

functions into a single system. .

Critical Mass of System Availability

An AMHS must be usable when the user wants It. MME suffered greatly because too

often it was not available when a user needed it. We thought 95 percent uptime of a

scheduled 161 hours per week would be sufficient for an experiment. This estimate was

wrong. An AMHS must be available 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. Providing this sort

of reliability Is a major challenge.

What is Automated Message Handling? .

Few people appreciate the complexity of message handling. A system that simply

determines how to route incoming messages is not message handling. Neither Is one that

allows users to read their messages on-line rather than on paper. The payoff seems to

be In combining the entire spectrum of message handling and word processing functions

Into a single system; it may be more appropriate to think of these as "Office Automation" -

systems than Just as communication systems. The combination offers wider, faster, more

accurate dissemination of information. Although messages form an appropriate base, It

would be a significant mistake to ignore the other forms of communication offered

through shared data.

FUTURE WORK

The Military Message Experiment project at ISI will continue for the first three months
In rY80. the primary task Is to write a final report describing the functionality and

design of the SIGMA system and explaining the lessons we learned during the

experiment. At the same time we will also transfer the technology we have accumulated .

through other means, such as writing papers, giving briefings, and assisting military

organizations to document their requirements for automated message handling.

*. The current plan Is for the final report to be organized Into four sections, an

Introduction, a functional description, the design of SIGMA, and lessons learned. Since

we expect to produce about 200 pages, we will bind each section of the report Into

separate volumes. We anticipate a portion of our final report will be Integrated Into the

MME Program final report to be published by the Navy. Our report will be finished before

S-. ==
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the Navy's, so the Navy can either use our report directly or extract the parts It wishes

to use. -

The normal mechanism for operating military commands to acquire new systems Is to

submit a ROC (Required Operational Capability). The Military Message Experiment

evolved from a CINCPAC ROC for on-line message handling capability. CINCPAC Is

planning to update that ROC In light of Its MME experience. U.S. European Command

(CINCPAC's equivalent in Europe) is also preparing a ROC for text message handling. We

anticipate helping these organizations to write a comprehensive document reflecting the

lessons we have learned.

Finally we also expect to apply our experience In Introducing Interactive computing

services to a military command headquarters. Several ARPA programs recently

undertaken (e.g., Fort Bragg, Strategic Air Command) will be facing many of the Issues

that confronted the MME. We will provide guidance to these programs.
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THE PROBLEM BEING SOLVED

A key requirement for effective command and control (C2) Is the accurate and timely

exchange and effective presentation of relevant Information at all levels of command.

The application of advanced Information processing techniques makes It easier to

manage and augment this Information exchange, permitting military personnel to better

Interpret and respond to ordinary as well as crisis situations. In particular, graphic

communication of two-dimensional Information, such as maps and charts overlayed with .

relevant tactical and strategic data, can greatly enhance both the quality and the

efficiency of communications and provide added depth to the Information exchange.

Computer graphics Is not new to the military. Immediate or anticipated military

requirements have quite often been the basis for technology development and

deployment; this has been true in various areas of computer graphics. The military has

employed computer graphics In a variety of special-purpose applications. However, the

utility of graphics as a communications vehicle suggests that graphics be made available

In a more generalized way, much as voice communication Is made available via the

AUTOVON system. This has become both attractive and economically feasible with the

advent of digital computer communications networks such as the ARPANET and Its

plnned military counterpart, AUTODIN-Il, now under construction.

to explore this need, ARPA has contracted with ISI to design and develop a graphics

system that could exploit the distributed processing capability Intrinsic to a computer

network, adapt to the changing communication and processing resources available during

and between crisis situations, and evolve to meet future command and control

processing and display requirements. In addition, ISI Is developing representative

application software that uses the graphics system to demonstrate the utility of a

distributable, display-device Independent graphics capability for command and control

applications.

. . . .. . . . . . -.
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GOALS AND APPROACH

Crises are generally unpredictable and may require quick response to a rapidly

changing situation. Because the nature and amount of the resources available to meet a

crisis may vary, a C2 graphics system must be adaptable to the resources at hand,

Including processing, communications bandwidth, and display equipment. Furthermore, It

should be extensible so that It can evolve In a fashion not traumatic to Its users to

accommodate new display devices or new communications technologies. These

requirements resulted in five specific goals for the C2 graphics system.

1. The development and use of graphic applications programs should be
Independent of the display device type, with the graphics system adapting
to and supporting terminals of varying capability. The developer of an
application should be able to produce the application unmindful of the
specific display device that will ultimately be used. He should also be able
to test and debug the application program on whatever display device Is at
hand or Is otherwise accessible and reasonab!y convenient to the test
environment. Finally, the application program should be able to exploit the
features available with the particular device to which It Is connected
without being limited to the greatest common subset of features of the
terminals used; the graphics system should perform the requisite mapping -

of the requested capability to the features available.

2. The graphics system should be adaptable to the processing and
communications resources available when the application/display device
connection Is established. The unpredictability of the communications
bandwidth available and the location of and accessibility to computational
resources during a crisis situation, together with the need to optimize use
of available resources to meet the situation, suggest that the graphics
system be tailorable to a wide variety of processor/communication
combinations.

3. The graphics application should be oblivious to the placement of graphics
system components and the requisite communications established to
support their placement. Whether the graphics system Is distributed
across several computers to take advantage of processing or
communications resources or whether the entire system resides within a
single processor should be Invisible to the application program. Any special
machinations necessary to establish and support a particular configuration
should be handled by and within the graphics system Itself with any
side-effects constrained to the graphics system, with the possible
exception of system performance.

4. The graphics system should support the Incorporation of possibly
Independently generated graphics pictures Into an application program as

-
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well as the creation of picture descriptions for use outside the Immediate
application environment. The graphic equivalent of a file mechanism should
be provided for sharing of graphic Information between arbitrary graphic
application programs. Furthermore, since the display device available to
the application that creates a graphic file will likely be different from those
available to the programs using the resulting pictures, the files must be
created and stored In a display-device-independent format.

5. The graphics functions available to an application should be sufficiently -

general to support a variety of application domains. This generality should
Include system configurability, communications adaptability, and
device-independent multi-terminal usage. The user Interface Itself should
provide a sufficiently rich set of graphics primitives such that highly
tailored, application-specific graphics environments can be constructed on ,

top of the Interface without requiring alteration of the functionality of the
graphics system Itself.

The approach adopted to meet these goals was to develop a distributable, display

device-independent vector graphics system in which graphic application programs could

be written without regard to the particular display device upon which th.e output would

ultimately be displayed. The system achieves display device Independence by providing

the application program with a set of generic, device-independent, two-dimensional

vector graphic primitives (Graphics Language [1]) by which pictures can be described

and Interacted with at the application level. The application program deals with graphics

in terms of named picture elements, called segments. Segments can be created,

destroyed, merged, made visible or Invisible, made touch-sensitive, and highlighted.

Serments themselves are specified In terms of generic graphic primitives, Including

vectors, arcs, dots, text, and filled sectors and polygons, that may vary according to

color, Intensity and type-face.

Graphics Language (GL) defines the set of application Independent functions for

performing the above operations. Since several programming environments are expected

to be used in the Command and Control environment (mainly FORTRAN, but also LISP, J. .

BLISS, MACRO and other languages) GL is defined (and Implemented) In such a way that

it can be easily used by application programs written in any of them.

The binding of the application program to a particular display device is deferred until

program execution time, when the generic graphics primitives are mapped by the system

*1
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Into specific operations and display modes appropriate to the device selected. The

quality of the resulting picture is limited only by the capability of the display device.

The graphics system Is distributable across multiple host computers interconnected by

a communications network (such as the ARPANET). This allows the graphics display

device to be located away from the graphics application program and allows the

computational load Introduced by the graphics system to be distributed across multiple

processors, balanced to the computational resources and communications bandwidth

available. The graphics system achieves dilstributablilty by virtue of its modular design

and Implementatlon, I.e., the system consists of a series of Isolatable functions that
S

communicate via a common communications mechanism (see [2] for more details).

The design separates the Issue of system functionality from communications. In other

words, the functionality of the system does not depend on the physical processor on

which a given function resides during a graphics session. The physical location of graphic

functions (as well as the display device) affect performance Issues only; they have no

effect whatsoever on the application program. Moreover, any intraprocess/

interprocessor communications mechanism might be used for communications between

functions of the graphics system (including telephone, radio, or digital network/

Internetwork links).

Modular organization of the graphics system has several benefits In addition to

distributability. It allows the system to be easily extended to support other application

languages and display device types. The former Is accomplished by replacing an

application interface component by one which Interfaces to the new language, the latter

by replacing the component that generates device orders. Such replacement has no

effect whatsoever on the application programs or the fashion In which application

programs use the graphics system and graphics language.

Modularity also allows new graphic functions to be easily added to the capabilities of

the basic system. The architecture supports a single-terminal-to-single-application

graphics environment. Additional graphic functions may be added to support more

complicated configurations, Including multiple programs concurrently connected to a

single terminal and a single application program simultaneously generating graphics

output for and accepting Input from multiple (possibly dissimilar) display devices.

. . , ,. ..... .......... .............. •.,....... ........................... .. _:,..-......... °.
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PROGRESS

Graphics System

In July 1979, ISI delivered the distributable (Level 2) version of the graphics system
r:

for TENEX/TOPS-20. The initial release of the Level 2 system supported the Genisco

GCT-3000 raster-scan, bit-map color graphics display as well as the Tektronix 4010

series monochromatic display. Subsequently the HP-2648 monochromatic and Tektronix 0

4027 color graphics terminals were also supported. As described in the system

architecture document (2], the system consists of seven major components: the

Language Interface, Application Interface, Model, Clipper, Normalizer, Segment Pool

Manager and Device Order Generator. The first five modules compose the "frontend" and "

are linked with the user application program. The remaining two modules constitute the

"backend". Frontends and backends may reside on different machines; they communicate

with each other using Graphics Protocol over the ARPANET.

In September, two additional components, a File Input Manager and a File Output

Manager, were added to the system to support application program software under

development. These components support the creation and playback of

display-independent graphic files both during the current session and later.

As an extension of the basic mapping package, work was initiated and completed on a

64K vectcr map that Included political as well as geographic boundaries. Information was

encoded In such a fashion as %a allow color coding of Individual countries and power

blocs. To satisfy an Immediate need, a gateway program was written to allow the

graphics system and a Tektronix display to be used with the Packet Radio Net at SRI.

Briefing Aid

An Important task In today's C2 environment Is for those responsible for the

accumulation and aggregation of data to present to their superiors up-to-date

Information on a specific tactical or strategic situation. Often this involves formally

prepared briefings employing films of the situation.7

.. . . . . . . . . .._ *- *, . .
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Concurrent with the development of the graphics system, ISI is developing several

command and control applications to demonstrate various capabilities of the graphics

system. During the current fiscal year, the bulk of our efforts In the application software

area Involved the design and prototyping of a Briefing Aid system which supports the

creation of a briefing composed of graphic files (described above) and subsequent

delivery of the briefing to several participants.

The package facilitates composition, review, revision and presentation of a briefing,

using computer graphics display hardware. Such a computer graphics briefing offers the

following advantages over more traditional film-based methods: (1) picture preparation

and picture presentation may be geographically distributed and (2) the pictures may

contain Information more up-to-date than that which was available at the time the

picture was created.

IMPACT

The principal Impact of this work Is In developing a graphics system architecture that

accommodates system decentralization and distributed graphics data storage. Such a

system architecture will facilitate graphics/user environments of widely varied display

capablUtles, storage capabilities, and processing capabilities. An example of such a

system Is a ship-based graphics system that must Interact with and possibly supplement

one or more land-based graphics systems associated with large computational

environments. The graphics system Is Intended to provide a sufficiently rich graphics

capability to support a wide variety of applications and terminal types.

FUTURE WORK

Future research and development will focus on the following four areas:

1. Extension and enhancement of the situation display graphics subsystems
being developed at ISI.

It

2. Design and development of a generalized on-line map capability to support
command and control.

3. Design and development of a briefing aid capability.

4. Maintenance and Improvement of graphics language and graphics protocol.

. . . . .. . . . . . . .
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Situation Display

The present Situation Display will be expanded to allow displayed pictures to be

saved on disk for later review. Situation Display will be augmented to utilize new -

facilities made available by LADDER, such as alerting. All documentation of Situation

Display will be completed, and the final version delivered. Figure 1, on the following

sheet, shows examples of Situation Display output. 9

C2 Map Capability

The present map capability Is an Interim facility Intended to address Immediate

requirements associated with particular C2 applications. To Improve this interim

capability, ISI will deliver a higher resolution (65K vector) map and a multi-level user

callable map display package which switches between map resolutions based on the
area being displayed. ISI will also continue its interaction with DMA to determine their

pre sent capability and future plans and time-scale with respect to the type of data they p
will make available (detail, aggregation levels, projection types) and how maps will be
made available (tape, on-line network access, video disk, etc.).

Briefing Aid

As Indicated In an earlier section of this report, ISI Is developing a Briefing Aid
application program that will allow users to compose, review, and present briefings using

computer graphic display hardware instead of conventional film media. Future work In this
area will focus on development of a dynamic briefing aid system (Including both preparer

and viewer programs), which Interfaces to Situation Display.

Graphics Language/Graphics Protocol Development

As an extension of our current efforts on the Level 2.0 system, one additional device p

driver will be delivered with our activities focusing primarily on maintaining and Improving
the system In response to comments from the user community and assisting The Rand

Corporation In Implementing Graphic System backends on the PDP-11. Considerable

effort will also be directed toward extending the Level 2.0 system to support additional S
features associated with the Level 3.0 system In the area of multiple,

non-homogeneous-display-device support, display-device multiplexing, etc. [2].

..,p'
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PROBLEM BEING SOLVED

For several years the SAFE project has been exploring a unique approach to

simplifying software specification. Rather than developing a "better" specification

language, we have developed a prototype Interface between a software specifier and

the formal specification to be created. This interface embodies our knowledge of what

constitutes good formal software specifications, and it attempts to restate the user's

informal software specification in the required formalism.

We believe such an Interface is necessary because formal mechanisms are foreign to

% man's nature. Only with considerable pain, difficulty, and expense can people be taught

to use such formations, but they always revert to Informal structures wherever possible.

Even mathematical proofs are only partially formalized arguments that a line of reasoning

Is correct.

Formal software specifications must be produced, but that doesn't Imply that people

should create them. Rather, we believe, people should continue to write Informal

speciflcations (such as existing B-5 military software specifications) and use a

computer-i)sed tool to produce the formal software specifications. Such a division of

effort between man and machine seems much more appropriate, with the computer

system responsible for reformulating the user's Informal specification Into the particular

form requirod, maintaining consistency, avoiding ambiguity, and ensuring completeness.

This basically standard language translation task Is not difficult If the difference

between the Input and output languages Is small and the Input Is understood. We have

specifically designed our formal specification language to minimize the differences

between It and the Informal Input to eliminate the first of these problems. Thus, the key

Issue Is understanding the input. 9

o. ... =
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GOALS AND APPROACH

Previous efforts have limited themselves to the use of formal specification languages,

while precluding Informal specification, precisely because of this difficulty in

understanding such Informal specifications. This limitation shifted the entire burden of

creating and dealing with the formalism completely to the human specifier. We believe

this extreme position Is unwarranted and imposes an artificial barrier between computers

and potential users. In a suitably constrained environment, much of the understanding of

an Informal input can be handled by a computer system that then undertakes the

responsibility to re-express It In the required formalism.

How can such understanding be automated? First, we must define the nature of

Informal languages. The primary distinction between formal and Informal language Is that

In the latter information is suppressed, yielding partial descriptions and constructs rather

than complete ones. These partial descriptions and constructs result In ambiguity that

can be resolved only by context.

But whet information is suppressed? It i far from random. The originator of the

Informal communication suppresses that information he believes the recipient can
correctly fill In and may suppress temporarily details not central to the main topic being

communicated. Thus, Informal languages are effective because they allow both the

originator and the recipient to focus on the relevant Issues and to suppress details that

can be correctly Inferred and that, if present, would detract from or blur the Issues being

highlighted.

Therefore, to automate the understanding of Informal languages one must disambiguate

partial descriptions and constructs by supplying the suppressed Information, felt by the

originator to be obvious from the context. Unfortunately, providing such disambiguation

has been remarkably difficult because of the large variability In how context affects the
disnmblguation and the undetermined amount of unstated world knowledge that might

bear upon the resolution.

On the other hand, considerable success can be gained by automating disambiguation

in a highly constrained domain. Fortunately, programs are very highly constrained objects

(one reason they are so hard to construct), and people seem to describe them In rather

limited ways.

...........................
* * . 4 * . , ..-*
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For the last few years, we have been building a prototype system that embodies

considerable knowledge of how people describe programs and what makes such

programs well formed. This special knowledge provides a powerful basis for

disambIguating Informal program specifications. Our prototype system has understood and

correctly formalized several real-world, albeit simplified, specifications extracted from -,--

actual military MIL-SPEC 490-B5 specification manuals. The system has also

successfully handled twenty five perturbations of these examples as a demonstration of

Its robustness on such small simplified specifications. We believe that these results

demonstrate the basic feasibility of our approach.

PROGRESS S

Having successfully demonstrated the prototype SAFE system on small simplified

Informal specifications and Its robustness on perturbations, we turned our attention to

the problems of handling larger realistic specifications. Handling such specifications Is,

we believe, the remaining watershed issue for our line of research. Unless such

specifications could be handled, only a laboratory demonstration rather than a firm

technological basis for practical formal specification formulation tools would have been

provided. 0

It was Immediately clear that the prototype system could not be scaled up to handle

larger specifications. First, we, like all other major LISP-based projects, had run out of

address space. The ad hoc measures adopted to complete our work on the perturbations

couldn't be pushed any farther. Second, the basic paradigm of the prototype system was

oriented toward small rather than large specifications. It was used on a simple three

pass "compiler" model In which each phase completely processed the specifications

before the next phase started. Thus, the entire specification had to be available before 0

processing could begin, and since processing advanced In lockstep, detailed analysis of

one portion could not be used to aid the analysis of another. Third, as the prototype

system evolved, more and more knowledge was added through procedural embedding to

the point that It had become exceedingly complex to further augment It. Thus, we have

boon accumulating programming knowledge faster than It could be added to the .,.

prototype system. Furthermore, the control structure of the system based on

backtracking was very primitive, preventing parallel exploration of alternative

formalizations. Finally, It was apparent that the formalization task was being complicated

. . ... ....... .. .........
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by the need to Intermix language translation. That is, while determining what the proper

formalization of the Informal specification was, the system also had to translate high
level constructs Into low level ones because we did not have a suitably high level formal

language to use as the output of the prototype system.

For all these reasons, It was clear that It would be much more productive to build a

. completely new system rather than attempt to extend the existing prototype. These

. limitations led directly to the four tasks (explained below) undertaken In FY79.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND CURRENT STATUS

I. Disc Resident Associative Relational Data Base

In anticipation of a large address space Implementation of Interllsp, we did not want to

introduce temporary complicated partitioning mechanisms Into our system. On the other

hand, some method of avoiding this limitation had to be devised In the Interim. Since the

address space limitation mainly affects data (because of Interlisp's code overlay

feature) and since the majority of our data is contained In our associative relational

database, we decided to create a disc resident version of this database to circumvent

the address space limitation. This buries the address space circumvention mechanism

inside the database and enables us to avoid dealing with It within our prototype system.

2. Incremental Assimilation Paradigm

To overcome our paradigm lockstep limitations, we decided to use an Incremental

S paradigm In which each portion of the Informal specification was processed by all parts

of the system before the next portion was examined. This change enables the

assimilation of defined concepts and process refinements that characterize large

specifications. Furthermore, It allows the system to process a large specification piece

by piece, In a manner more closely modeling human understanding. Later Input could

resolve ambiguities or force reinterpretation of previous portions. This Incremental

processing also simplifies system development by providing a finer granularity of test

Points than the previous all-or-nothing paradigm. Finally, and most Importantly, this

paradigm shift opens the possibility of a whole new area of application of this research

and Is the basis of our future plans (see FUTURE WORK section).

.. . . . . . . . . . . . ..- ..
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This paradigm shift, while central both to processing large specifications and our

future research, complicates the system by requiring It to deal with Incomplete

specifications. Previously, in dealing with informal specifications, the system had to 0

handle only suppressed Information, I.e., Implicit information that the specifier believed

could be deduced from the explicitly specified Information, Now, It must also handle

specifications in which necessary information Is, as yet, unspecified. This means that it

cannot completely analyze a partial specification but must be prepared to leave some

ambiguities unresolved until further information is obtained.

To minimize these complications by retaining much of the structure of the current

system, while Incorporating the advantages of Incremental processing, we decided that

the Input grain size should be a single sentence that would be processed more or less

sequentially as a three-pass augmentation of the previously processed Incomplete Input.

0S
3. HEARSAY !11 Framework

This need to extend the system to handle Incomplete input, combined with the needs

to simplify the addition of programming knowledge and to Introduce a parallel search

mechanism, led to a decision to rebuild the prototype within the framework of a modern

knowledge-based Artificial Intelligence system, for only In such a framework would the

necessary flexibility and growth capabilities exist.

After examining the availabit possibilities, we decided that the ARPA developed

HEARSAY 1I system offered the best framework. Unfortunately, this system was

specifically designed for the speech understanding task, and so we generalized its

mechanisms and removed its task dependencies to produce a new framework, called

HEARSAY III, in which to rebuild the SAFE system. Basically, the HEARSAY III system Is a

gnperallzed production system In which autonomous clusters of expertise (knowledge

sources) react to the activity of other experts on a public, structured blackboard and

*I produce changes and augmentations to Its contexts. These knowledge sources can _

either DEDUCE modifications where there Is no ambiguity about how to process the

structure on the blackboard or ASSUME modifications when uncertainty exists. These

assumptions produce alternative versions of the blackboard that can be explored In

parallel. As In any production-based system, deciding which of the computer's relevant

productions will be allowed to run Is a central Issue. Here this contention exists both

. .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . *. . . . ..
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between alternative versions of the blackboard and between knowledge sources within

the same version. Rather than provide a built-in "scheduler" to resolve this problem, we

decided that Issue was complex enough, and the need for experiment so great, that the

full flexibility of the HEARSAY paradigm itself should be available. We therefore added a

second blackboard to be used by scheduling knowledge sources to determine how to

allocate processing to the competing regular knowledge sources. These scheduling -"-

knowledge sources can Invoke other waiting scheduling knowledge sources on waiting

-* regular knowledge sources, thus allowing arbitrarily complex scheduling regimes to be

* built through this knowledge source mechanism. Naturally, a small kernel must exist to

resolve conflicts at the top level of this scheduling hierarchy. This system will be

described more fully In a forthcoming research report.

4. Formal High Level Specification Language

Finally, to eliminate the intrusion of language translation Issues Into our central task of

formalizing Informal specifications, we decided to create an appropriate formal

specification language in which the high level constructs found In Informal specifications

had a corresponding formal equivalent. Before constructing such a language we felt

obliged to determine the requirements it had to satisfy. This becomes a major effort and

resulted In a quite novel set of requirements presented at the Specifications of .'- -

Reliable Software Conference. We are currently working on defining a formal

specification language that satisfies these requirements.

FUTURE WORK

The major effort for FY80 is to scale the SAFE system within the framework described

above so that It can handle real, unsimplified specifications of practical size. A specific

example, the ARPANET Host-IMP Protocol, has been chosen because It Is well-written,

widely known, and representative of an Important class of applications.

Specifically, we will start analyzing the Host-IMP Protocol specification in detail to

determine what capabilities are required to understand this class of specifications. L

General knowledge about this class of system will be Identified (for example, that a

protocol Is a set of rules for exchanging Information between two or more processes and

1See Balzor, R., and N. Goldman, Principles of Good Software Specification and their Implications for L
Specification Languages, ISI/RR-80-86 (forthcoming).

...................................................................................
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that transmission errors can occur), and methods of Incorporating it into the system

devised. Deficiencies in the current knowledge base and/or the protocol specification

will be Identified. A plan will then be generated and Implementation begun on overcoming S

these difficulties.

Also, through our development of a formal specification language we have particular

notions about how specifications should be written. They center on the Issues of

separating functionality from representation and optimization, and on providing abstract

yet process-oriented specifications. These notions must be explicated as a set of

*standards for SAFE specifications. Then the Host-IMP protocol must be rewritten to

conform to these standards. In particular, it is currently filled with representation Issues

that must be removed.

As always, we measure progress and test system capabilities through particular

I) examples. Therefore, we will generate a few simplified versions of the rewritten P

* specifications, allowing us to consider these Issues Individually and work them as the

-. Implementation proceeds. The entire unsImplified rewritten Host-IMP Protocol (about 1 5

.' pages) will then be converted to a formal specification for the Host machine. Finally, we

will create several perturbations of this specification to test the system's robustness to

" variability of large specifications.

Furthermore, we will provide a rudimentary capability to exercise the formal specification.

This will enable a user to watch the formal specification operate on selected data to

" ensure that the formal specification produced by the system matches the user's Intent.

Such a capability Is Important because just as it Is difficult for a user to write a formal

" specification directly, so is It difficult for him to directly (i.e., by Inspection) understand

the formal specification produced by the system. Instead, by observing the behavior of - A

the formal specification on appropriate cases, the correspondence between Intent and

" result can be ascertained. Together with a paraphrase capability (which might be added

*i later), this would provide a quite complete capability for user understanding of a formal

specification.

Such a capability to exercise a formal specification Is Important for a second reason.

In addition to providing Information concerning the correspondence between the formal

specification and the user's Intent, It also provides an assessment of whether the

.. ....-..*
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specification meets the user's requirements. Short of producing a formal statement of

these requirements (with all the attendant difficulties of such formalization) and verifying

that the formal specification is consistent with these formal requirements, the only .

recourse Is to make such an assessment by appropriately testing (i.e., observing the

behavior of) the specification. Rome Air Development Center (RADC) Is currently funding

such an effort (testing specifications) at ISI as an outgrowth of the SAFE project.

These tasks, In FY80, will mark the end of the SAFE project. By then, we will have

demonstrated that Informal specifications of a practical military size and complexity can

be reformulated, by a computer system, in a formal specification language. However, the

SAFE system will still be very much a laboratory prototype. It will not yet have a

user-interface, a paraphrase capability, a robustness to syntactic variability, or real-time

responsiveness. Each of these deficiencies could be addressed as part of a
development project to utilize the SAFE technology.

However, before such an effort is undertaken, a basic limitation of our specification

paradigm must be removed. The current system assumes that a carefully thought out, but

yet Informal, specification has been created for Input to the SAFE system. This paradigm

Is realistic--it characterizes current military practice as embodied In MIL-SPEC 490-B5

specifications. Thus, as we have argued throughout this project, such capability would

be directly relevant to Improving military software specifications.

Yet this paradigm falls to account for two critical facts. The first Is that a -

considerable amount of effort has been expended In creating the informal specification.

Just as SAFE has recognized the Importance of automating the translation from Informal
to formal specification, so too should it recognize that considerable aid can be provided

by Interactively helping the user formulate the informal specification. That Is, the system

should help the user assemble coherent Informal specifications from small Individual

fragments that get successively refined, elaborated, and possibly replaced or corrected.

Although part of such help would be In simply advising the user of those portions that are

Incomplete and/or inconsistent, the main task would be In Integrating the refined and

elaborated fragments into a coherent whole.

Very closely associated with such a formulation capability Is the second critical fact

unaccounted for by the current SAFE paradigm--that maintenance dominates the

%
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life-cycle costs of software. After an Initial Informal specification has been created,

transformed Into a formal specification, and implemented in a computer program, the

resulting system is constantly being revised and extended as the end user gains

operational experience with the system. Some of the revisions correct inconsistencies .

between the formal specification and the implementation. As software development

methodology Improves, such revisions should become less frequent and less Important.

The other modifications, those that change the formal specification, will, however,
become more prevalent as user organizations adapt to the existence of the softwareo-"

systems and as these systems are Integrated with each other.

As these modifications are made, both the formal specification and the Implementation

must be updated and kept consistent with each other. As a separate effort

(Transformational Implementation), we are developing the technology to create

Implementations of formal specifications guaranteed to be consistent with those

specifications and designed to be easily changed to reflect revisions of the formal

specification.

A similar revision capability must also exist for the formal specification Itself, so that

as revisions are made to the Informal specification they are Incorporated Into the

existing formal specification. The critical fact here is that one does not change the

Informal specification and then retranslate it from scratch into a new formal specification.

Instead, the change is explained as a revision or elaboration of the existing Informal .

* specification and Integrated into the existing structure.

"hus, both the formulation and maintenance activities, which have been neglected by

the current SAFE system, are based on the capability to Incrementally modify and extend S

a specification and to tolerate, at least temporarily, errorful specifications. Creating such

a capability represents a major departure from the current SAFE system In both the

underlying technology and the areas of intended application. For this reason, we have

recognized that the FY80 tasks represent the logical completion of the current SAFE 3

pnradigm hased on presenting an entire specification all at once to the system.

The Incremental processing paradigm introduced last year for handling large

specifications Is the foundation for a new paradigm, based on revision and elaboration, to

be embodied In a project supplanting SAFE. This new project, Specification Formulation

.% ° 3
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and Maintenance, beginning In FY80, with tolerance of errors within the specification, will

recast the technology developed by SAFE to understand and formalize Informal

specifications Into a prototype system for incrementally constructing formal

specifications from Informal descriptions, revisions, and elaborations.

FY80 will be a transition year in which the current SAFE project is phased down while

completing the tasks described above, and work Is started on the new Specification

Formulation and Maintenance Project. In this first year the deficiencies of the SAFE

system for the new paradigm will be carefully analyzed, and a plan to correct them will

be formulated. Also, a few examples will be chosen to exercise the new Incremental

capabilities but not otherwise stress the system.

In FY81 these Incremental specification examples will be converted to coherent formal

specifications as a demonstration of the new paradi,.m. In addition, we will begin

Integrating the system Into a suitable environment so that we can start to get some

experience dealing with real users. This Involves three main tasks. The first Is to

Incorporate a then-existing natural language Interface for all Interactions between the

user and the system. The second is Installing our own paraphrase capability to explain

the formal specification produced and the rationale used by the system in arriving at the

resulting specification. Finally, to effectively deal with such real users, we will choose a

particular application area and begin incorporating the application expertise of that
domain so that the system Is knowledgeable In that area.

If these efforts to make the system accessible to outside users proceed well, we will

plan for construction of a Prototype Specification Formulation and Maintenance system

for test use by a selected set of military users.

.- . .-
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INTRODUCTION

Today prototype packet voice systems are In operation on the ARPANET, the SATNET,

and the PRNET. The experience gained with these prototype systems, along with

accompanying theoretical studies, Indicates that Integrated packet voice and data

systems are likely to be an efficient and economical means of meeting future

communications needs.

Since the ARPANET, SATNET, and PRNET all have a bandwidth on the order of

thousands of bits per second, experiments In packet voice have thus far been limited to

one or two channels. In addition, today's packet voice systems generally use a
minicomputer for a network host and a high-speed array processor to perform the voice

processing, both of which are expensive pieces of hardware. Past and present packet

voice work has Included design, Implementation, and measurement of these limited

systems for packet voice and their supporting concepts and protocols. Additional effort

has gone Into making the algorithms for voice bandwidth compression (mostly Linear

Predictive Coding, or LPC) perform better In the presence of noise and making them

capable of handling Input from an ordinary telephone.

Two technological advances will soon allow packet voice to leave the laboratory

prototype stage and advance Into full-scale experiments with hundreds, perhaps

thousands, of voice channels. Those two advances are wideband packet networks and

LSI voice processing technology.
SJ

For the past year, ISI and other ARPA NSC contractors have been working on

preparations for the Wideband Packet Satellite Experiment, which will begin In FY 80.

The wideband (WB) packet satellite network will consist Initially of two sites, ISI and

Lincoln Laboratory (LL). Later two more sites, SRI International and the Defense

Communications Engineering Center (DCEC), will be added. The WB satellite channel will

S Siil2
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have a bandwidth of at least 1.5 megabits per second. Initial work will involve hardware

and software Installation and testing, followed by initial point-to-point packet voice

experiments and soon after by Implementation of packet voice systems capable of ten or

more voice channels. Further work will expand the system to Its design capacity of

hundreds of voice channels.

Voice bandwidth compression work In the past year has Included addition of a

Improved pitch tracker capable of handling telephone Input to the real time LPC software

for the Floating Point Systems AP-120B array processor. In addition, software was

written for the FPS to Implement the same LPC algorithm used by the Lincoln Laboratory

LPCM vocoder. This capability will be used for Initial Internet packet voice experiments

with ISI on the ARPANET and LL and others on the SATNET.

Useful packet voice systems for the future will also have to work In an environment of

many Interconnected networks. Therefore considerable effort In the past year has gone

Into development of an advanced network voice protocol, called NVP II, capable of

operation In an Internet environment.

PROBLEM BEING SOLVED

As more and more sophisticated technology for command and control Is transferred out

of the laboratory and into the field, the accompanying need for communications, t

particularly secure communications, becomes more severe. Voice, graphics, facsimile, and

data must be transmitted quickly and securely. The ISI NSC group has been working to

develop, Implement, and test systems and methods for packet voice communications, and

is beginning work on packet transmission of Integrated multimedia communications. The

results of this effort can readily be applied to meet the military's needs.

The ARPA NSC effort has achieved Its first goal, which was to demonstrate a

high-quality, reliable packet speech transmission system. This was done using relatively

expensive minicomputers as network hosts and high-speed general-purpose signal

processors for the necessary speech processing. Present efforts have concentrated

and future efforts will concentrate on decreasing the size and cost of packet voice

facilities and Improving the transmitted voice quality.

° ° ,
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As stated above, other problem areas include development of packet voice systems

which use wIdeband networks to handle hundreds or thousands of users, and the

extension of packet voice techniques Into the Internet environment. Both these areas

need to be explored In order to build packet voice systems which will serve the

large-scale communications needs and the diverse network environments the military Is .-. -

apt to experience in the future.

GOALS AND APPROACH

Currently there are at least four major goals for packet voice research and

development:

-Development and testing of large-scale packet voice systems using
widoband channels to accommodate hundreds or thousands of
conversations,

-Extension of packet voice techniques Into the Internet environment, -0
allowing a user on one network to communicate with a user on a different -. -.

network, perhaps with several other networks In between,

- Reduction of the size, weight, and cost of packet voice terminals, . .

-Integration of other media, such as computer-generated graphics, with
packet voice, forming a multimedia communications capability.

During the past year, the ISI NSC project has participated In preparations for the WB

Packet Satellite Experiment, which will begin in FY 80. It is anticipated that the WB .

network will be the first with the capacity to support large-scale packet voice systems

- with as many as a thousand users. The WB experiment will require development of

methods for Interfacing large numbers of packet voice terminals to a single network

node, as well as efficient multiplexing schemes to use the channel to Its best advantage.

The WB experiment will also provide a major opportunity to develop high-quality

user-oriented conferencing systems. The high bandwidth will also allow future

developments of powerful multimedia communications systems, with graphics, facsimile,

text, data, and even bandwidth-compressed video In addition to voice. . ]
Efforts to extend packet voice into the Internet environment have been concentrated

on development of an advanced network voice protocol, called NVP.-I. The new protocol

Incorporates the experience gained with previous network voice protocols such as the

• 9 o '
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original NVP and its extension Into conferencing, the NVCP. The NVP-11 will use a

lower-level protocol, called the Stream Protocol, or ST Protocol, to handle the actual data -

transmission. The ST Protocol was defined In the past year as a result of a need

identified In the process of NVP-11 development, and will provide a "guaranteed"

bandwidth for packet voice and other media, as well as multiplexed and multladdressed

delivery In the Internet environment. Several "strawman" specifications for NVP-lI have -

been drawn up by ISI and others, and an Implementable specification will be completed

during this fiscal year.

Another objective of the ISI NSC project Is to aid in the effort to transfer packet

voice technology out of the laboratory into small, low-cost packet voice terminals. This

task will require careful adaptation of present networking techniques and protocols If the

result is to be usable with many different vocoders and networks, Including an Internet

environment. ISI's role in this effort will be to provide protocol, networking, and user

Interfacing expertise.

The last of the project's four major goals Is to Integrate packet voice and other

media, particularly computer-generated line-drawing graphics, Into multimedia

communications systems. The NVP-11 will not be limited to transmission of only packet

voice, and it is anticipated that graphics can be added fairly easily. This effort Is In the

system definition stage, and will be done in cooperation with the ISI Command and

Control Graphics Project.

The primary approach of the ISI NSC project continues to be one of flexibility. Vocoder

techniques are continuing to develop rapidly. New types of packet networks, such as the

WB network, are appearing, and existing networks are evolving and being

Interconnected. Therefore research and development oriented packet voice systems and

protocols must be kept as flexible, general, and expandable as possible within the

real-time constraints of the task. For example, both the NVP and NVCP are as

Independent as possible of the vocoding techniques themselves. Parameters specific to

-* the particular vocoder In use are confined to one module of the protocol; a new vocoder

can be accommodated simply by changing a table. This philosophy will of course be

continued In the design of NVP-II.

m
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Flexibility Is particularly necessary In testing and comparing alternative approaches to
a single task. For example, users of packet voice systems should not be restricted to a

single type of user Interface, but should be able to pick the type of Interface which best

suits their needs. The NSC packet voice system can handle three types of user

Interface, ranging from a sophisticated CRT-based status display to a telephone

Interface which allows users to participate from an outside telephone via the pushbutton

pad.

The ISI NSC project has always tried to maximize the usefulness of Its work to the

ultimate user. A system which is difficult to understand and use will not be accepted, no

matter how carefully It is designed and implemented.

PROGRESS

Voice Messages

The concept of computer-delivered text messages is almost as old as the ARPANET

Itself. Beginning with simple programs merely to read Individual messages in a message

file, the state of the text message art has progressed to complex message handling

systems which give the user powerful controls over every step of the process from

generating a message at its source to filing it away by subject at Its destination.

With the success of text message systems and packet voice, one can envision an
even more powerful message system consisting of segments of packet voice along with

or Instead of the text. The voice messages could then be created, edited, transmitted,

and read just as text messages are today (using different equipment, of course).

Two types of questions need to be resolved with regard to voice messages; the

technical questions of storage format, transmission methods, etc., and the user-related

questions of the role of voice messages, how to manipulate them, and Indeed whether or

not voice messages are useful at all. Questions of the first type, the easiest to answer,

must be settled before experimental systems can be built to Investigate the

user-related Issues.

The ISI NSC project had previously built a prototype voice message system based on

the concept of voice files. This fairly simple voice message system used an extended
NNetwork Voice Conferencing Protocol (NVCP) for real-time storage of voice on disk fies.

. *............*
. .....-. *
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Using the slightly modified NVCP, the disk file appeared to be another vocoder, which

could record or play back on demand. This Initial voice message system allowed users

who had already done real-time voice under NVCP to quickly try their hand at voice

messages.

This first voice message system had Its advantages and disadvantages. It was easy

to Implement and worked as well as the real-time packet voice system Itself. Voice S

message files were stored at a central location. However, It required the voice to be

transmitted in real time to and from the voice file. No editing was Implemented. The

system was not related to or compatible with standard network (text) message systems,

or the proposed Internet Message Protocol [5].

Durinq the past year, the ISI NSC project has proposed a model and a format for voice

messages that are compatible with the Internet Message Protocol and takes full

advantage of its many features. NSC Note 137 [2] describes the proposed format.

Some of the advantages of the proposed format for voice messages are:

- Real-time network response Is no longer required,

- The format was designed for the Internet environment,

- Multiaddress capability Is Included,

- Multiplexing capability is Included,

- Loc! editing Is possible,

- Voice and text are Integrated In the same message

It should be noted, of course, that many of the above features are a result of the

Internet Message Protocol and its capabilities. It should also be noted that [2] proposes "

a format for multimedia messages in general, not just voice along with text.

Internet Voice

* From a beginning with the ARPANET just ten years ago, packet networks have -

"* proliferated rapidly, both In number and type, Major ARPA-sponsored networks include

the ARPANET, the PRNET, and the SATNET, and the WB packet satellite network Is In the
construction stage. The existing networks are becoming more and more Interconnected,

*and considerable internet experimentation has been done.

- m * - - - - ~ - -*-p.~ .. rt .~- .. , . .-
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It is therefore evident that for packet voice to be fully useful It must operate in an

Intornetwork environment. Normal packet communications In an Internet environment must
S

be done using a higher-level Internet Protocol (IP). Local network headers are Inserted in

front of the IP header to transmit a packet across each particular local network.

The real-time requirement of packet voice communications makes the task of

Intornetwork packet voice particularly difficult. Progress has been made In this area,

* however, with the definition of the Stream Protocol (ST) by a group of NSC contractors.

The ST Is an extension to the IP which creates an efficient multlway connection among

all the networks Involved for packet voice use. A "reserved," or "guaranteed,"

bandwidth on each network Is obtained by the ST (as much as possible). Since on some

packet networks, particularly packet satellite networks, such a pre-allocated bandwidth

Is called a stream, the new protocol Is called the Stream Protocol. The accompanying

section on protocol work explains the ST further. Much of the Intelligence of the ST will-.

be located In the gateways between networks, however.

The ISI NSC group has been Involved In the past year with preparation for a

preliminary Internetwork speech experiment, which Is currently In the Initial testing

stage. Sites in this preliminary experiment include Lincoln Laboratory, the Norwegian ......

Defense Research Establishment (NDRE), and University College, London (UCL), all on the

SATNET, and ISI on the ARPANET. A diagram of the experiment Is shown In Figure 5.1. '..

The purpose of the experiment is to demonstrate the feasibility of Internet voice and

allow the participants to gain experience with the Internet environment for voice.

The preliminary experiment does not use the ST, since that protocol has not been

completely specified yet, but rather uses extended code In the ARPANET-SATNET

gateway at BBN. Existing voice protocols for the ARPANET and SATNET are used without

change.

Preparatory work at ISI has Included revision of the FPS-based real-time LPC vocoder

to be compatible with the Lincoln Lab LPCM hardware LPC vocoders used in the SATNET -

packet voice experiments. Revisions were also made to ISI's real-time SPEECH

.. conferencing program which runs on the ISI NSC PDP-11/45 host machine. These

revisions Included revising the bit packing and unpacking routines to handle the Lincoln

format. A successful Initial test of the system has just been completed, with all four

-. . . , . ..'.... . . . ... . ...
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Figure 5.1. A diagram of the Internet Voice Experiment

sites (ISI, LL, NDRE, UCL) participating. Voice quality was quite good, generally
Indistinguishable from that of the ARPANET. The four-site system will be used to give a ..

demonstration for the ARPA Internet group at their September meeting at UCL.

Cepstral Plicl Trackcer

Most of the problems with modern narrowband vocoders involve the pitch tracker.

Automatic tracking of human voice pitch Is it difficult pattern recognition problem, and any

degradation of the voice signal, whether noise or spectral distortion, makes the problem

even more difficult. Unfortunately, the human ear is very sensitive to pitch errors.

- Considerable effort has gone into making pitch trackers as robust as possible, with

success In some areas and not In others.

A common problem with many existing pitch tracking algorithms is that they cannot

handle voice Input from a conventional telephone. The SIFT (Simple Inverse Filter I_-

7S
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Tracking), which the ISI NSC group has used In the various FPS-based real-time LPC

algorithms, Is one of those that cannot handle telephone Input. The reason behind this

problem Is that the telephone system filters out frequency components In the voice

below about 300 Hz. Many pitch tracking algorithms, Including SIFT, utilize the normal

voice's fundamental pitch frequency of from 50 to 350 Hz or so to determine the pitch.

The human auditory system seems to be able to compensate for the loss of the

fundamental probably by using the higher-frequency harmonics of the pitch, which are

still present. If the fundamental pitch frequency of the voice Is gone, a pitch tracking

algorithm which depends on it will produce a poor, almost random, pitch output, very

disconcerting to listen to and very difficult to understand. However, the telephone In its S

many forms is the most common voice Input device around, and the usefulness of

narrowband vocoders would be greatly limited if they could not handle voice Input via a

telephone (voice output via a telephone Is not a problem). Narrowband vocoders will

continue to be much more expensive than an ordinary telephone for a long time, and it

will be desirable for several users to share a narrowband vocoder with access by

--telephone.

Some classes of pitch tracking algorithms, however, can operate without the

existence of the fundamental pitch frequency. Some of these pitch trackers use pitch

harmonics rather than the fundamental. A class of pitch tracking algorithms called

cepitral pitch trackers makes use of the harmonic structure rather than the fundamental,

and also seems to produce superior results with undergraded voice Input.

The cepstrum of a segment of speech Is calculated by transforming the speech using

a Fourier transform, taking the log magnitude of the result, and Inverse Fourier

transforming the log magnitude. The word cepstrum Is a transposition of spectrum, and the

cepstrum has some properties like these of a frequency spectrum, and also some of the

properties of the time domain. The particular feature of the cepstrum which makes it

useful for pitch tracking Is that it exhibits strong peaks corresponding to periodicities in

the original time-domain waveform. A cepstral pitch tracker looks for the largest peak In

the cepstrum, and uses the position of that peak as an Initial estimate of the pitch

period. The Initial pitch estimate Is compared to the pitch estimates from previous frames

and a final pitch estimate generated.
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' In order to allow telephone Input to Its real-time LPC-based systems, ISI has

implemented the Modified Cepstral Pitch Tracker, developed at SCRL by Markel [4]. The

*. new pitch tracker required significant modification to ISI's real-time FPS software, since

It Is completely different from the SIFT pitch tracker.

A block diagram of the Modified Cepstral Pitch Tracker is shown In Figure 5.2. A

40-millisecond segment of input speech (with pitch period T) Is first windowed with a

Hamming window and transformed into Its spectral, or frequency domain, representation

via an FFT (Fast Fourier Transform). The log magnitude of the spectrum Is taken and a

spectral window Is applied to It which deemphasIzes the high-frequency components,

which are often noisy. Then the windowed log spectrum is transformed using an inverse

FF1, thus generating the cepstrum. The cepstrum is then weighted with a predetermined

cepstral window, which increases with cepstral index, in order to weight all elements of

tho cepstrum equally. Finally a peak picking routine finds the cepstral peak (if one

exists), and a pitch heuristic uses the current peak position and those from two previous

frames to determine the final pitch estimate. The pitch heuristic also determines whether

the speoch Is voiced or unvoiced.

Input Pre - Hamming Fourier _,Unscramble

Speech emphasis Window I Transform Spectra I

; .- ~frame .i"-
,"" ~~delay .i- -

"'." Window Log ..-.-
m'* ~~Magni;tude"'i-.

Cepstral I_.__._.

Window Peak Pitch...-Pt

Finder D ecision 
"'"'"tc

Figure 5.2. Block diagram of the Modified Cepstral Pitch Tracker
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The new Modified Cepstral Pitch Tracker was Implemented using standard

FPS-supplied subroutines wherever possible. This should result In Improved flexibility and

maintainability. Runtlme for the new pitch tracker is more than twice as long as that of

the SIFT pitch tracker: 4.07 milliseconds per frame compared to 1.70 milliseconds per

frame. The new pitch tracker required 243 more words of program memory. The LPC

vocoder with the cepstral pitch tracker takes 62 percent of the available computing time

compared with 37 percent required by the same LPC with the SIFT pitch tracker. An

upcoming revision and cleanup of ISI's real-time LPC software will reduce the percent of

the available time required by the cepstral pitch tracker by a considerable amount.

Performance of the LPC vocoder with the modified cepstral pitch tracker with

telephone Input is quite satisfactory. All cepstral pitch trackers seem to have trouble

making an accurate voiced/unvoiced decision under some circumstances, and the
modified cepstral tracker Is no exception. An effort Is being made to Improve the

accuracy of the voiced/unvoiced decision. This is a minor problem, and the overall

performance of modified cepstral pitch tracker is very good.

Measurements

Last year's annual report [3] contained an extensive summary of the ISI NSC

project's measurement of ARPANET packet voice transmissions along with results and

conclusions. A few additional measurements have been made, with no new conclusions to

report. The results of the measurements program were also summarized In [1] which NSC

project members Steve Casner and Eric Mader presented at the 1978 National

Telecommunications Conference held In Birmingham, Alabama,ln December.

ISI and the other sites Involved in planning the wideband packet voice experiment

have Included a significant measurements component in the experiment plan. It will be

. possible to collect measurements from any of the participating sites under control of any

one of the other sites, without requiring human assistance at the other participating

sites. Such a capability will provide more measurement data of higher quality than that I

which was possible on the ARPANET.

Additional Real-Time Capabilities

In addition to the Modified Cepstral Pitch Tracker, several additional capabilities have

been added to the ISI real-time LPC software, Including the Implementation of the

................. * . .....-....... ..................... •.;-; I
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algorithm used by the Lincoln Lab LPCM vocoder and modification of several of the

existing fixed-rate LPC vocoder systems to run at a 50 frames per second rate.

Emulation of the LPCM algorithm was necessary for ISI to participate in the preliminary

Internet voice experiment described above, and the slower frame rate frees up FPS

cycles for future additional processing such as noise reduction algorithms for high-noise

environments.

Modifications to the real-time FPS LPC software to implement the LPCM algorithm

Included replacement of the normalized form synthesis filter with a two-multiplier form

synthesis filter, replacement of the encoding and decoding table sets and the encoding

software, and necessary changes to implement a 50 frames per second analysis rate.

The resulting Implementation gives good quality speech at a 2400 bits/second rate. The

new LPCM software will also be used in the early stages of the wideband packet voice

experiment, as described elsewhere In this report.

The ISI LPC vocoders were originally written to run at an analysis rate of 100 frames

per second. This high frame rate was originally thought to produce better pitch in the

synthesized voice. The so-called ARPA Phase II variable frame rate LPC vocoder

developed by BBN needs to run at a 100 frames per second analysis rate In order to

handle sharp voice transitions properly. However, It has been found that In the case of

the ARPA Phase I fixed rate LPC vocoder, the LPCM Implementation, and similar

fixed-rate LPC vocoders, 50 frames per second Is quite satisfactory. The slower frame "

rate requires less FPS cycles, roughly 4.5 milliseconds per 20 millisecond frame

compared to 7.1 milliseconds per 20 millisecond frame previously (for Phase I LPC with

the old SIFT pitch tracker). The reduction in run time will free FPS cycles to the addition

* 1of new capabilities to the ISI real-time LPC system, such as the University of Utah's

SABRE noise reduction algorithm.

In the past year the ISI NSC group delivered Its real-time EPOS operating system and

Its supporting software to the NSC group at the University of Utah and consulted in Its

Installation. In addition, some effort was spent helping the NSC group at BBN debug the

- -. modifications required to run the real-time network voice software on the hardware

configuration at BBN. The EPOS operating system and supporting software was previously

Installed at BBN.

.o
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the University of Utah NSC group has a PDPi 1/45 and an FPS AP-120B, and Is now

able to run the real-time LPC vocoder software originally written at ISI. This real-time

capability should greatly enhance Utah's algorithm development work, since the effect of .

changes In the algorithms can be observed and measured over a much larger data base.

The Utah NSC group Is not involved in voice experiments over the network because their

role Is primarily one of developing and Improving algorithms for speech compression and -

noise reduction.

The problems with the real-time network voice code at BBN were solely a result of

different hardware. The BBN NSC group owns a PDP11/40, which differs from the

PDPI 1/45 (like the one at IS) In some very significant respects. In addition, BBN's A/D .

and D/A converters are on their old SPS-41, which Is Interfaced to the PDP1 1/40 via a

shared memory, while ISI's converters are directly connected to the FPS. The different

hardware systems caused the network voice code to act differently, causing pops and S
clicks In the output speech. The problem, once found, was fixed by changing the

operating priority of one code segment.

WB Preparations

For the past year ISI has participated in preparations for the ARPA-DCA Wideband

Packet Satellite experiment. The WB experiment will use ground stations at ISI, Lincoln

Lab, SRI, and DCEC. ISI's participation In the planning has involved assistance in the

preparation of the overall experiment plan and development of several experiments for

which ISI will be primarily responsible, including a multi-line PCM system with access via

the switched telephone network, and the investigation and development of a video

capability. These experiments will be described In more detail in the Future Work section

of this report. 0

The Initial packet voice part of the Wideband experiment will consist of three phases.

The first phase will consist of point-to-point voice communication between ISI, LL, and

SRI, with probably only one voice terminal at each site. The second phase of the voice

experiment will Involve conferencing experiments with two or three voice terminals at

each site. It Is hoped that the third phase will see twenty or more voice terminals split ,.-..

between the three sites. The current target date for the first phase Is September

1980, with the second and third phases currently planned for calendar 1981. - -<

,,- ,- •-
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FUTURE WORK

With the exception of some work In the area of Integrated voice/graphics

conferencing, the ISI NSC project's future efforts will be concentrated on applications

using the WD network, primarily Including voice and low-bit-rate video. Initial voice work

on the wideband network will be done In the following steps:

- An Initial point-to-point (i.e., two-party) communications system between ISI 0
and Lincoln Lab, using 2.4 kb/s LPCM. The purpose of this initial step Is to
test the WB network, the voice hosts, and the protocols used. The current
goal for attaining this step is October 1980.

A multi-party system, with two or more voice terminals at each of three
sites: ISI, Lincoln Lab, and SRI. Other voice algorithms may be used in
addition to 2.4 kb/s LPCM, such as 16 kb/s CVSD and 64 kb/s PCM. This
capability Is currently scheduled for February 1981.

A multi-party conferencing system, with a total of twenty or more voice
terminals at the above three sites. The exact hardware configuration has
not been fixed, but a major portion of ISI's capability will be the multi-line
PCM system described below. This task Is currently scheduled to be done
by October 1981.

These three steps are the Initial part of the WB voice effort. Since the ultimate goal

of the WB effort is to develop a system capable of hundreds or even thousands of voice

connections, they are Just the beginning. It is hoped, however, that by the time the

multi-party conferencing system Is done that the characteristics of the WB network will

be fairly well understood, and the rest of the job will be largely an engineering task.

As a major part of ISI's WB voice effort, the ISI NSC project will build a multi-line PCM

system which can be called from any pushbutton telephone. Conversely, the system will
be able to dial out to any telephone. In this manner, a local access scheme (the

telephone network) Is provided without additional cost or effort.

ISI will assist other wideband network sites In the development of compatible

facilities, allowing the wideband network to be tested with routine cross-country .

telephone calls. Continuous experimental use will provide a much larger data base than

would be available from a system used only occasionally for demonstrations. More

Importantly, the large potential user community will help to keep a higher load on the

system to exercise It more strenuously.

=''. ..... o .. .. .. . . ..... . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Since the PCM channels are timeshared among several users, the number of external

teinphone lines required is based on the maximum desired number of simultaneous

connections and not directly on the size of the user community. The number of lines -

proposed for the PCM system is approximately 10. The resulting maximum bandwidth

could therefore approach 640Kb/s.
p. ,

The phone line Interface will connect a mixture of ISI PBX and outside telephone lines
to the PCM vocoders. The Interface Incorporates a 2/4-wire hybrid circuit to convert

from the normal 2-wire telephone lines to 4-wire circuits with separate Input and output.

The function of the hybrid Is to suppress the return of a signal being output from the

PCM system back into the Input (suppression of local echo). Echo is also induced at

remote points in the 2-wire system which requires other measures for suppression. SRI

Is currently Investigating the remote echo suppression problem, and the results of their

research will be Incorporated into ISI's system. "

A second function of the phone line Interface Is to decode touch-tone (DTMF) tones In
the signal from the phone line and translate them Into control codes delivered to the

processor. This allows a user of the system to specify connection through the wideband

network by using the pushbuttons on his phone. Likewise, the phone line Interface must

be able to encode control codes from the processor Into DTMF tones so that connection

Information from a remote site can be used to dial out to a local telephone. It is not

necessary that the phone line Interface detect whether or not the destination phone Is

answered (a difficult task) because the ring-back tone can be returned through the PCM

channel to let the caller decide whether or not the call completed successfully.

Currently available PCM "codec" (coder-decoder) circuits provide AID and D/A
conversion plus the capability to time-division multiplex some number of channels onto a

common, high-bandwidth serial line. The PCM system can therefore be divided Into two

pieces which may be physically separated by a reasonable distance.

Unlike voice, video Is a new area of experimentation for ISI. Consequently, some
Initial setup will be required before experiments with the wideband network can begin.

Video bandwidth compression techniques which are the product of many years of

research at other organizations will be Imported; It Is not ISi's goal to develop new

techniques.

.. . .. . .
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All video cameras and monitors will use NTSC composite video so that relatively

Inexpensive standard equipment can be used. This choice Is reasonable since the

bandwidth limitations of the wideband network will be more restrictive than those

Imposed by the standard-quality equipment. Digitization will be done by a "frame

memory" to which special-purpose bandwidth compression hardware can be attached. A

similar frame memory at a destination site will allow slowing the frame rate by repeatedly

displaying the same frame on the destination monitor.

NTSC composite video consists of 525 scan lines per frame and 30 frames per
second. When sampled for full resolution (512 samples per scan line), 8 million samples

per second are required. In order to avoid grey scale contouring, each sample must be

quantized In 6 to 8 bits. The resulting bandwidth is 48 to 64 Mb/s. This bandwidth must

be reduced by a factor of 24 to 48, or an average coding rate of .25 bits per sample, in

order to use a maximum bandwidth of 1 to 2 Mb/s on the wideband network. p

Image bandwidth compression algorithms suffer from the usual tradeoff of computation

complexity, compression efficiency and resolution. It will be difficult to build compression

hardware for a reasonable cost which operates In real time and still offers good

resolution at the available bandwidth. In order to investigate the performance of various

- compression algorithms, the NSC project's FPS AP-120B signal processor will be used to

simulate hardware Implementations of the algorithms In non-real time.

Overall resolution of the destination Image Is the product of the horizontal, vertical,

Intensity/color and temporal resolutions. Different Images require different components

of the resolution to be emphasized. It Is likely that multiple compression techniques will

be desirable:

-High-resolution/low-frame-rate for transmitting Images of documents or
graphs,

" Low-resolution/higher-frame-rate for tracking the movement of a human
speaker, for example.

It might be possible to Implement bandwidth compression hardware which dynamically

adjusts between these two extremes depending on the amount of motion In the picture.

Adaptation to lower overall resolution may also be required to accommodate occasional _

Increases In error rates In the satellite network.

°*•., .. . - ° . . *. * . **~ .. * * .. * ., ~ ~ .*. . .
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Several steps are planned In the development of compression hardware, generally In

order of Increasing compression and Increasing complexity:

1. Slow frame rate, full resolution: This requires no extra hardware, but
requires 6 to 8 bits per pixel;

2. Differential PCM coding: Reduction to 3 bits per pixel;

3. One-bit dithering: This reduces the bandwidth to one bit per pixel using a
relatively simple algorithm but the resulting spatial resolution Is not very
good;

4. Transform coding: A whole range of algorithms Is available, offering
bandwidths as low as 112 bit per pixel, but the computational requirements

are large.

5. Inter-frame coding: This technique can be applied to successive raw or
coded frames to remove frame-to-frame redundancy. A large amount of
memory Is required to buffer multiple frames.

Like multiple streams of high bandwidth voice, digital video at approximately 1Mb/s

cannot be processed or even transmitted by a standard computer system. Therefore

video packets will be delivered to the Packet Satellite Imp (PSA') by the Voice Funnel (if It

possible) or by a special-purpose Interface.

IMPACT

As packet voice technology becomes more mature, Its potential Impact Is becoming

clearer. Although much of the original impetus for the packet voice effort was Its

.. potential value as a relatively low-cost means for secure voice communication, the

• Inherent efficiency of Integrated packet-switched data and voice networks Is becoming

more and more apparent.

The ARPANET packet voice experiment is already beginning to affect military plans for

future secure voice communications systems, and will greatly Influence plans for

command and control systems, particularly when packet-switched Integrated multimedia

communications techniques are developed.

At long last the efforts by the ARPA NSC group and others working on high-quality

low-bandwidth speech communications are beginning to have an effect on the consumer

market. Texas Instruments has Introduced a low cost ($50) consumer product using a

7 1
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single-chip LPC synthesizer. The Intense competition in the consumer market Is sure to

bring down the price of narrowband vocoders, and thus allow narrowband packet voice

communications at a much lower cost.
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PROBLEM BEING SOLVED

this project explores the design and analysis of computer-to-computer communication

Protocols In multinetwork systems. The project has four task areas: (1) Analysis, (2)

Applications, (3) Design, and (4) Concepts. Protocol Analysis is concerned with the

correctness of protocols, in particular Transmission Control Protocol (TCP). Protocol

Applications Is concerned with the development of demonstration internetwork.

applications, in particular a prototype computer message system. Protocol Design Is

concerned with the development of network and transport protocols, in particular the

Internet Protocol (IP) and TCP. Protocol Concepts seeks new approaches In applying

packet switching to communication problems.

GOALS AND APPROACH

S-the lonq-term goals of this research are to provide appropriate and effective designs
for the primary user service applications in the internetwork communication environment,

based on a set of host and gateway level protocols that provide the full range of service

characteristics appropriate to a "ide range of applications and that have been specified

arid analyzed to ensure their correct operation.

Our approach is to pursue in parallel the analysis, application, and design of protocols.

The Interaction of these activities provider, valuable Insights Into problems and potential

*. solutions.

PROGRESS

Protocnl Analysis

We have identified several program and protocol analysis tools and techniques that

show promise of being of assistance in the study of protocols. We will explore the value

of these tools and techniques by applying them to a series of example protocols that

Incorporate features of the TCP.

. . ... . . . . .. . . . . . . .
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Potocol Verification Issues and Purposes

Why Is protocol verification special? What factors distinguish protocol verification

from program verification?

STiming dependencies:

Protocols typically use timers to trigger actions, and there are often race
conditions between the occurrence of an event and the firing of a timer.
Few current verification techniques are able to model time-based
processing or timeout-activated actions.

- Distribution:

Protocols typically are implemented in modules located in independent
distributed processors, that is, they execute in a truly asynchronous
parallel manner. Normally there is no shared memory between the protocol
modules. Verification of concurrent or parallel programs often focuses on
the mutual exclusion Issue. In protocols there is no mutual exclusion
problem since there Is no shared memory.

Probabilistic:

Protocols are usually designed to overcome some Inherent unreliable or
probnbillstic behavior on the part of some element of the communication
system. Program verification techniques do not attempt to treat
probabilistic situations. They reason about things that are true or false, not
about things that are usually true.

- Noorminating:

Protocols are usually designed to execute forever. Protocol modules
acCept some Input, run through some states In the process of delivering the
data, and return to some waiting state (possibly with different values of
some Internal variables). Program verification considers the termination of
a program an Important verification condition.

What do we want to know about a protocol?

- "CorraL..ness"

We want to know if the protocol is "correct". We want to know if It does
what we intended it to do.

p P
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P Progress

We want to know If a communication process makes progress, that Is, we
want to know that messages do get delivered. -

- Performance

We want to know how well a protocol performs In terms of both external
and Internal measures. We want to know that parameters (e.g., message 0
size, timeout period) are set to optimal values.

- Efficiency

We want to know that the protocol meets some external measure such as p
delay or throughput.

-Resource utilization

We want to know that the protocol meets some Internal measure such as ,
cpu utilization or memory utilization.

Protocol Applications

We produced an Initial design for an internet message system [4] and, after a period

of review by the ARPA research community, a revised edition of this design [5]. This

design focuses on the communication of messages In a machine-oriented Internal
representation that provides for carrying data of several media Including text, voice,

_* facsimile, and graphics.

. Significant progress was made on Implementing a prototype Internet message system

that follows this design.

_An Internetroork Message Structure

SThe proposed system provides for transmitting messages composed of a rigidly

defined and structured set of command Information fields and an arbitrarily defined and I
- structured message content. The content may include text, facsimile, graphics, or voice

data.

System Organization

"' This message system model takes the view that the message service can
be divlded Into two activities: message reading and composition, and
message delivery. The message reading and composition Is an Interactive

. .. . .
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activity in conjunction with a User Interface Process (UIP). The message
delivery activity Is carried out by background processes called Message
Processing Modules (MPMs).

The Internetwork message system is concerned with the delivery of
messages between MPMs throughout an Interconnected system of networks.
I t Is assumed that many types of UIPs will exist. The MPMs exchange

messages by establishing full duplex communication and sending the
messages in a fixed format. The MPMs may also communicate other
Information by means of commands.

A message is formed by a user Interacting with a UIP. The user may utilize
several commands to create various fields of the message and may Invoke an
editor program to correct or format some or all of the message. Once the user
Is satisfied with the message It is "sent" by placing It In a data structure
shared with the MPM.

The MPM discovers the unprocessed input data (either by a specific
request or by a general background search), examines it, and--using routing
tables--determines which outgoing link to use. The destination may be
another user on this host, a user on another host in this network, or a user In
another network.

An MPM might know a way to establish direct connections to each of a few
MPMs in other nearby networks, and send all other messages to a particular
"big brother" MPM that has a wider knowledge of the internet environment.

The MPM calls on a reliable communication procedure to communicate with
other MPMs. In most cases, this is a Transport Level protocol such as the
TCP. The interface to such a procedure conventionally provides calls to open
and close connections, calls to send and receive data on a connection, and
some means to signal and be notified of special conditions (I.e., Interrupts).

The MPM receives input and produces output through data structures that
are produced and consumed respectively by user Interface (or other)
programs.

Several aspects of a distributed service have to be specified. First, there
Is the service to be provided, that is, the characteristics of the service as
seen by Its users. Second, there Is the service it uses, that is, the
characteristics it assumes to be provided by some lower level service. And,
third, there is the protocol used between the modules of the distributed
service.

IL
... --
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UIP UIP

---------------------------------------- +-- Service
/ Interface

.. +----------+ +-----------+ .
I I Module I <--Protocol--> I Module I I
""+---------- +-----------+ I -\/ I

+ -------------------------
I Communication Service I I

+------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------

Message Service

The User/Message Service Interface

The message delivery system accepts messages conforming to .

a specified format, attempts to deliver those messages, and

reports on the success or failure of the delivery attempt.

The Message/Communication Service Interface

The message delivery system calls on a communication service .
to transfer Information from one MPM to another. There may be
different communication services used between different pairs of ...

MPMs.

It Is assumed that the communication service provides a reliable "-
two-way data stream. Such a data stream can usually be obtained
In computer networks using the transport level protocol, for

example, TCP.

The Message-Message Protocol

The protocol used between the distributed modules of the S

message delivery system, the MPMs, is a small set of commands
conveying requests and replies, encoded in a highly structured and
rlclidly specified format.

A pair of MPMs that can communicate reside in a common Interprocess S
communication environment. An MPM might exist in two (or more) interprocess
communication environments, and such an MPM might act to relay messages
between MPMs In the environments.

................................... •. . .-......................... ...
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UIP UIP

-- - - -- - - ------- ,.

I MPM I <--Protocol--> I MPM I <--Protocol--> I MPM I

IlCommunication Service Al lCommunication Service Bi 1
+-+.4- + +-+ / \I
------------------------------------ -------------

---------------------------------------------------------------

Message Service with Internal Relaying

Message Structure

A message has three parts: the identification, the command, and the
document. Each part is in turn composed of message objects. The
Identification part is composed of a transaction number assigned by the
originating MPM, and the Internet host number of that MPM. The command part
Is composed of an operation code, an argument list, the destination mailbox,
and a trace, which is a list of the MPMs that have handled this message. The"L
document part is composed of a header and a body. The message delivery
system does not depend on the contents of the document part.

Commands

Only a few commands are defined:

Deliver: Deliver the associated document to the address In the
mailbox.

Acknowledge: The message with the identifier in the arguments was
delivered with the outcome Indicated In the arguments.

Probe: Verify that the mailbox is a valid destination.

Response: Confirms (or denies) the validity of the mailbox In the
argument. _,-

Documents

The document consists of a header and a body. The header Is a set of
fields and their values. The body Is a list of arbitrary data elements. In most
cases, the body will be a series of text strings.

.'o'~.-..•........ ... ° o . .. . . . . . ° . o- • . . . . . . .. . . °. . . . ,o °'
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The header consists of a set of named items, each having a text string
value. The following is the standard header:

p
Name example value

DATE 1979-84-15-14:63-88:8
SENDER MamieelSIE
FROM Jon Postel <POSTELeISIB>
TO Dave Crocker <DCrocker.of.UDEE@FWDR>
CC Danny@lSIB

SUBJECT Our Meeting

These are the basic header Items; In addition, a variety of other header
Items can be used. P

Elements

Messages are encoded into a set of typed data elements. The following
elements are defined:

BOOLEAN The Boolean element encodes the values TRUE and
FALSE.

INDEX Index encodes a small nonnegative Integer number.

INTEG3R Integer encodes a twos-complement Integer.

BITSIR Bit String encodes arbitrary binary data.

TEXT Text Strings encode ASCII characters.

These basic elements may be combined with two structuring elements:

LIST Elements may be formed Into lists, which may Include
lists.

PROPIIST A property list of name-value pairs may be created. -

Scenario

The scenario for a message transmission begins with a user interacting with
a UIP to compose a message, an activity which may involve the use of a text
editor. When the user is satisfied with the composition of both the message
body and the message header, the user tells the UIP to "send" the message.

To send a message, the UIP formats the message Into a message data H
structure of objects and elements and presents It to an MPM.

Upon receipt of a message the MPM examines the command section to
determine the action to be taken. In many cases, the message Is to be
delivered to another MPM, specified In the mailbox.

IL
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To deliver a message to another MPM, an MPM consults a routing table and
forwards the message along the path Indicated by the table.

When an MPM receives a message and determines from the mailbox that It
Is the destination MPM, It delivers the document to the UIP, and forms an

acknowledgment message addressed to the originating MPM.

When the source and destination MPMs are (logically) In direct
communication (i.e., use the same communication environment), the delivery of 5
a message will simply be the exchange of a "Deliver" and an "Acknowledge"
command.

When the destination is not in the same communication environment as the
source, the message must be relayed via intermediate MPMs. Generally .
speaking, the source MPM sends a "Deliver" command to the Intermediate
MPM. The Intermediate MPM adds its identity to the trace and forwards the
command to (or toward) the destination. The destination MPM delivers the
message and sends an "Acknowledge" command to the message originating
MPM via the intermediate MPMs.

Summary .

The outlines of an Internetwork computer message system have been
presented. The system uses type-encoded data elements to represent
message objects organized into list structures. Messages formatted In this .

way may be transmitted between MPMs using a variety of underlying
Interprocess communication systems.

It is claimed that the typed and structured format is better suited for the.
provision of message capabilities beyond plain text. The Inclusion of
Facsimile, Graphics, and Speech Information In messages will be important In
the near future. This system provides a framework for the development of
advanced message system features such as enciphering, accounting, and
routing.

Message Addressing Transition Plan 5

We produced a plan for moving the ARPANET message system Into the Internet

environment [6, 7].
)h

The discussion of a transition from the current ARPANET message environment and

mechanisms to a more general Internet environment and richer mechanisms must consider

techniques for continued activity during the transition. In addition, there Is a current

need for a mechanism to support the Interaction of the several already existing NSW-IIke

message environments with the ARPANET message environment.

°° . ° ..- .
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the following goals should be addressed by the solution:

1. Minimum change to existing software.

2. Maximum user acceptance.

3. Maximum compatibility with the future internet message environment.

4. Minimum special transition software.

These gloals are to some degree incompatible, so the evaluation should be expected

to Involve a tradeoff.

A crude model of the current situation and mechanisms of the ARPANET message

environment follows. It is assumed tile reader understands It well enough to dispense

K. with a long description of how a message gets from A to B. It Is Important to note the

types of processes involved. .

K In genernl there are several message composition programs (e.g., Hermes, SNDMSG)

for each type of operating system or host in the network, as well as mailers, message

servers (i.e., rTP servers) that receive the messages coming into a host and deposit P

them In mailboxes. In general there are several message processing (or reading)

programs (e.g., Hermes, MSG, RD) for each type of operating system or host In the

network. More developed programs are for both reading and sending messages.

Messages are transmitted as a character string to an address specified "outside" the

messaqe. The destination host ("YYY") is specified to the sending (or user) FTP as the

argument of the "open connection" command, and the destination user ("XXX") is

3 specified to the receiving (or server) FTP as the argument of the "MAIL" (or "MLFL") -

command. In TENEX, when a message is queued this outside Information Is saved in the

*-' file name ("[--- ].XXX@YYY").

IL This proposal suggests that messages for users In another network be sent to distinct

per user mailbox names on a forwarding host; however, these mailbox names would have

a common "network" part and a unique "user" part. By recognizing the common part the

FTP server would put the message and the mailbox name Into a single file to be

examined by a routing daemon process. The routing daemon process would use mailbox

name Information to determine the actual destination.

1,
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Format:

Ou ts ide: --- ].NSWJ-Joe@FJDR

ne i de: To: NSW-JoeFWDR From: SameISIB

It Is particularly Instructive to work through examples with a mixture of mailbox

destinations In the ARPANET and other networks in each of the "To:", "CC:", "From:", and

"Sender:" fields and to see what happens when one wants to send an answer to all,

just the "To:" or just the "CC:", or just the "From:" or "Sender:" mailboxes. - "

It Is easier to talk about these things using examples. In the following, "NSW" Is an

example of a network name. "FWDR" is a host name or nickname for the forwarding host.

For all of these solutions It is assumed that host tables can have alternate or nicknames

for hosts. e.g., FWDR could map to 86 while ISI also maps to 86, although this is not

essential. In addition, this solution provides a single forwarding point from the ARPANET

into the destination net.

Also note that the Information shown as the "outside" information Is the TENEX

representation. The key factor Is that the mailbox argument value passed to the FTP

server Is the one in the string "[---].XXX@YYY", not anything from the header. Only the -

string "XXX" is passed to the FTP server.

Example:

Outside: I---].NSJ-JoeNSJ .

Inside: To: NSW-Joeensw, Bi leISIA, NSU-
FredeNSW CC: NSW-Mikeensg, NSW-
Paulensw, John@ISIB From: SamelSiB

I
No changes are needed In message composing or processing programs. The FTP

server has to put all the NSW-x users' messages into a single file that the routing

danmon examines. The FTP server can do this on the recognition of the "NSW-" prefix .I

without knowing all the legal Individual users. In addition the FTP server puts the mailbox

argument Into the file with the message. This is necessary to avoid the loss of the

"outside" Information. The routing daemon can then look at the mailbox argumet to

determine where to forward the messages. It need not look at the inside of the message

at all. The "answer" command works fine.

I..-.-
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A problem arises about acknowledgments of message receipt. First the normal

ARPANET message delivery mechanisms will say the message Is delivered when the FTP

server puts the messages in the file for the routing daemon to examine. However, if the

routing daemon discovers a message Is to be forwarded to a nonexistent user, the

daemon can easily tell the original sender the exact destination user that Is unreachable.

The only change needed in the software of the ARPANET message system is the FTP

server at the FWDR host and the creation of the forwarding daemon.

Conclusions:
S

This solution is based on the use of strictly "outside" information. Note
thnt the existing ARPANET message DELIVERY system is based strictly on the

use of "outside" information only. Also note that the problems that keep ..

coming up In ARPANET message processing and composition programs have to
do with the different possibilities for syntax (and semantics) of the "inside"

Information.

I'ronlcnl Derqgn-

We contributed to and edited two editions of the Internet Protocol (IP) and the

Slransmisslon Control Protocol (TCP) Specifications [8, 3, 9, 10]. The IP Is a

datagram-style gateway-level protocol lhat provides the addressing, routing, and

frnrlmentation/reassembly functions In the internetwork. The TCP is a connection-style

host-level protocol that provides end-to-end reliable ordered delivery of streams of

datn. These specifications were widely circulated In the DOD as the basis for a DOD

Internetwork protocol standard.

We wrote Internet Experiment Notes (lENs) and made presentations at Internet

Working Group meetings on a number of protocol design topics that include: addressing,

routing, type of service, multiplexing, user datagrams, and name servers

[11.32, 12, 13, 14, 1,2, 15, 16, 17].

We participated In the Internet Working Group and provided support for the group's

activities by producing meeting agendas and minutes [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25,

26, 27, 28, 29, 30].

I "oI
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Internetwork Protocols

The motivations for constructing computer communication networks--data and program .

exchange and sharing, remote access, etc.--are also motivations for Interconnecting

networks. This follows from the observation that the power of a communication system Is
related to the number of potential participants.

Interprocess Communication

When discussing computer communication, It is useful to recall that the
commulicatlon takes place at the request and agreement of processes.
Processes are the actors, the senders and receivers of data, in the computer
communication environment. The effect of the layers of protocol built up In
constructing the communications capability is to provide an Interprocess
communication system.

When a new host computer is to be connected to an existing network, it
must Implement the protocol layers necessary to match the existing protocol
used in the network. The new host must join the network-wide interprocess
communication system, so the processes in that host can communicate with
processes In other hosts in the network.

The Interconnection of networks requires that all the processes In the
hosts of the Interconnected networks have a common Interprocess
communication system.

Datagrams and Circuits
Two types of service are commonly discussed as appropriate for the &

network-provided Interprocess communication service: datagrams and virtual
circuits.

Datagrams are one-shot simple messages. Datagrams are Inherently
unreliable, since they are one-way and are not acknowledged, and messages
may arrive In a different order than sent. Datagrams are simple to implement
since they do not require the networks or gateways to record and update
state Information. Datagrams must carry complete address information in each
message. A user transmits datagrams via send and receive actions.

Virtual circuits (or connections) are designed to be reliable and to deliver
data in the order sent. Implementation of virtual circuits Is complicated by the
need for the networks or gateways to record arid update state information.

Virtual circuits are created through an exchange of messages to set up the
circuit; when use terminates, an exchange of messages tears down the .
circuit. During the data transmission phase, a short form address or circuit
Identifier may be used In place of the actual address. The user of a virtual

_______________,_
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circuit must perform actions to cause the virtual circuit to be created (call set
up) and terminated, as well as to send and receive data.

Each of these services is needed in a general-purpose communication
environment. Datagrams are most efficient for transaction type of information
requests such as directory assistance or weather reports. Virtual circuits are
useful for terminal access to interactive computer system or file transfer
between computers.

Gateways

Two or more networks are connected via a device (or pair of devices)
called a gateway. Such a device may appear to each network as simply a
host on that network. .

Some gateways simply read messages from one network (removing that
network's packaging from the messages), compute a routing function, and
send the messages into another network (wrapping them In that network's
packnging).

Since the networks Involved may be Implemented using different media,
such as leased lines or radio transmission, this type of gateway Is called a
media-conversion gateway.

Other gateways may translate tho protocol used In one network to that
used In another network by replacing messages received from one network
with different messages having the same protocol semantics sent Into another
network. This type of gateway is called a protocol-conversion gateway.

It should be clear that the distinction between media conversion and
protocol translation is one of degree; the media conversion gateways bridge
the qnp between differing link and physical level protocols, while protocol
trans lntion gateways bridge the gap between differing network and higher
level p'rotocols.

The trnnslation approach to network interconnection raises several Issues.
The likelihood of success In protocol translation seems negatively correlated
with the protocol level. At the lower levels, protocol translation causes no
prolems. That Is hecause the physical level and link levels are hop-by-hop in
nature (though it should be noted that different protocols even at these low
levels may have impact on the reliability, throughput, and delay .
characteristics of the total communication system).

At the network and transport levels, the issues of message size,
addressing, and flow control become critical.

One must provide for message fragmentation and reassembly unless the
maximum message size Is limited to the size that can be transmitted on the
network having the smallest limit.

.•.......
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The translation of addresses Is a difficult problem when one network or
transport level protocol provides a larger address space than the
corresponding protocol to be translated to.

K' When end-to-end flow control mechanisms are used, as they commonly are

In transport level protocols, difficulties arise when the units controlled are
different--for example, when one protocol controls octets and the
corresponding protocol controls letters. S

At hilher levels, the problems are more difficult because of the Increased
state hiformation kept and the decreased likelihood of one-to-one translation
of Individual protocol messages.

Another difficulty Is that each level further multiplexes the communication
so that each connection, stream, channel, or virtual circuit must be separately
translated.

Gateways may be thought of as having a "hal t " for each network they
Interconnect. One could model the operation of a gateway as having each S
qatewny-half contain procedures to convert from a network-specific protocol
Into a standard protocol and vice versa.

Interconnection of Networks

The ARPA-sponsored research on interconnections of networks has led to a
two-level protocol, the Internet Protocol and a Transmission Control Protocol.
The IP is a hop-by-hop datagram protocol. The TCP is an end-to-end logical
connection protocol. The model is that networks are Interconnected via a
gateway.

The IP header carries the information to deliver a message to a destination
in the Internet. The IP Is implemented In the gateways and in hosts. A
sending host prepares a message with an IP header and then selects a
gateway In Its own net to route the message. The sending host then sends
the message with its IP header and a local net header to that gateway.

A gateway receives a message from one of the local networks It Is
attached to and strips off the local header. The gateway examines the IP
header and determines the next gateway (or destination host) address in one
of the networks It is directly connected to. The gateway then sends the
message with Its IP header a new locnl net header for that gateway (or host).

The IP has no provision for flow control or error control on the data portion
of the message (the IP headers are checksummed). There are no
acknowledgments of IP messages. This allows the IP to be very simple and
the gateway Implemented in small machines. A key point Is that a gateway

' ,..s. A... ____-____•
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has no state information to record about a message. At the IP level, there are
no connections or virtual circuits.

A logical connection protocol, TCP uses end-to-end mechanisms to ensure
reliable ordered delivery of data. It uses flow control, positive
acknowledgments with time out and retransmission, sequence numbers, etc.,
to achieve these goals.

Addressing

The address is a fixed-size, hierarchically assigned global address.

Routing

Normally, the user has no influence over the route used between the
gateways. The route may vary from one message to the next. No state
information is kept in the gateways.

A user can Insert a source routing option in the IP header to cause that
particular mcisage to be routed through specific gateways.

Buffering and Flow Control

The gateways do not control the flow-on connection, for they are unaware
of connections or any relation between one message and the next message.
The gateways may protect themselves against congestion by dropping
messages. When a gateway drops a message because of congestion, It
reports this fact to the source of the message. T"e TCP uses end-to-end

7: flow control using windows on a per logical connection basis.

Acknowledgment

The IP has no provision for acknowledgments. The TCP uses
acknowledgments for both error control and flow control. The TCP
acknowledgments are not directly available to the user.

S

Recovery

Errors In a network or gateway result in a message being dropped, and the
sender may or may not be notified. This inherent unreliability in the IP level
allows It to be simple and requires the end-to-end use of a reliable protocol.
TCP provides the reliable end-to-end functions to recover from any lost
messnges. The TCP uses a positive acknowledgment, time out, and
rotrnnmission scheme to ensure delivery of all data. Each message is
covred by an end-to-end checksum. Because of the potential for alternate
routing, the end-to-end communication may be able to continue despite the
failure of a gateway. |

.%. .
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Security

The IP provides an option to carry the security, precedence, and user
group Information compatible with AUTODIN II. Each network must enforce
these parameters, and only AUTODIN I Is prepared to do so. The TCP end-
to-end checksum covers all the address information (source and destination
network, host, protocol, and port), so if the checksum test is successful the
address fields have not been corrupted.

Header Structure

The IP header is 20 octets (plus options, if used), but there Is no call set
up and no gateway state information. Thus, at the IP level, the header size vs
state Information trade off has been made toward large header and little (no)
state. The TCP header is 20 octets (plus options, if used). There is a .
connrinction establishment procedure called the "three-way handshake," and
significant state Information is kept. In this case, there are both large
headar. and large state.

Summary

The ARPA networks are interconnected by using a common datagram
protocol to provide addressing (and thus routing) Information, and an
end-to-end transport protocol to provide reliable sequenced data connections.

Protocol Concepts

We have contributed to general planning of the internet communication system. In

particular, we have identified the issues of nesting and combining as central to efficient

multiplexing of messages.

On Protocol AMultiplexing

Our thesis Is that combining has the potential of achieving improved communication .- -

efficiency and that nesting determines the intrinsic layers of protocols, and these

Interact to Impose an Implementation style by forcing certain symmetries In protocols.

Protocol Structure

It Is now a well-established practice of protocol design for protocols to be
layered and symmetric In structure. The typical structure is shown In the
following example, indicating the relation between the various levels of
protocol, where those that appear above the others are considered as being
of higher level.

I-_
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System-A System-B

FTP............... FTP

TELNET ............ TELNET

TCP ................. TCP

I1p-----------------I1p

This modularity results from the ability of each layer to accommodate
several types and Instances of the higher level; e.g., a single 113 can -serve
several simultaneous instances of TCP (even In different machines). Each
TCP can support several parallel Instances of different user-service protocols
(e.g., TELNET. FTP). At the top, TELNET, FTP, MAIL, and NGP have the ability to
serve several processes.

This modular hierarchy Is called nesting and allows each level to multiplex
0 several, possibly different, higher level protocols.

The source side plays the role of a funnel In which each level nests the
higher level message inside its own level's message as data, and the
dest~nation side plays the role of a parser where each level passes the data
of lt\ level message to the appropriate higher level.

The information used at all levels of this parser Is part of the total address
of the terminal destination.

Noto that there is also the possibility for multiple protocols at a lower level
supportinq a single protocol at a higher level, with the higher level protocol
able to choose between the lower level protocols.

For example, TELNET could choose to use as Its supporting transport
protocol either NCP or TCPS since they provide equivalent functions and
belong to the same level.

TELNET

TCP NCP

• Jeo eeee oeee oJ • ".
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Another example Is a voice protocol that might send control Information via
a reliable protocol such as TCP and the actual voice data via a real time
protocol (RTP). Both TCP and RTP might call on a common lower level IP to
transmit the data.

VOICE

TCP RTP

Ip\I /..:.. '

IP . .

I

Nesting

The communication process between end users can be viewed as a series
of stops, each of which packages (wraps) the essential Information to be
communicated In several layers of protocols. Each layer of packaging added
In the transmission process has to be removed at a certain stage In the
reception process.

The Idea of nesting Is that a message body may be another full-fledged
message Itself. We can formally define nesting as: .

<MESSAGE> ::= <HEADER> <BODY>

<BODY> ::-<DATA> I <MESSAGE>

For example,

1) <MESSAGE> :-- <HEADER> <BODY>
2) <MESSAGE> ::- <HEADER> <HEADER> <BODY>
3) <MESSAGE> ::- <HEADER> <HEADER> <HEADER> <BODY>

(HEADER-I (HEADER-2 (HEADER-3 (BODY))))

In particular, a TCP segment sent on the ARPANET has:

Header-I = Local ARPANET Header
Header-2 = IP Header

':-" Header-3 = TCP Header

The effect of this nesting in implementation Is often that each unit of data
released by a high-level protocol Is treated independently asit progresses
through the lower levels and accumulates more and more wrappings. This
means that If two or more Instances of high-level protocols are communicating
with destinations close to each other and release data at essentially the
same time, those data units are transmitted Independently. _

, ... : .•-. .
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The independent transmission of data units to closely related destinations
Increases the competition for network resources.

It is possible to provide a protocol service, say TCP, to several
simultaneous users In two ways: (a) by having a single TCP process
timeshared (i.e., multiplexed) among them or (b) by giving each user an -.-..

Instance of TCP.

The choice between these two options must not be a part of the protocol
specification, and should be left open to allow optimal implementations
appropriate to the host environment. However, It Is Important that these two
schools of implementation be compatible.

The Inclusion of multiplexing makes this problem more explicit, since it
addresses the issue of how and where multiplexing Is done. In general, the
inclusion of multiplexing should not exclude either the (a) or (b)
Implementation option, or their compatibility.

Combining

In recent years. with the rapid advances of Packet Switching technology, It
became apparent that the marginal communication cost Is low for bits, but high
for messages (packets). Typically, this is reflected in the "per-packet"
pricing policy, as opposed to a "per-bit" policy. This pricing policy represents
a strong economical argument against small messages and suggests that .
messages should be made as long as practically possible. The argument In
favor of the short messages Is the requirement not to exceed certain delay
constraints, which prohibits waiting until messages are filled.

In order to enjoy the best of both worlds, namely to have long messages
without having to wait to fill them by individual users, combining Is Introduced.
Combining is a simple scheme of sharing messages between several users
communicating between the same systems, at some level. If combining Is
cleverly Implemented, messages addressed to destinations that are "close
enough" can be put together even though their end addresses are not
identical. 0

Of course, messages may only be combined when they have the same
transmission requirements, that is, when they demand the same type of
service from the transmission system.

Combining attempts to reduce the number of messages (packets)
communicated, but not necessarily the number of bits. Combining saves a few
bits by taking advantage of the common portions of the headers (and
addresses) of the Individual messages and adds a few bits required In order
to seporote the combined message Into the Individual ones. The exact trade
off In bits between the saving and the addition depends on Implementation
Implementation but Is not very significant. On the other hand, every piece

combined Is a message saved, which Is significant.
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A formal but simple way to describe combining Is to treat messages as
being composed of HEADER and BODY.

As before, we have:

<MESSAGE> ::- <HEADER> <BODY>

We want to send several data Items with one overall header, for example:

<MESSAGE> ::- <HEADER:, <BODY> <BODY> ... <BODY>

A cleaner way to specify this is:

<MESSAGE> ::- <HEADER> <BODY>
<BODY> ::- <DATA> I <BODY> <BODY>

P
In order to perform this combining, some scheme for the required separating

has to be devised. For example,

HEADER (DATA) (DATA) (DATA).

In this example, each "(" points to its corresponding ")" by any scheme, for
example, by the simple addition of a LENGTH field.

Obviously, the same combining could repeat Indefinitely to accommodate an
arbitrary number of small messages, up to the size limit Imposed by the
communication media.

At each level In the protocol hierarchy, there is an opportunity to provide a
routing function. Most existing protocols do provide such a facility. However,
most existing protocol processes also restrict their routing to be once per --

transmission unit (packet, message, segment, letter, etc.). To achieve
efficient communication, we believe it will be necessary to provide for many
level x packages to be communicated in one combined level x-1 package, and
equip the level x protocol process with the means to separate the level x
packages to various level x+1 processes.

It Is also desirable for an Intermediate process or gateway to combine
similarly addressed packages. That is to say, packages from S1 to DA may be
combined by GI with packages from S2 to DA. This must be done In a way
allowing DA to discover the original packaging In order to be able to separate
the packages.

A gateway should also be able to separate packages for different
destinations which have the same initial route but distinct final routes.

In general, it Is desirable for an intermediate processor or gateway to
combine packages from different sources that have a common route, and for a
subsequent Intermediate processor or gateway to separate the packages
when they no longer share a common route.

.. .... .. .
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S1 -- >\ -- AA

\ /
\/ 0

Gi - ------ >Gj

S2 --- >/ \--->AB

Here Gi may combine traffic from S1 or S2 to DA or DB In messages to be
separated by GJ, which is the common subdestination for both DA and DB. The
Interesting thing is that S1 or S2 do not have to know about this commonality.
It can be discovered only after the routing is performed, in this case by GI. 6

This applies at any level, not only at the end address level as discussed.

Combining improves the efficiency of the transmission system In both the
ends where the lower level of protocol processes handles fewer messages ..
and in the middle where the network nodes or gateways handle fewer
mossnges. The public packet networks charge for usage on a per message
(or packet) basis for good reason. Combining messages directed to the same -

general destination results in lower charges.
-S

A Grammar for Messages

In the previous sections, we presented some formal definitions for nesting
and combining. These can be applied at any level for protocol nesting and
combining. They can be merged to result in a very compact statement of
nesting and combining. First we give a larger set of rules that make explicit-.
the nesting and combining, then we give the rules resulting from eliminating
redundant terms.

<MESSAGE> ::- <HEADER, <BODY>
<BODY> ::-<DATA> I <COMBINE> I NEST>
<NEST> : <HEA13ER> <BODY> 0
<COrBINE> ::= <BODY> <BODY>

Eliminnting redundant terms, we have the following grammar for a message:

<MESSAGE> := <HEADER, <BODY>
<BODY> ::-<DATA> I <BODY> <BODY> I <MESSAGE> _0

If this grammar Is used to generate and to parse combined and nested
trees of messages, the address of each deliverable message Is determined
by all the headers between it and the root of the tree.

Suppose that both MESSAGE-A and MESSAGE-B are addressed to the same 6
global destination, and possibly to different final destinations there (e.g.,
processes), then If both have Identical HDR1 portions, these two MESSAGES, . ...

S.....-

I.- .-...
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MESSAGE-A - HDR1, (HDR2.-A, BODY-A) and
MESSAGE-B - HORI, (HDF12-B, BODY-B)

can be combined Into the single message:

MESSAGE - HDRI, (HDR2-A, BODY-A), (HDR2-B, BODY-B)

Thus we see that this combining is similar to factoring. The "common
factor," the portion of the header that is Identical for the two messages, Is
Pulled out. This allows the saving of a few bits in transmission by having
HDR1 only once and, more Importantly, it reduces the number of messages to
be communicated.

The tree representation of the generation of this message from the
grammar Illustrates both combining and nesting.

<MESSAGE>
/ \..

<HEADER> <BODY>
/ / \

/ /\-

/ <BODY> <BODY> combining rule/ I I"

/ <MESSAGE> <MESSAGE> nesting rule/ / \ / \

I <HEADER> <BODY> <HEADER> <BODY>/ I I :I-'::

I <DATA> I <DATA>I I I I I-' -' -

HDR1 HDR2-A BODY-A HDR2-B BODY-B

It is fairly easy to get confused about nesting and combining. Note that in
the example, both MESSAGE-A and MIESSAGE-B are already nested messages.
From an application or user point of view, the BODY-A Is Important, and the
rest Is various header information. Yet from a structural point of view, the

message has two parts, HDR1 and some body.

Therefore it is advisable to construct headers so that the more general
(e.g., per connection) Information is ahead of the more specific (e.g., per
message) information.

Flow Control

Flow control Is Intended to protect limited resources shared between
competing users. Usually, the resources of most concern are buffers and
bandwidth. Flow control can take one of several strategies: (1) limit the

. .
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amount of new data, (2) limit the rate of data flow, or (3) limit the holding of -

old data. .

Limiting the amount of new data transmitted Involves a reservation or
allocation mechanism. The reservation can be made a priori between the data -

sender and the data receiver, or the reservation can be made a posteriori
according to the recent history of the communication. This form of flow
control is used with applications like FTP and TELNET.

Limiting the rate of data transmission requires communication from the data
receiver to the data sender of a specification of the acceptable rate. This
form of flow control is found in applications like NVP.

S

Limiting the holding of data is usually implemented by discarding new
messages (or denying their acceptance) until the older ones are taken by. the
destination process. Hence, in the case of FTP, the "tail" of the file is
discarded until Its "head" is successfully delivered. However, In the case of
real time communication, such as sensor input, this policy is reversed, and the
older Information is discarded to make room for the newer, more up-to-date
datn.

Flow control has to be performed in each level separately. Only In a very
limited set of applications, especially without any multiplexing, a flow control
at a certain level can happen to protect adjacent levels too. This Is the case .0

because In the absence of multiplexing, the division between the different
protocols layers is not necessary for the communication needs (such as
addressing), even though It may be beneficial for other reasons (programming
structure, etc.). Hence, since those levels could be merged, a single flow
control mechanism may protect several of them at once. ql

However, this is obviously not the case when multiplexing is used, since
flow control is essentially a per stream function, where streams are formed by
communication between terminal addresses. If flow control Is provided on the
Individual streams of communication at some high level, no protection Is
provided to a lower level, since many high-level streams may use that lower
level.

Each level of protocol that provides a multiplexing function to several
hlqhnr level protocols (in the sense of an address) also defines a new kind of
packaqe. Each level of protocol must provide for flow control of Its kind of -'
packaqes, on a per address basis, if reliable communication is to be achieved.

Flow control at level x is used to protect resources at level x and
generally cannot protect the resources at any lower level. Therefore, the
mechanisms used to implement flow control at any level must be unique to that
level (that Is, not shared with any other level).

.................. ....,-.. ,
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The combining of packages of level x Into a single package at level x-1
does not relieve the need for flow control to any level. It reduces the delays
and Improves the efficiency of communication.

Delays may be reduced because of fewer level x-1 packages being used
to support the communication of level x. For example, If each package of
level x-1 requires an acknowledgment before another can be sent, then
significant delays accrue to subsequent level x packages while waiting for a
level x- 1 acknowledgment. I

It Is a dangerous mistake to implement a system that forces all processes
whosn messages are multiplexed together to behave according to the
worst-case flow control. For example, suppose that at some level, messages
of both the CI and C2 communication paths are combined, and that at some
higher level, the C1 path has to be slowed or even halted. Obviously, It is not
desired to slow the C2 communication path also. It is even conceivable that
this is the time to speed up C2. However, if some of the C2 communication - .
mossages are trapped with those of C1 in a way that cannot be undone or
noticed, it might not be possible to separate these communication paths.

Therefore whenever combining is implemented, it Is essential that the
proper hooks should be left so that it is possible to "unbundle" It, to allow
separntlon of communication paths when needed. This Is, obviously, easier to
achieve where duplication and/or loss of messages is allowed, since the
messaoes blocked by a subset of their destinations would appear to be lost
messages to the other destinations, which may invoke the appropriate action
(e.g., retransmission) by the higher levels.

Summary

There are two aspects to multiplexing:

1. Nesting subdivides and expands the address space and provides
common services to a multitude of higher level protocols.

2. Combining puts packages of data together In order to reduce the
number of messages transmitted.

These two aspects of multiplexing may be implemented in any layer of
protocol, either together or separately. Each of these aspects of multiplexing
constrains the implementation options.. Flow control should be used at each
level where nesting Is performed for multiple higher level protocols to protect
the resources of that level and should be Implemented with mechanisms that
are Independent of other levels. Combining messages reduces the number of
lower level messages and so reduces cost and delay and Improves

transmission efficiency.

. ".
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Protocol Adaiy.'is

We participated In an ARPA workshop on protocol verification and have identified some

of the Issues in protocol, as distinct from program, verification [31]. The Issues Involve

timni(I consi(Inrntions, process distribution, probabilistic behavior, and nontermination.

We also showed that it is very easy to specify overly restrictive protocols and that

specifications of exactly what Is intended may be quite difficult to construct.

Protocol Applications

The design for the prototype internet message system [4] Is being considered by

several other ARPA contractors and by the IFIP Working Group on Computer Messages

Systems (WG 6.5) as a basis for their work.

We participated in an ARPA workshop on message systems, which concluded that the

work on existing message systems should be minimized and that the focus should be

shifted to the development of a new message environment like the one we proposed.

Protocol Design

The selection of the IP and TCP protocols by the DoD as the basis for a DoD

Interrietwork protocol standard shows the impact of the work of the ARPA community on

DoD communication systems.

Protocol Cnlcepts

Through our participation in discussions at the Internet Working Group meetings and In

tnchnicnl meetings with other contractors, we have successfully influenced the

dvilopment of conference-style communication using both streams and datagrams In

- mixed point-to-point and broadcast multinetwork systems. We have raised and

vxp rundod on the issues of multiplexing and source routing, which are now being

considered by the Internet Working Grouip.

*" FIIURE WORK

- Protocol A nalysis

As a first stop toward the verification of TCP we will study a series of example P

protocols of gradually Increasing complexity. The protocol features found in TCP will be

MINA.
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Introduced in this series of examples. We will attempt to use several protocol analysis

and proqram verification tools on the example protocols. The tool we are considering for 3
use Include AFFIRM. GYPSY, and SPECIAL. These experiments In protocol analysis and

verification will provide guidelines for the analysis and verification of TCP.

Protocol Applications

We will continue our experiments in internet message systems. We expect to develop

a better understanding of the distinction between endpoint and relay message

processing. We also will engage In experiments in multimedia messages to develop

standards for representing and coordinating data of different media. To help in this

dovelopmont, we will cooperate in experiments in facsimile messages with UCL, BN, and

COMSAT, and experiments in voice messages with the NSC project at ISI (and possibly

other NSC contractors). We will also consider the Issues associated with Internet file

transfers.

Protocol Design

We will continue our contributions to the development of Internet gateway level (IP)

and host level (TCP, RIP) protocols. In particular, we will continue to support the

Internet Working Group and the DoD protocol standardization efforts.

Protocol Concepts

We will collaborate with other projects on protocol Issues. For example, we will

continue our interaction with the NSC community on the development of an internet

speech conferencing protocol. We will continue to raise Important Issues for discussion

in the Internet Working Group and to seek out and develop new opportunities to use the

capabilities of packet-switched communication systems.
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INTRODUCTION

Military and commercial organizations are looking forward to large Integrated data

processing systems In the 1980s. Such systems must bind together many separate

applications so that Information processing techniques such as correlation and synthesis I
aro nvailable across many domains. Ideally, the set of applications would be housed at a

central location and users would gain access to this site through conventional network

technilques.

Sevoral factors and trends make the centralized systems approach less appealing,

however.

1. Procossor costs--a revolution in the cost/performance tradeoff for
compIter power Is under way. The cost of cycles Is rapidly decreasing and
the cost/performance measure is optimum for small-to-medium-scale .1
computers. -''

2. Communications costs--though the cost of communications should continue
to decrease, the cost relative to cycles is Increasing.

3. Locality--most data processing applications have the locality property.
That is, each application accesses a relatively Isolated portion of the data
avnilable to the whole system and each portion of the data Is accessed
frequently by only a few applications. Also, the accessed portion Is very
laro compared to the Input (late and generated output.

4. Roltstnoss--centralized systems are generally less resistant to component

failure while decentralized systems can be more resilient.

I i ot theso reasons (and others), we believe that the large Integrated systems of the

" future will 1)e built upon a distributed hardware base and that control will be

,.. decentralized. Thus, these systems will use a paradigm of cooperating experts rather

than one of masters and slaves.

,I o
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Our investigation of these types of systems is focused upon Distributed Sensor

Networks (DSN). A DSN naturally contains a geographically distributed set of sensors

(not all necessarily of the same kind), communications mechanisms, and processes to

combine information, perform correlations, and draw inferences. A DSN may also include

command and control components as well as providing for the fusion of DSN Information

with Information gathered outside the system proper, i.e., Intelligence. Thus, research

Into DSN provides a rich source of problems, the solutions to which enhance our ability to

* design and build the large Integrated systems of the future.

Overviews of the problems and issues Inherent in DSN systems are found In [2] and

PROBLEMS BEING SOLVED

Even though we believe the large integrated systems of the future will be distributed - ---,

and decentralized, our knowledge is not yet sufficient to design THE system. Therefore,

our efforts are directed toward the more general problems: in particular, system Issues .'-

that are both sensor- and scenario-independent. Sensor independence is possible

because diverse sensor families behave similarly when their behavior is abstracted [7).

Scenario Independence is dictated by our desire to examine large design and problem

spaces encompassing many applications.

Our research is concentrated on four general system design and methodological areas

and two specializud studies. These areas and studies are described below.

The Communication Problem-

A DSN Is an integrated system In that the total system, Including the communications

mechanism, works toward a common objective. In an ordinary system, the communication - -

mechanism provides services to a variety of unrelated applications competing selfishly

for resources. Further, a DSN is a realtime system where the applications often

specialize In determining the relative Importance of data. Thus, it Is quite clear that

application knowledge must affect the behavior of the communication services in areas

such as flow control and priorities. The DSN communication problem is how to provide for

the Interaction of application knowlodge and communication for the good of the entire

system.

%.I,

............. ....................................................................
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The Architecture Problem

The Implementation of a distributed and decentralized system must Include a
decomposition methodology. Each component in the decomposition is described by the
role it plays in the total system. The description includes the Input requirements for the
component and the output it produces. The architecture problem Is to determine

reasonable guidelines for decomposing a system given the system's global objective, the 0

available resources, and the types of algorithms to be employed.

The Organization Problem

Even given workable solutions to the communication and architecture problems, many
system issues remain. The deployment and reallocation problems, together called the
organization problem, are chief among them. The deployment problem is how to assign

components to the available resources. For example, how many instances of a particular
class of process should there be, at which node should each run, and which other

process instances are their communications partners? The reallocation problem is similar.
Namely, how Is the system redeployed In the face of component failure, the Introduction

of new components, or a specialized tactical need? A DSN faces this problem because

the critical nature of Its objective may not allow the system to go offline to reallocate Its

retiources. A system busy monitoring and tracking craft over a large geographic area

should not lose its entire working state because a few components fall or are

compromised.

The User Inlerface Problem"

Decentralized systems present a problem to their users. 7he data presented to the
user Is often gathered from many diverse sources. It Is correlated and perhaps

lf.rences have been drawn from the data on its way to presentation. The user must be
lhli to determine the sources, proces..es applied, and the general level of confidence

that should be attached to the summary ho sees. Also, the user must be able to advise
the system nl)out its future behavior, for example to focus attention on a particular area.
-Fturther, the! user can be the source of Intelligence not normally available to the system,

e.tl., Introduction of a new flight plan. Thus, the user of a DSN must be able to
understand tle system-generated Information as well as to control the system toward
fulfillment of the overall goal. S

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
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The Psit ion.-Lncation Problem-

Communicatinq packet radios can measure the distance separating them with a high

degree of accuracy--an absolute error of less than twenty feet. This distance
; measurement capability can be put to good use. One use Is computing the exact location

of equipmont, particularly sensors, after the equipment is deployed. Contrast this to

Installing the equipment exactly at predetermined locations--not always possible in

ruqcied or hostile terrain. Another usage is determining the present location of craft,

particularly those engaged In surveying missions and thus needing an accurate

* measuremont base.

The abstract position-location problem is: given a set of nodes, the distance

m.asurements between some of the nodes, and the locations of some of the nodes, (1)

determine the set of nodes whose absolute position can be computed, (2) compute the

location of all such points, and (3) determine the stability of the solution.

The Distributed Algorithm Problem-

The paradigm for a distributed and decentralized system is to take a process we

presumably know how to implement In a centralized fashion, break It into pieces,

distribute the pieces, and produce an effect similar to the original. The distributed

algorithm problem can be stated as: given a class of system organizations and

restrictions on the communication facility (e.g., number of messages), when Is It possible

and desirable to distribute particular parts of the process. Today, we have no 1

substantial theory about what processes can and cannot be distributed subject to

* constraints.

GOALS AND APPROACH

The major goal of the DSN project Is to develop and export technology aiding the ... :.

Implementors of distributed and decentralized systems. The first step in this direction is
derivation of an adequate description of the DSN problem space. This includes not only

detailed knowledge of what phenomena a DSN must confront and what types of L

components are available, but also understanding why some systems are more highly

valued than others. In other words, objective methods of evaluating a system's

performance must be developed.

.,:-.-.-.....:..:...-.......~~~~...... .. .,•.... -....... ...... ..... ,....-.......... .... . . .. . ....... . .. •- .
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The Architecture Problem,

The Implementation of a distributed and decentralized system must Include a 9

decomposition methodology. Each component in the decomposition is described by the

role it plays in the total system. The description includes the Input requirements for the

component and the output It produces. The architecture problem Is to determine

reasonable guidelines for decomposing a system given the system's global objective, the 6

available resources, and the types of algorithms to be employed.

The Organialiin Problem-

Even given workable solutions to the communication and architecture problems, many

system issues remain. The deployment and reallocation problems, together called the

organization problem, are chief among them. The deployment problem is how to assign

components to the available resources. For example, how many instances of a particular

class of process should there be, at which node should each run, and which other

process instances are their communications partners? The reallocation problem is similar.

Namely, how Is the system redeployed in the face of component failure, the introduction

of new components, or a specialized tactical need? A DSN faces this problem because

the critical nature of Its objective may not allow the system to go offline to reallocate its

-.- rrsources. A system busy monitoring and tracking craft over a large geographic area

should not lose Its entire working state because a few components fall or are

compromispd.

The User Interface Problem"

Decentralized systems present a problem to their users. 1he data presented to the

utsor Is often gathered from many diverse sources. It is correlated and perhaps

inferences have been drawn from the data on it- way to presentation. The user must be

01ali to determine the sources, processes applied, and the general level of confidence

,. that should Ie attached to the summary ho sees. Also, the user must be able to advise

thn system nbout its future behavior, for example to focus attention on a particular area.

"uirther, the user can he the source of intolligence not normally available to the system,

".dl., Introduction of a new flight plan. Thus, the user of a DSN must be able to

understand the system-generated information as well as to control the system toward

fulfillment of the overall goal.

!..........................................
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The Position-Lncatioin Problem

Communicating packet radios can measure the distance separating them with a high

degree of accuracy--an absolute error of less than twenty feet. This distance

measurement cal)ability can be put to good use. One use Is computing the exact location

of oquipme.t, particularly sensors, after the equipment is deployed. Contrast this to

Installing the equipment exactly at predetermined locations--not always possible in

ruqclqed or hostile terrain. Another usage is determining the present location of craft,

particularly those engaged in surveying missions and thus needing an accurate

measuremont base.

The ab.tract position-location problem is: given a set of nodes, the distance

measurements between some of the nodes, and the locations of some of the nodes, (1)

detrmine the set of nodes whose absolute position can be computed, (2) compute the

Io('atlon of all such points, and (3) dotermine the stability of the solution.

The Distributed Algorithim Problen-

The paradigm for a distributed and decentralized system Is to take a process we

prosumably know how to implement in a centralized fashion, break It into pieces,

distribute the pieces, and produce an effect similar to the original. The distributed

alqorlthm problem can be stated as: given a class of system organizations and

restrictions on the communication facility (e.g., number of messages), when is it possible

and desirable to distribute particular parts of the process. Today, we have no

substantial theory about what processes can and cannot be distributed subject to

constraints.

GOALS AND APPROACil I

The major goal of the DSN project is to develop and export technology aiding the

Implementors of distributed and decentralized systems. The first step In this direction is

derivation of an adequate description of the DSN problem space. This includes not only

detailed knowledge of what phenomena a DSN must confront and what types of

components are available, but also understanding why some systems are more highly

valued than others. In other words. objective methods of evaluating a system's

performance must be developed.

.-... . . . . ~ . -. ~. , ~ .~.. ,, -
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Three tocliques are available to gain understanding of complex systems. In order of

increasinrl desirability, they are

1. Simulation--describe and make operational approximations to system
components. """

--provide an environment for testing some components while

simulating the behavior of other components.

3. Analysis--mathematical description and solution.

Simlation of an aircraft is done by writing the sets of partial differential equations

(obviously approximations) describing the behavior of the components, their Interaction
p

with the environment, and then numerically integrating the equations to observe the time

history of stress parameters. A testbed for an aircraft Is a wind tunnel. Actual

components, e.g.. a wing, are tested In a realistic environment. A testbed is component-

independent because It can be used to test a variety of components--a desirable

property. For example, a wind tunnel Is usable for different wings as well as rudders and

nose cones. Thus, the value of a testbed transcends Its use for testing a single Item.

Closed-form analysis for a system as complicated as an aircraft Is rarely possible.

Unfortunately, such analysis of DSN is not possible for the same reason--complexity.

However, a few suhproblems in the DSN world are amenable to closed-form analysis (for

example, (ur work on position location and development of a theory of distributed

comptutation). Both problems are characterized by precise mathematical definition,

without which analysis is impossible. We are working on a set of algorithms for use by

Implementors, of packet radios. These algorithms, called welders, use the distance

etlmating capabilities of packet radios to determine the topology of a network. The

work on distributed algorithms has proceeded to the point where the problem can be

stated In reasonably precise terms. Our goal is to develop the theory deeply enough so

that results nre applicable to real-world-sized processes.

Unfortuntely, the research into system Issues--architecture, communications,

ortlnnlzation, and the user interface--cannot employ such techniques. Therefore, we

propose to use a combination of simulation and testbed. Objects and components In the

DSN environment such as targets, sensors, and communications devices (e.g., packet
IL

radio hardware) are always simulated. System components that are software processes

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .- . . . . . . - ., .-
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can either be simulated or tile actual program can be run. The testbed Is our major

design analysis tool. Provisions are made for several important activities:
I!

Configuration Allow system design to be specified from a data base of component

representations.

Dynamics The configuration must be able to dynamically change.

Communications Allow simulation of a variety of communications regimes.

Resources Allow and properly account for the fact that many processes and

activities compete for resources at a node (a single computer).

Debugging Testbed components must be debugged. This includes

instrumentation and testing tools for the component developers.

Roporting Summaries of resource utilization, system performance, etc., must

be available.

Interface It must be possible to construct and use realistic user interface(s),

includes online debugging and probing by the simulated system

user.

The testbed Is basically an event-driven system with special provisions for handling

the problems of local reurce contention occurring at the system nodes. Global

contention appears in the use of the available communication bandwidth and Is handled

by the communications modules. Since the testbed Is not committed to a single

communication paradigm (e.g., TCP or HEARSAY II), the testbed user must supply these

modules.

The testbed provides a set of interfaces to its users. They allow a "patch panel"

style of system configuration to be used by isolating components from specific

Implementation decisions. Three interfaces are provided.

The first Is the environment interface as shown in Figure 7.1. It Is used by the

representations of communications and sensor processes to access target and

geoqraphic Information. The shaded areas are a fixed part of the DSN testbed and are

Invariant for different design configurations. The unshaded areas are to be defined by

the DSN designer to emulate a particular system configuration capability (i.e., explicit

sensors and a specifically defined communication medium) that will operate In a given

geographic region In which specific targets will appear.

Sl
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Figure 7.1. Testbed environment interface

A report and debugging Interface (see Fig. 7.2) is used to collect and deliver

Information within the system to its developers and its designer/user. Modern system

Implementation practice dictates that prccesses are built with debugging and data probe

hooks. This Interface Is our Institutionalization of this practice. The interface also

supports full data collection and performance reports about Its capabilities.

Figure 7.3 is a simplified view of the modules that handle resource allocations In a DSN

system. A communications component transports messages between application

processes, each of which resides on a node and is controlled by the operating system on

the node.

The testl)ed kernel, shown in Figure 7.4, is the third Interface; It controls the

scheduling of application processes and the communications between them. Nodes that

are Independent processes In the real world are scheduled as parallel co-routines by the

tostlbod kernel. They are activated at the same simulation time. Messages are sent

from npplications and delivered to nodes at the correct simulation time. The parts of the

tostbed kernel supplied by the designer/user are the node operating system and the

communications module. Communication, as shown In Figure 7.4, Is separated into three

parts: the transportation mechanism, the node support communication module, and the
IL.

... * application level communication interface. K.

'.............................
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APPLICATIONS NODES WORLD CTION

APPLICATION

NODEGGJG NODEl

PROCESSOR PROCESSOR PROCESSOR PROCESSOR

COMMUNCATION

Figure 7.3. Basic view of testbed
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APPLICATION PROGRAM

APPLICATION LEVEL
COMMUNICATION INTERFACE

OPERATING NODE NODE SUPPORT

Figure 7.4. Testbed kernel

A request to communications (via the application level communication interface) by an

apl~licatloll program has two parts: (1) a data request, say to read a buffer, and (2) a

control p~art, (e.g., to put the process to sleep until a particular event such as a message

arrival or a time-out occurs). The node support communication module Is given the

conitrol part of the request and insures that the associated activities occur at the proper

simulanted time. The data request part is handled by the transportation mechanism, iLe.,

wheni a message arrives It is delivered to the node at the correct simulation time.

At Important problem for the designers of DSN Is how application knowledge Is to

Initernct with resource allocationl. For example, what functionality does the

comitnIcftioii system p~rovlie to the user programs? Here, too, interface conventions

are Importrint. A goal of the project is the investigation of such issues. The constraints

are flint the iterface (language) must tie rich enough so the application can describe its

1 6;" kinwledlge to the underlying mechanism. and it must be simple enough so that application

. ., .

Col-'ptiramnies (not nlecessarily network specialists) can use It.

IItjro 7.5 shows the total DSN testbed design. On the right are the system tables.

Dofinitions of the different node, application, and communication modules are kept In a

' .p-"
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database. Part of the DSN testbed is an interactive building component that

communicates with the DSN designer to allow him to describe a particular DSN

configuration. The DSN builder also interacts with the designer to define an environment

(geography and targets). When the system configuration and environment are defined

and entered Into the corresponding system tables, then the DSN testbed system Is . -'-

"configured" and the simulation session begins.
S

COMMAND POST

USER USER

S
Y
S

DSN REPORTS E

M

I

41 APPLICATIONS 

I NEAC

INTERFACE

;ESTBED T
REPORT GEO RAPY

INTERFACE 4r::

"- NODES E .- "

Figure 7.5. DSN testbed design

The testbed kernel (as described earlier) is composed of the nodes and their

applications and the communication components. As shown In Figure 5, an application
Smay reside on a command post node to support users who can get reports of DSN

activity and also send requests and commands to the system. An important part of the

tsttbcd system design is to determine the necessary user functions and to develop a

humnn engineering interface that allows for graceful interaction. We currently plan to

make use of the ISI situation display capability for graphic presentations to the user at

the command post level.

Figure 5 also shows how the environment interface and the testbed report Interface

fit Into the total picture. Not shown in the figure, but planned, Is a database In which the

report Interface will enter pertinent Information about each simulation run.

1 -v2-.
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With the testbed, we can investigate many system-level problems. Competing

architectures, communications strategies, organizational paradigms, and user Interfaces p

can be compared. From this, we can state and quantify some of the design tradeoffs for

DSN and other decentralized systems.

.. PROGRESS

The FY79 activities and accomplishments of the DSN project are described below. A

collection of working papers written by project members Is available in [8]. Some of the

papers appear also In the open literature or have been presented at conferences.

Progress on Defining tle Problem

The Initial task of a project such as DSN is to define the problem to be solved and the

scope of interest. In [2], the problem is formulated as one of turning errorful

observations derived from many sources (e.g., sensors and Intelligence) into a p
reasonable world picture. The problem space is defined to Include not only sensors and

low level processes, but also decision-making functions. Several advantages of

distributed and decentralized systems are discussed in terms of system scenarios that

take advantage of the unique capabilities.

In [16], technological problems particularly relevant to the DSN world are enumerated.

These are the areas where progress must be made before DSN are a reality. The core

problem uncovered is distribution of inference procedures.

In [18] and Its companion paper [3], the problem of an objective function for

" ovnlunting DSN systems Is addressed. The major point Is that the value of a system

(rpends upon Its Intended usage. Thotugh more precise position estimation Is obviously a

hnflit and additlonal cost Is an obviotis liability, no more can be said until the value of

precision Is known, and that value depends ipon the use of the extra bits. Also

discussed Is a methodology for extrac-ting information from the ultimate users of the

systems to construct an objective evaluation criterion.

Another aspect of defining the problem is determining what phenomena can be ignored.

In [7], many different sensor families are roviewed. It concludes with the assertion that

noarly all srnsors have a similar enough functionality so that differences can be safely

_. . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . .
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iqnored. In particular, sensors are well described by their sensitivity and error

distribution. This is indeed fortunate because It allows us to Investigate the high-level

system Issues without committing large amounts of resources to detailed sensor 0

* simulation.

Progress in Syste,, Methodology

The architecture problem for distributed systems has been a core computer science S

topic for many years. See, for example, [1], [12] and [13]. However, the more complex

issups of decentralized control and decisionmaking have received less attention. Though

these problems are central to DSN, we have made little progress because of the lack of

adequate tools. This lack will be overcome by the availability of the testbed in the near S

future. In the meantime, several simple simulation exercises have been attempted with

an ad hoc system. The main result is our recognition that a good experimental framework

providing oxcollent control and monitoring facilities is necessary.
S.

lhe system orqanlzation problems of deployment and reallocation are investigated in

[4]. The problem is formulated in terms of capabilities, where a capability Is a

ih'i.criptiott of a simple resource, e.g., processor power, memory, or bandwidth. A system

PIs viewed as a collection of players that offer capabilities (a computer node Is an

example of n player that offers capabilities) and a collection of roles that consume

Cfll)nhillti s. A role Is a functionality such as can be provided by a process. A role Is

described not only by the capabilities it consumes but by Its Input/output relations to

other types of processes. Thus, the deployment problem Is stated as finding an

nssi(Inment of roles to players that best satisfies the system's objective. The objective
describes aspects of necessary system behavior and tradeoffs among competing

alternatives. 0

Prngres no the Testbed

The testbed is the major tool necessary to achieve the long term goals of the project.

Iho top-level design is completed (see [5]) and implementation has begun. The core of "

the testbod Is the mechanism it provides for handling time. Two problems make time

maintenance complicated: (1) resource;s (capabilities) at a node are shared, therefore

the placing of events In time is dependent upon a resource sharing policy and (2) .

simulation of communication may be at a different grain size (minimum significant time)

than the rest of the system.

. . . .
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A detailed design of the time handler Is complete--In a semiformal specification

laniquago--and implementation in SIMULA has begun. The Implementation provides for

mndular representations of a node's resource sharing policy as well as an Interface for

similating a variety of communication regimes.

Initial attempts have been made to design a configuration language to describe

system topology using the capability model described In [4].

Prngress n Commniunication Methodology

A large effort has been expended by the project on communication mechanism design

because a DSN presents two unusual features: (1) the entire system, including its

communication components, has a common objective and (2) the system Is realtime.

Several Investigations Into these and related problems are described below. More

details and Information are available to the Interested reader in the documents cited.
I...

In [15] tei topic of high-level protocols is investigated. Three subproblems are

addressed: language, coding, and transportation. Some examples of current practices

are given. and it is argued that modern techniques for expressing structure and control

In programming languages can and should be applied to analogous problems in P

commtnications among application processes in a network. The motivation for the

conclusion Is the need for resource sharing and common objectives among distributed

processes.

* In order to provide an appropriate interface to application level programs In DSN or

other distributed systems, a communication interface language must be provided

-i botwoin the applications and the underlying communication mechanism. A very important

aspect of this language Is naming, since processes typically do not have static

kinnwlocdgo of which other processes can supply needed input or employ their output to

. advntnqet. In [14] a naming scheme is proposed based upon application-determined

Inhrilling. A process identifies itself to the communication system by specifying a set of

Inbels describing its interests, e.g., position-estimator. The labels are used to search for

*. .. communicntion partners sharing common Intorests and to simplify dynamic reorganization. .'.-"

In (], protocol specification issues are discussed. It is shown that protocol designs

respond to our knowledge of real-world behavior of networks, e.g., lost or duplicated

**.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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messages, out-of-order deliveries, and random delays. This presents a difficult problem

to the designers of protocols and networks. How are formal specifications and

correctness criterion to be expressed? This theme is continued in [19] where the

problem of formal mechanisms to reason about protocols, particularly their time-

dependent behavior, Is discussed.

An Important theoretical result is derived in [20]. The "Generals Problem," formulated

by R. Gollaer, is defined and discussed. Given two divisions of the same army on either

side of an enemy division, how are the two generals going to coordinate their attack?

Th only moans available is to send messengers back and forth through enemy lines,

Ince the probability of message receipt is less than unity. It is shown that there Is no

sequence of message passing such that both armies are certain of the time for a

synchronized attack. In other words, there is no possible protocol for guaranteed

synchronization of distributed processes with an imperfect communication mechanism.

In [10], the problem of flow control in distributed realtime systems is Investigated. It

Is concluded that there exist problems that cannot be solved without application-level

knowledge. In particular, there are (at least) two different kinds of messages: those

whose value decrease with age and those whose value does not. An example of the

first kind Is a position estimate that has been succeeded by a later estimate. The old

mrssago can he discarded. On the other hand, early messages should be retained in

normal (serliential) applications such as file transfer. If later messages are discarded

because of congestion, they can be retransmitted, while discarding earlier messages can

cause con(qostion at message assembly sites.

The problem of decentralized access control schemes for shared channels is

discussed in [21]. The basic Issue is, When should packet radios transmit and when

should they delay? If transmissions of proximate radios overlap in time, a collision occurs

and both messages can be lost. On the other hand, unnecessary delays sacrifice a

portion of the available bandwidth. An optimal algorithm is developed for making access L.

decisions employing local knowledge of the network state and the probable priorities of

messages.

Prngr.,s iII Pnion Location'

Our point of departure Is that the task of position location would be Implemented in

Packet Radio Networks which would nol wish to commit to it more than a minimal amount
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of its processing and communication resources. At the extreme case, this assumption

imllies that distance measurements and position-location computations will be carried out

infrequently, which renders the tracking approach unattractive (you would not wish to ._

use outdated position estimates to filter your present position). Therefore we have

preferred to study a primitive, less favorable, form of the problem where the computation

of positions Is based upon present distance measurements only. .-

We have derived mathematical solutions to the following problems. Given a set of

nod(vs and n sot of distance measurements between them, determine which groups of

no(les can be positioned (i.e., their relative location computed); in what order can the

relative positions of nodes in a group be computed; how can the positions of positionable

qrotups be computed. In addition, we have obtained a rich set of theoretical results of

major significance to problems of position location [Yeminl 7ge-h]. Some of the major

novelties ittroduced are the use of efficient probabilistic algorithms that compute

answers to difficult (probably intractable) problems, incurring potential error but with

:. very small probability; that Is, we trade accuracy (with small probability we may not get

a correct answer) for speed.

We have turned the theoretical results into practical algorithms and Implemented

those in SIMULA. The present version of our position-location system runs a centralized

-. form of the position-location algorithms. It does not yet reflect the full power of the

thooretical results derived; nevertheless, it already surpasses in capabilities any other

position-location algorithms In the literature. The ultimate system could compute the

positlon of any theoretically solvable position-locatioit problem.

.. Prngress in Dislributed Computation Theory

A class of evaluation (estimation) algorithms called E-functlions are axiomatically

(efilned In [6]. E-functions Include the general class of statistical descriptions of

" poptlations such as means and the median. A theory of E-functions Is developed and

related to classic work on inequalities. A result of particular significance to distributed

. systems Is the statement of necessary and sufficient conditions such that the

- computation of an E-function can be distributed. It Is shown also that there exist

E-functions that cannot be distributed ii any reasonable way.
p

--. -. - .•. w
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Our current work In the theory of distributed computation concentrates on two

mathematical models of distribution. The first views the communication scheme as a

restriction on a functional composition and allows the theory of functional equations to be

applied. The second model views the problem as one of the topology of equivalence

.-classes. The second method employs results from the theory of transformations.

IMPACT

The DSN project has a long-term commitment to the problems of distributed and

decentralized systems. As our goals ire met, the ability to design and analyze these

systems will move from the realm of research to practical engineering development. Our

main contri)ution will be to furnish some of the methodology to make this transition

possil)le. In particular, we are working on the general system design problems as well as

techniques to objectively evaluate alternative systems.

In the short run, we are developing several tools that can be used by others. The

position location algorithms for use in packet radio networks are near completion. Also,

the testbod will be available for use by other investigators via the ARPA network.

FuTURE WORK

As with ny project with long term goals and commitments, our future plans are a

continuationi of present work. The major discontinuity is the completion of the testbed so

that problems of decentralized system methodology can be actively pursued. Initial

oxperience with the testbed will lead to improvements In the testbed Itself.

. Two primary goals for the near future are to (1) provide a user interface that aids a

* variety of experimentation with the testbed and (2) implement a high-level protocol

Ianluage to buffer application processes from expected frequent changes to the

communication simulation. The design of the user interface will build on the situational

grnphlics (lone at ISI and the interaction mechanism provided to the user will be based

upon conversations with current users of sensor based systems. L

. The goal of position-location research in the near future is to bring the study of the

S" centralizod algorithms to conclusions and then use the software testbed to study the

positlon-location problem in the more realis;tic setting of decentralized environment. In

- addition we plan to apply our results to the problem of position tracking, to overcome the

L_

.- .. .
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shortcomin(is of present systems. 1he algorithms and theoretical studies will be

cioctlmontodI and made available for use in a variety of applications.

Our work on the theory of distributed computation will continue with an attempt to

modrrl real.stIcally sized processes and determine conditions where decentralization is

." j.5. Iiblo and profitable. A similar problem is addressed using the testbed but In a more

prnarmatic way. Alternative system architectures and organizations will be compared so

that trndlooffs can be established. Our major task In the future is Identifying and

nnalyzinq these tradeoffs in a way that allows others to design and deploy decentralized

systems.
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8. AUTOPSY

In spite of the great wealth of our languages, a thoughtful mind Is often at
a loss for an expression that should square exactly with Its concept; and for
want of which he cannot make himself altogether Intelligible, either to others -.

or to himself. Critique of Pure Reason, Immanuel Kant
S
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OVERVIEW

Problem Being Solved .

The goal of the Autopsy project is to develop tools to aid In translation of programs

from one language to another. To provide a concrete basis for the project, attention Is -

focused on translation of CMS-2M programs Into Ada. Eventually, we envision generating

translation tools automatically from formal definitions of the old and new languages.

We seek to answer the following questions along the way.

S1. How should a translation system be designed? What Interactions between
the user and the system are expected? Which tasks can be performed by
the system and which tasks must be carried out by the user? These are
the system questions.

2. What are the theoretical issues in translation? To what extent can the
definitions of the old and new languages be formalized? Can formal
definitions of the old and new languages be used to generate a translation
system? These are the theory questions.

3. What programs need to be translated? Who will carry out the task? What
level of effort Is acceptable? How will translation fit Into the development
and maintenance cycle? These are the usage questions.

S. . . . . . . . . .
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System Design

We believe there are two constraints guiding the design of a useful translation

system:

1. A translation system must do almost all of the work.

2. No translation system can do all of the work.

If the translation system does not do most of the work, it will not provide sufficient

leverage to the user. The purpose of translating a program Instead of rewriting It

manually is to save time and manpower. Since there are often reasons to favor rewriting

a system, the translation must be quite competitive with hand rewriting to be useful at .

all.

On the other hand, there are many hard problems In translation, some of which are not
B)

even potentially solvable. For example, some code contains timing loops whose

correctness depends on the speed of the machine and the exact code emitted by the

CMS-2M compiler. Detecting the intent of the code Is Impossible, since the functional

behavior of the code Is legal but irrelevant.

As another example, some CMS-2M programs are really sets of processes connected

through calls to the operating system. Unless the semantics of the operating system and
the fun-time binding of the processes are specified, the critical Information is not even

present. However, even if this information were present, the transformations required to

accomplish the same tasks in Ada are well beyond any forseeable abilities of a purely

automatic translation system.
p)

To weave a path between these two considerations, we envision a translation system

that Is semi-interactive In Its basic structure, with powerful tools provided to carry out

as much of the work as can be automated. The user In charge of the translation enters

his programs and then directs the applIcation of the tools. Our view of the tools Includes

the following possibilities:

Direct Translator This is the tool that carries out automatic translation on the bulk of

the old program. When it encounters untranslatable constructs, It

must encapsulate them so they may be treated later by either the

user or other tools. rhe direct translator should also be designed

• ' ,

* . -..-.
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to work on portions of programs so It may be called by the user
after preliminary or intermediate modification of the old program has
been carried out by the user.

Editor At the other end of the spectrum, the user must have recourse to
make any modification to either the old code, the new code, or any
Intermediate representation. Complete recording of all editing
commands Is necessary to provide a history of how the new
program was derived from the old program.

Verifier Verification technology Is mature enough to provide some limited
but useful tools. If the user substitutes new code for old by hand,
but does so In a fairly mechanical way that preserves the basic
algorithm, It is possible to mechanically verify the equivalence of
the two programs. Samet's work [18] provides the basis for this
tool.

Pattern-Directed Transformer
The user would direct the application of certain transforms to all
places that meet the criteria for application of the transforms. If
the user may write his own transforms, this tool is essentially a
programmable editor. If the set of transforms Is restricted to an
"approved" set, this tool becomes a user-directed translation
system.

These tools must exist within a coherent framework. We envision the framework to be

a monitor that records all of the transactions and provides an "undo" capability. When

any session is complete, the monitor records the list of transactions as part of the

Information stored about the pr',jram being translated. This "audit trail" Is replayable

atid forms an accurate basis for understanding the exact relationship between the old

and new programs.

Details of the status of the direct translator are given In the next section.

Formal I)efinitions

Formal definitions of programming languages play several roles In our work.

1. The exercise of preparing formal definitions of the old and new languages
forces into view a number of details that might otherwise be misunderstood.
Errors in our translation tools are thereby avoided.
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2. The structure of a formal definition may give some guidance for the
structure of the translation system.N|

3. Only limited experience with formal definitions exists. Attempts to build
formal definitions point up difficulties with present formalisms. It is
envisioned that formal definitions will eventually be machine processable to
derive translation and verification systems.

Our work with formal definitions has Involved development of both formal definitions

and tools to process formal definitions. We have also watched related work quite
closely--partfcularly the development of the Ada formal semantic definitions by the IRIA

group--and imported tools developed eisewhere. Further details are given In the last

section of this report.

Progress

- An automatic translation tool has been developed.
II

-An Intermediate language form representing both CMS-2M and Ada
programs has been designed.

-A specialized language for the translator, APPSS, has been created. We
comment on this below.

-We have spent quite a bit of time testing and debugging pre-existing
CMS-2M tools and removing nits from completed CMS-2M code.

- No engineering of an interactive, multi-tool system has yet taken place.

- Design of the verification tool has begun.

- We have begun a serious translation experiment ourselves.
II

- We have made quite substantial progress In developing theory and tools for
writing and using formal semantic descriptions.

- We have begun to exercise these tools In the preparation of a full-scale
formal semantic definition of CMS-2M. This effort has helped In the
understanding of CMS-2M and thus with the translator.

Ref lect ions

In addition to the specific products of the effort, we also have some perceptions to

report.

. .. . . .. . . . . .
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1. At the outset, we envisioned an interactive system In which the user would
combine a variety of tools to handle various problems In a translation. The
user would, of course, have to be knowledgeable about the utility of each
tool, but he would also have to be able to examine the code easily and
understand what Issues face him.

We have seen that CMS-2M programs are generally quite large.
Interactive pawing over them Is not likely to be easy. Accordingly, we are
not quite so optimistic about the contribution of Just the system framwork;
the tools themselves had better be very powerful.

We have not abandoned our view that the system should be Interactive,
that the steps in the translation process should be recorded, able to be
undone and replayed, and that the user should have control to direct the
process. However, a system with just these characteristics but without
powerful tools to carry most of the burden will not be useful.

2. We had originally viewed the intermediate language we've developed as
serving Just our own needs and not having any significance outside of our
project. Recent discussions with others now suggest that our development
may be more useful than we had thought.

In the future, It is likely that tools dealing with Ada code will need to
communicate Intermediate representations Instead of source code. There
Is some pressure to choose satisfactory intermediate representations as
early as possible. To do so, it is necessary to examine the Intermediate
representations now In use in diverse applications to see what's essential
and what's Idiosyncratic.

Other representations to be considered are TCOL Ada in use at CMU [20]

and the IRIA abstract syntax [6].

3. The development of the APPSS language for the translator may also have
sicnifIcance beyond its initial purpose. In considering the possibility of
gonerating a translator automatically from the formal semantic descriptions
of the old and new languages, we can ask what language should be used
for the generated translator. We had not given this question much thought
at the outset of the project, but It now appears that APPSS might be the
lantgtiage of choice.

.

The translator generator is likely to a heuristic program that analyzes the
formal semantic definition of the old language and searches for
corresponding components in the new language. It seems reasonable to
organize the results of each search In terms of one or more productions.
The entire set might then carry out translation. There is much work to do,
of course, but we find it encouraging that a production oriented language
was Invented as a convenience for writing the first translator by hand.
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4. Part of the reason for selecting CMS-2M as the old language was the
perceived availability of both CMS-2M code and of CMS-2M tools on the
ARPANET for compilation and execution. CMS-2M code has been somewhat
hard to find, as It appears to have been in use for a relatively short period
of time. At the same time, the tools on the ARPANET have never been
exercised thoroughly. All of the usual problems in smoothing the interfaces
and discovering the necessary but undocumented details have been
encountered. Although this effort Is costing us far more than we had ever
dreamed, the positive effect will be that the set of tools will be In better
shape.

FuIure Work

During the coming year, an interactive monitor will be designed, Implemented, and

attached to the direct translator and one or more existing editors. A simple equivalence

verification system will be developed and tested.

A larger set of CMS-2 programs will be translated. However, comparison of execution

results between old and new code will not be possible until Ada compilers are ready for

Use.

During this time we will also Investigate the extension of the system to CMS-2Y and

to languages of interest to the Air Force, e.g., J73.

We will continue our development of the formal definition of CMS-2M, and we will

continue to study the IRIA formal definition of Ada. We expect to have an Interpreter for _

the IRIA formal definition In order to facilitate testing and experimentation by compiler

Implomentors and others needing to understand the precise semantics of Ads.

THE DIRECT TRANSLATOR

System Overview

The Autopsy Direct Translator (ADT) is a computer program that automatically

translates CMS-2M programs into Ada. When it Is unable to translate certain parts of

the source code, It leaves a descriptive comment at that point In the output. The user is L
then expected to complete the translation by hand.

The ADT translates a program In four steps, involving five different representations.
The representations are

I - i .
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1. CMS-2M source code

2. CMS-2M parse tree 3

3. Autopsy IL

4. Ada parse tree -" "
p

5. Ada source code

The first of the four passes is the parser, which produces a concrete syntax tree

from CMS-2M source card Images. The second pass translates the concrete syntax Into

Autopsy Intermediate Language (IL), a tree structured representation of the program. The

third pass translates IL into an Ada concrete syntax tree. The fourth pass prettyprints

the Ada tree Into a formatted Ada program.

The Interesting parts of the translation are passes two and three. These tree I

transformations are written In a special language developed for Autopsy, called APPSS (A

Pattern-directed Production System for S-expressions). APPSS Is described below.

The system Is structured In a way allowing Its extension to Include languages similar

to CMS-2M. For example, JOVIAL, a likely candidate, could be easily translated into

Autopsy IL. Languages far removed from CMS-2M (such as SNOBOL or APL) would require

large additions to the IL and are therefore not suitable for expansion of the ADT.

The Direct Translator Is designed to handle large (10,000 line) compilation units by

keeping the result of each pass on disk In a special disk format tree notation.

Status of the Autopsy Direct Translator

Ilie ADT performs syntax-directed translation of arbitrary CMS-2M programs Into Ada.

Pnrts of the program that cannot be translated automatically are so marked (when

known).

I
the system became operational on small programs In July, 1979. It was expanded to

handle Int(go programs In the fall of 1979.

Examples of CMS-2M statements with corresponding Ada translations are given In
8rlqura 8.1. .;

I.
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Assignment:
SET SPPK(B,ENTRYC) TO SPPK(B,ENTRYC) + 1 I CMS-2M

SPPK (8) .ENTRYC :. SPPK (8).ENTRYC+1; Ada

IF SPINDEX GTEQ COIXIIAX THEN CMS-2M
SET SPINOEX TO 0 S

If SPINOEX>-COIXMAX then Ada
SPINIJEX 0- ;

end if;

Loop:
VARY COWORK FROM COWORK THRU 0 BY -COLOOP S CMS-2M

while COWORK>.8 loop COLIORK :uCOWORK-COLOOP; Ada
end loop:

Procedure Declaration:

PROCEDURE COM1STU8P INPUT CORAO(SPPK) SCMS-2M

*.procedure COMSTUBP (SPPK :In out SPPKtype) Is Ada

* Variable Declaration:
VRBL SPINDEX 1 16 U P 0 5CMS-2M

SPINOEX :INTEGER range 0..2**16-1 1- 8; Ada

Table declaration
TABLE SPCYCLE V 1 108 3 CMS-2M

FIELD 10D I6 iU 0is P 0
END-TABLE SPCYCLE I

type SPCYCLErecrd type Is record Ada 1-
ID : INTEGER range 0..2**e16-1 :-8;

end record;
SPCYCLE : array (0-.9911 of SPCYCLErecord type-,

Figure 8.1. Sample statement translations

The ADT is written to be as language Independent as possible. To add a new

language, such as JOVIAL, would require only a new parser and a new Step2. The tree

format used by the system Is compatible with the attribute grammar processing system.

Table 8.1 shows statistics about the running time of the various components of the

system. It can be seen that over half the time Is spent parsing (and most of that time Is

taken up by the lexical analyzer). Table 8.2 shows the space taken up by the program.

I.
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The system consists of 5K lines of source code. Table 8.3 shows the relative sizes of

the five forms of the translated program. It is Interesting to note that the original

CMS-2M program and the translated Ada result are about the same size. The program as

represented by the IL is a little more than half this size.

Table 8.1. ADT program timing statistics

Seconds/Card Percent CONSes/Card Percent
Parser .17 57 117 58
Step2 .05 17 38 19
Step3 .04 13 19 9
Prettyprinter 04 13 28 14

Total .30 100 202 100
(200 cards/minute) 5.1

Table 8.2. ADT program space statistics

Machine Words Percent Source Lines Percent
Interl isp (149634)
Pattern Matcher (2907)
APPSS 2002 10 324 6
Parser 2286 11 742 15
Parser Tables 9373 45 1334 26
Step2 4188 20 1620 31
Step3 2045 10 999 19
Prettyprinter 787 4 167 3

Total 20681 100 5186 100
(173222)

Table 8.3. ADT data space statistics L

Lines/Source Line
CMS-2M Source 1.00
CMS-2M Parse Tree 2.25
IL Tree .56
Ads Parse Tree 1.25
Ads Source .97

I !
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Planned Improvements

The current direct translator does not go far beyond transliteration. To become
*. better, It must become smarter. The use of flow analysis Is a step In this direction,

allowing us to make some non-obvious translations that go beyond transliteration.

Flow analysis comes In two flavors: control flow analysis and data flow analysis.
* Control flow analysis has two subparts: the call graph (as in Interlisp Masterscope) and

the control flow graph. Data flow analysis also has two subparts: intraprocedural and

Interprocedural [11, 19].

The following lists some of the things we can do with flow analysis:

1. Range analysis - identify the ranges actually used by scalar variables and
refine their declarations to be that range [10]. .

2. Incorporate local variables into procedures.

3. Remove GO TO statements automatically - transform the program [12],
using node splitting for irreducible flow graphs (a rare event in real
programs [14]). Ada prohibits certain GOTOs allowed In CMS-2M. These
must be eliminated by program transformation.

4. FUNCTION identification - identify normal/abnormal functions for the Ada
distinction between functions and value returning procedures.

~II

5. Optimize use of FOR loops - use FOR loop even when limit and Increment are
not constant, but only unchanged during the loop.

6. Extended error analysis - locate potential errors that a compiler might miss,
such as unreachable code that may or may not be meant as a conditional
compilation.

Open Problems

There are a number of very difficult problems that arise when translating from
CMS-2M to Ada. We do not anticipate that these will ever be solved automatically In the
ADT.

... .:::::::
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Direct Cod_

The use of assembly language ("direct code" In CMS-2M parlance) Intermixed with

CMS-2M programs causes serious translation problems. Even assuming that the

* "translated program Is to run on the same machine, interactions with the compiler remain:II
-In CMS-2M, If direct code refers to an undefined name, that name Is

Implicitly Imported.

* The SYSTEM INDEX and LOCAL INDEX features of CMS-2M affect the
allocation of registers by the compiler. It cannot be assumed that the Ada
compiler will be able to duplicate this.

- Direct code may make assumptions about the storage layout of variables
that are not required logically by the program text but are merely compiler
artifacts.

-CMS-2M permits the user to write microcode. No attempt Is made to
translate this.

Arithmetic

As It Is currently defined Ada does not permit precise duplication of the arithmetic In

SCMS-2M programs [8]. If the definition of Ada does not change, translation of arithmetic
computations so as to guarantee Identical results will be difficult.

Another problem Is that CMS-2M has the feature CMODE FLOAT that causes the

program to calculate all "Intermediate results" In floating point. The meaning of this Is

obscure.

Aliscrllancous Problems

The side effect of the time taken by a piece of code is usually Ignored In translation.

If It Is Important (as In a busy wait), the translation may fail to duplicate It. The problem

here Is Identifying time critical code segments, as the constructs of CMS-2M give no

clue to this.

I

- L.
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CMS-2M permits extensive conditional compilation, whereas Ada allows only

conditional compilation of executable code. It is hoped that APSE (Ada Programming

Support Environment) will make provision for this [1].

Finally, there remains the problem of "undefined vs. undocumented," I.e., both

CMS-2M and Ada claim certain things are undefined, yet the compiler must pick

something. This "something" then becomes an undocumented "feature" and programs will

(perhaps unwittingly) be written that depend on It. This is really a problem of language

definition.

FORMAL SEMANTIC DEFINITIONS

Formal Definitions of Programming Language Semantics

Formal semantic definitions play an important role in the design, specification,

Implementation, and evaluation of programming languages. Major applications of such -- 4

formal definitions Include

1. standard definition of a language,

2. basis for evaluating and validating a language design,

3. guide to and validation of a language Implementation,

4. theoretical basis for reasoning about a language and Its programs,

5. basis for automatic or semi-automatic translation of programs In one
language to equivalent programs in other languages.

The Autopsy Project is concerned with the first, second, and fifth of these

applications.

" There are three principal (not necessarily mutually exclusive) styles of formal

semantic definitions:

Operational: The meaning of a language construct Is the result of "Interpreting"
it on a "machine."

Syntax-Directed: The meaning of a language construct Is the result of (recursively)
mapping its "syntax tree" Into a corresponding semantic object,
such as a function denotation. L-

Axiomatic: The meaning of a language construct Is expressed as an axiom,

Inference rule, or theorem In a logical calculus.

• . • ° .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . °. . ... . . . . •. .. . . . . . . . ".
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Syntax-Directed Formal Semantic Definitions

The style of formal semantic definition most useful to the goals of the Autopsy Project
is syntax-directed, of which there are two principal methods, differing in style but not in

essential content. These methods are denotational semantics, developed primarily by
the Programming Research Group at Oxford University [21, 22, 9], and attribute

grammars, conceived by Donald Knuth (13, 15].

Denotational Semantics

the denotational method of syntax-directed semantic definition Is Intended to provide
a means for "abstractly" defining a programming language by providing only "essential"

characteristics of the language, Independent of any details of representation or
Implementation of language features. In practice, this Ideal has been largely, although

not totally, realized.

Denotational semantic definitions use abstract syntactic specifications containing only

those syntactic features necessary to control the accompanying semantic
specifications. In particular, no syntactic features to ensure unambiguous or efficient

parsing are normally present in an abstract syntactic specification. A denotational

definition must also contain or refer to a well-defined domain of semantic objects, called

a semantic universe. In "standard" denotatlonal definitions, this semantic universe is

usually a family of ordered domains of values, which represent values computed, or

storage transformations effected, by language constructs. On the other hand, In
"non-standard" definitions [7], the semantic universe could be a domain of machine

language programs (in a denotational compiler specification) 2], or a domain of abstract

syntax Irees with embedded error messages (in a denotational specification of type

checking) [5]. The connection between the syntactic and semantic specifications in a
denotational definition is given by a recursive definition of a family of functions that map -

abstract syntactic structures (conveniently thought of as representing trees) Into

corresponding semantic objects. This will be explained In more detail In Section 4.3

below.

, -- ."
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Attribute Grammars

Attribute grammars [13, 15] are a means for specifying syntax-directed semantic

definitions In a way very similar to, but slightly different from, the denotational technique.

Traditionally, attribute grammars have used "concrete" syntax specifications (i.e., .'"

unambIgous grammars that also permit efficient parsing, such as LR(k) grammars), but

there Is no reason not to use abstract syntactic specifications instead. Indeed, it is

advisable to use abstract syntax specifications because they are more compact and

contain all syntactic Information essential to the definition.

In the literature, the semantic domains of an attribute grammar definition are left

"open," and a wide choice is possible, just as In the case of denotational definitions. In

fact, even when a specific attribute grammar definition Is given, its semantic domains are

often implicit from the context of the definition, a situation not permitted in denotational

definitions. A recent formal definition of the attribute grammar method of definition Itself

(3] requires all semantic domains to be explicitly specified, a more satisfactory state of

affairs.

Most clearly distinguishing the denotational and attribute grammar methods of

syntax-directed semantic definition is the mechanism used to associate the syntactic

and semantic parts of a definition. Attribute grammars associate "attributes" with each

nonterminal of the syntactic specification. These attributes are Intended to represent

certain semantic Information about the syntax tree rooted with the corresponding

nonterminal. Sets of equations define their values, one set associated with each

production, relating the values of the attributes of the nonterminals appearing in that

production. The sets of equations, and therefore the attributes, associated with each

instance of each production in a syntax tree are linked together Into one large system of

equations In a manner corresponding to the Interconnection of the productions In the

tree, as defined in t3]. The Interdependency between the attributes associated with

the nonterminal nodes in a syntax tree can be viewed as representing a certain

semantic "Information flow" among attributes, which leads In many cases to a very

Intuitive formulation of syntax-directed semantic definitions. Denotational definitions can

In fact be written as (specialized) attribute grammars.

I

. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _
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Toots:

Tools exist to enable denotational and attribute grammar styles of semantic definitions

to be Input to and processed by computers. Two such tools will be discussed In this

section.

SIS

Denotatlonal definitions can be specified, Implemented, and tested using the Semantic

Implementation System (SIS), developed by Peter Mosses at Oxford University and later

at Aerhus [16, 1 7]. SIS provides means for specifying (1) concrete and abstract syntax

antd the precise computable relationship between them, In a language GRAM, and (2)

syntax-directed denotational semantic equations, In a language DSL (Denotational

Semantics Language). These syntactic and semantic specifications and the languages in

which they are expressed are supported by a third language and Its Interpreter, LAMB,

an enriched form of lambda calculus. Both the syntax and semantic equation

specifications are translated Into equivalent versions In LAMB, the first (syntax) Into

SLR(1) parser tables [4] and the second (semantics) into a LAMB function that maps

abstract syntax trees into corresponding semantic objects, In this case represented by

LAMB denotations.

AGAPE

Attribute grammar definitions can be specified, implemented, and tested using the

system AGAPE (Attribute GrAmmar Processing systEm), developed by Jeffrey V. Cook at

ISI. AGAPE will be more fully described In Section 5, but a brief description will be given

here. AGAPE, like SIS, provides means for specifying syntax and corresponding

seniantics. Concrete syntax (which must be SLR(1)) Is specified using a (LISP-like)

notation for context-free productions, and corresponding sets of semantic equations are

similarly specified. Abstract syntax plays no direct role in AGAPE, but Its Inclusion Is a

likely future enhancement. The AGAPE system Is supported by Interlisp, and the

specifications expressed are translated Into equivalent Interlisp functions.

Consequently, all "primitive" semantic functions that appear In semantic equations must

be given Interlisp definitions. The values of attributes over a (concrete) syntax tree are

computed by a tree-traversing automaton evaluator, which In effect solves the semantic -""

equations. At present, only nonrecursive (noncircular) equations are handled by AGAPE,

. -.. .. . ..
. . . - -
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but the symbolic solution of recursive semantic equations using fixed point operators Is a

planned future enhancement.

AGAPE (unlike SIS) has facilities for performing certain checks on a definition prior to
actually "running" it. The semantic equations are checked to ensure that all the

attributes are defined In a consistent manner. Further, AGAPE computes the

dependencies between attributes so that the designer of the definition can determine
whether his Intentions have been realized. The attribute dependency test also provides

a basis for determining whether the definition Is "circular" (i.e., recursive). Since

semantic equations In AGAPE are in effect LISP S-expressions, the functions In these

equations are not typed, and therefore no type checking Is done by AGAPE.

Components of Syntax-Directed Formal Semantic Specifications

The major components of syntax-directed semantic "efinitions will be discussed in

this section. To begin with, concrete and abstract syntax definitions and simple ways to

specify the relation between them will be illustrated. Then semantic equations will be

Illustrated for both denotational and attribute grammar definitions.

Syntax Definitions

Concrete syntax definitions are usually specified by means of a context-free grammar

in which the productions are designed to be unambiguous and to facilitate efficient

parsing. Often this kind of grammar, although quite practical, Introduces syntactic

structure that Is not essential to the syntax-directed definition. A corresponding

abstract syntax definition, which controls the semantics, Is more desirable. A simple

example that Illustrates these concepts In simple syntax specifications for expressions

is given below.

CONCRETE SYNTAX

expr ::* expr +term
S "term i ['

term term

term ::= term 1 factor
factor factor

-- -...-.
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factor :: primary factor

I primary .primary

primary Id
I (expr) .expr

(Syntactic Domain Declarations) -- expr, term, factor, primary: Expr

The Items ": term", ": factor", ": primary", and ": expr" and the syntactic domain

declarations are not part of the concrete syntax; their purpose will be explained shortly.

The nontorminals term, factor, and primary are used to make the above grammar
unambiguous and SLR(1). A corresponding (context-free) abstract syntax for the same

expressions Is given below.

ABSTRACT SYNTAX

expr ::- expr + expr
-expr
expr expr

I expr expr
id

The abstract syntax Is clearly ambiguous. The concrete and abstract syntax trees of

the expression A*(B+C)R*D are shown In Figure 8.2. It Is clear that many "Inessential"

levels of syntax have been eliminated In the abstract syntax tree. The linkage between

the concrete and abstract trees was established by the Items ": term", etc., and the

syntactic domain declarations. For example, when a production expr -> term is applied in

the concrete syntax tree, the item ": term" In the concrete syntax specification

decrees that the node labeled "term" will not be present In the corresponding abstract

syntax tree. Similar remarks hold for the productions term -> factor, factor -> primary,

and primary -> ( expr ). The syntactic domain declarations specify that all the remaining

nodes labeled "expr", "term", "factor", and "primary" in the abstract syntax tree shall

be labeled "expr". The manner In which these node deletion and relabeling directives .

were Included In the concrete syntax specification Is a standard feature of SIS. SIS

converts such a specification Into tables for an SLR(1) parser and a function that, during

parsing, produces a corresponding abstract syntax tree.

S.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . -.
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expr

erm

term ' factor

factor primary * factor
* .1 -I N Iexpr

primary ( expr )primaryI .
* ~expr expr

id expr + te rm i d Ixrep

ad A te rm factor DA ep xr I

factor primary .
idid D

primary id

idC

B

CONCRETE SYNTAX TREE ABSTRACT SYNTAX TREE

Figure 8.2. Concrete and abstract syntax trees of A*(B+C)**D

Somantic Spifipcations

The semantic specification In denotational definitions consists of the definition of

recursive functions that map abstract syntax structures Into corresponding semantic

objects. For example, let Stint denote the domain of abstract syntax trees of

statements In some programming language L, let S denote the domain of "abstract

stores" (where arn abstract store records the current value of each variable In an

1-program), and let [S ->S] denote the domain of (continuous) functions from stores to

stores. Then the mapping

MS: Stmnt -) [S -> S]

gives the semantics of 1-statements as stare-to-store transformations. The following

2I-
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illustrates how the semantics of statements is syntax-directed: Suppose that

L-statements can also be statement sequences via the (ambiguous) production

strut -) stint ; stmt

The semantic mapping Ms would be "extended" to statement sequences (which are

also In the syntactic domain Stmt) via the recursive definition

Ms[strutl ; stmt2](s) = Ms[stmt2](Ms[stmtl](s))

This states that the semantics of the "compound" statement stmtl;stmt2 Is the

indicated composition of the semantics of the statements struti and strut2.

The semantic specification part of attribute grammar definitions Is given by a set of

equations associated with each production of the syntactic specification (whether

concrete or abstract). These equations define the value of the attributes appearing In

them, In a manner precisely defined In [3]. The above example can be repeated as an

attribute qrammar fragment by letting the nonterminal stmt have an Inherited attribute sin

(Input state) and a synthesized attribute sout (output state). Letting, for example,

sin.stmt be a variable that denotes attribute sin of nonterminal stnt, the attribute I
grammar fragment associated with the abstract syntax production for compound

statements Is

strut :: stint 1 ; stit 2  sin.stmt I sin.stmt
11" ;.tm,2 1

sin.stmt 2  sout.stmt I

sout.stmt sout.stmt 2

The occurrences of "stmt" In the right part of the above production are subscripted to

Identify corresponding occurrences in the semantic equations. The above semantic

equations lead to the "attribute dependency graph" shown In Figure 8.3. If the

attributes sin and sout are regarded as conveying semantic Information, then this graph

clearly depicts the semantic "Information flow" through the Immediate constituents of

compound statements. L

'.I .:
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si tit solit

sn stint, *su i S~20sout

Figure 8.3. Attribute dependency graph

Using a method given In [3], the above attribute grammar fragment can be converted
Into an equivalent fragment that uses only synthesized attributes. Letting "state" be a
synthesized attribute of stint, where state ranges over [S ->S], the above fragment can

be converted to the equivalent

stint stint1 ;sit state.stmt(s) =state.stmt (state.stmt (8))

The correspondence between the above fragment and Its denotationat counterpart Is

unmistakable.

Denotationial Semnantic Definition of CMS-2M

A principal use of formal semantic definitions In the Autopsy project Is to precisely
define the source and target languages of the semi-automatic translations being studied.

As an Initial experiment, a denotational definition of the source language CMS-2M Is
being formulated. At the time this exercise was Initiated, the system AGAPE was far less
complete than SIS. It was therefore decided to code and test the definition In S15.

CMS-2M

L
CMS-2M Is a late- I 5Os-vintage high level programming language used by the Navy.

It Is not a block -s truc tured language In the ALGOL tradition, but has more of the flavor of
FORTRAN. CMS-2M programs are organized Into SYSTEMs that are separately compiled.

* . . ...
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Each SYSTEM contains system data blocks (SYS-DDs), which are devoted exclusively to

data unit declarations, and system procedure blocks (SYS-PROCs), which contain only

procedure declarations. All data and procedures must be declared before use In each

SYSTEM. All external references between the separately compiled SYSTEMs are

resolved by a linking loader.

CMS-2M has a complement of more or less standard data types, Including Integer,

fixed and floating point, Boolean, Hollerith (character), arrays and records, label
switches, and procedure switches. CMS-2M has an elementary type of pointer called a

"core address," the address of a simple variable, or the base address of an array or

subrray. A core address is obtained by applying the intrinsic function CORAD to a

variable. CMS-2M has fairly standard expressions and statements, the latter Including

the usual assignment, conditional, Iteration, procedure call, goto, and computed goto and

procedure call (use of label and procedure switches). Provision Is also made for

Including segments written In assembly language ("direct" code), which in the case of

CMS-2M Is for the AN/UYK-20 computer. CMS-2M has no Intrinsic Input-output

statements, and Input-output Is accomplished by direct code.

CMS-2M Is unusual because among a collection of SYSTEMs (called a "compile") there

* is no Identifiable "main" program or procedure. A procedure is designated as the

starting point" of a CMS-2M compile when its entry point Is used to begin execution

after the constituent SYSTEMs have been linked and loaded. Therefore the semantics of .

a CMS-2M compile Is the semantics of the collection of procedures contained In It.

Formal Definition of CMS-2M

The denotational definition of CMS-2M has several features In common with other

denotational definitions written using the SIS system. It has an SLR(1) concrete syntax

specification and the specification of how corresponding abstract syntax trees are to be

constructed during parsing. Semantic functions are defined recursively on the abstract

syntactic constructs. Following the style of a machine-checked semantic definition of

ASPLE (5], the semantic specification Is divided Into two "passes". The first pass

checks prior declaration of Items before use and performs type checking. The second

* pass, which assumes that the first pass has been done, defines the execution ("run
time") semantics of the procedures.

. ..
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The formal definition of CMS-2M is ongoing and will be completed during the coming

year.
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9. PORTABLE PACKET RADIO TERMINAL

Research Staf: Consultant:
Tom Ellis Bob Parker
Steve Saunders

PROBLEM BEING SOLVED

ARPA Is currently developing a Packet Radio Network (PRNet) that will provide a

widoband data communication capability much like the ARPANET but with the added

dimensions of mobility and dynamic configurability. As this concept gains acceptance in

the military services, fundamental choices will need to be made about mobile terminals

for use with the system.

The ISI Portable Packet Radio Terminal Project, begun In June 1978, addresses the

terminal characteristics desirable at the user level, the kinds of Interfaces and system

architectures required to support them, and the Impact of such issues on terminal

(esiqns and other portions of the system. The work Is Intended to result in a

domonstrallon-lovel portable terminal (PRT) to test and evaluate various solutions to the *;*i-,

prnbloms rnisod by extreme portability In the packet radio environment.

We fool that a comprehensive scientific study of these Issues Is Important for the

followig reasons:

- To properly exploit, match, and couple terminal design to the
communications attributes and special capabilities of the PRNet.

- To determine those user Interface characteristics best suited to supporting
the major user needs in a mobile tactical environment.

GOALS AND APPROACH

This project centers on the design of a display terminal with voice, keyboard, and

stylus or pointing Input. We envision a mixed-media terminal capable of at least the

following: text Input and output, graphics Input and output, and two-way voice

communication.

tExreoite Portability

Although In commercial parlance today "portable" may mean only that the manufacturer

chose to attach a handle, we mean something more specific: a portable terminal Is one

.. . . .. . ,
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that can be conveniently carried and used in the performance of some
other--primary--job. That is, it must be small enough to be carried In a pocket or on a
strap, out of the user's way while he works, yet convenient when he needs It. We
believe that this level of portability is essential to the full exploitation of the potential of

packet radio.

Not every terminal or element of the PRNet needs to be so portable, of course. Large
host processors, databases of messages and maps, and high power repeater units

cannot be. Some terminals will be mounted in vehicles or buildings and need not be
*- pocket sized. But we are convinced that there Is a need for fully portable units as well,

and that it Is feasible to build them.

Sinple Iiterfaces

One requirement of a useful portable terminal Is that its design support simple,

straightforward user Interfaces for a wide variety of applications. Suitable Interfaces

must be natural for use as non-exclusive tools in doing a job; operation of the terminal

must not require more training and practice than the user's main task. The

Implementation of such smooth user interfaces will in many cases require a more powerful

mechanism, more computation or communication or display capability than conventional

interfaces would use. We are trying to discover how best to provide enough power for

some Interesting classes of interfaces in a convenient and low-cost device.

Design Constraints

. If the PRT Is to be extremely portable, it must not be too large, too oddly shaped for

- convenient carrying, or too heavy. We have shown a mockup for a PRT that we believe

is a reasonable size; it is about 7 by 4 by 1.5 inches and weighs about two pounds. This

silo and shape allow it to be carried in a large pocket. The volume Is sufficient to

contain a terminal, radio unit, and batteries; a lid opens to give more surface area for

display, keyboard, and operating controls.

A more oquidimenslonal shape with the same volume, while perhaps making radio .

construction simpler, would be too bulky for any pocket and harder to open for use; a

" much flatter shape, while avoiding a hinged display section, would be too wide for

convenient carrying In a pocket. We are continuing to explore these options.

S. . . * .,..
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A hlqhly portable device must carry its own power source, rather than relying on wires.

Today this implies batteries. One of the most stringent and critical limitations on what

con be put In a PRT-size package arises from the available battery energy density. Low

power circuits and design techniques, such as low duty cycle operation of subsystems,

will be strongly favored In all design tradeoffs.

In order to be uIsed and not just carried, the PRT must be simple in its operational

controls. We believe that the terminal should have few switches, lights, and knobs and

that nearly nil control functions should be accomplished via the keyboard and display.

Ihe terminal should appear to the user as simple as the application allows. We realize

that the mechanisms that underlie and support this simplicity may be very complex, but

good desipii will insure that users need never realize It.

PROGRESS.-1%ue.s Expired and Reported

We have written, and continue to expand, a comprehensive document exploring many P
of the Issues surrounding the design and operation of the PRT [2]. The document

presently hicludies the following chapters:

- Multimedia Synchronization
- Communication Data Rates
- Touchpanels and Pointing Devices
- Graphics--Display Capabilities, Representations, Interaction.

We have written a shorter functional specification document giving the conclusions

and key arqumonts of the issues paper, without the fully detailed exploration of
alternatives that the issues paper provides [3]. This specification should be useful to

ARPA and others in defining and developing the radio unit for the PRT and in considering

the wider implications of extremely portable and extremely capable tactical

* communications.

M uIt iinedia Sy nchron ization""

We have identified a problem that did not exist for previous communications systems L
but arises only in the context of simultaneous multimedia connections: the problem of

synchronization. It is caused by the widely differing data rates and delay or burstiness

characteristics of the media we expect to employ: speech, text, and graphic Images.

* *, .. . -.-.
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the synchronization problem is the risk that users of simultaneous multiple media such

as speech and graphics may be fooled by the different delays Involved. A voice or text

reference to a picture must be in the presence of that picture, not the one before or

after. (For example, the messages "Place your battery at the point marked X" and "Fire

at the point marked X" had better be In the presence of the right maps.) Difficulties In

assuring synchronization come about because speech is continuous, with low bounded

delay In transmission, while sending a new graphic image may take several seconds. But

users who are not computer communication experts should not be expected to

appreciate this difference or to tailor their actions to it. Some support from the

communication system is required.

We have brought the synchronization problem to the attention of the Internet Working

Group and ISi's NSC project as the cognizant technical groups who are closely Involved

with the protocols and mechanisms needed to provide a solution.

PROGRESS--H1ARDWARE DEVELOPMENTS

We have been exploring the available technologies to Identify and pursue

developments in those that promise to be useful In the low power, highly compact world

of the PRT. The key requirements are for display, graphic and keyboard input,

processing, and memory. Packet radio unit miniaturization is being pursued elsewhere,

and we expect to use the results of these efforts as they become available.

Display

A major component of our efforts has been to provide a shaped push to the necessary

display technology. Electrophoretic (Ell) displays have a unique combination of

characteristics that make them the technology of choice for a battery-powered

high-resolution display. EP displays offer extremely low power consumption, high

contrast, and very wide viewing angle.

EP matetials. At the start of this project, there were some uncertainties about the EP L

material, a suspension of light-scattering pigment particles In a dyed dielectric liquid.

Through our subcontract with Xerox Palo Alto Research Center we have cleared up many

of these doubts.

L-
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The material supplied to us by Xerox has been entirely stable for a year now In

operational display cells and In storage. The operating speed of our test cells has been

in the neighborhood of 15 milliseconds, a significant improvement over the 100

milliseconds available when we began to investigate EP. Our cells also have much lower

switching voltage requirements of 25 to 40 volts compared to the 100 volts that we

expected. There was doubt about the compatibility of the EP material with commonly -_
I

available photosensitive polymer materials used for internal cell structures; we have

seen no adverse interactions in the cells we have built using these materials. We have

enough Xerox EP material still on hand to continue with display experimentation.

Partictr migration. Another result of the subcontract with Xerox was the development

of a concept for isolating adjacent pixels In an EP display to prevent the migration of

piqment particles from active regions to inactive ones. This was a significant concern; a

pixel could become completely depopulated of EP particles In as few as five on-off

cycles.

The solution is to provide barrier walls within the cell in a grid or "waffle" pattern,

sepnrnting each pixel from its neighbors. The walls need not extend to the front surface

of the display or entirely seal off each pixel; walls that leave a gap of up to a third of

the cell thickness seem to be sufficient to prevent migration and degradation of display

p(.rformanco. The grid can be made of photoresist film by standard photolithographic
techniques.

I xtruurrs. Using the EP material supplied by Xerox, we have explored a variety of

materials and techniques for building and filling cells. We have used NESA and NESATRON

conductively-coated glass as cell fronts and backs; MYLAR polyester sheet and RISTON

photopolymer film as spacers; heat-sealed RISTON, epoxy glue, and hot-melt adhesive film

to assemble the cells; holes drilled in the glass and a no-hole open-faced technique to .-

fill the cells with the EP material. We built cells using a block of fine parallel copper

wires embedded In epoxy to explore a way of gaining rear (through substrate) access to

display pixels. We developed a structure for the cell sealer and spacer which allow a

-i *bellows-like action so that bubbles can be avoided or pumped out during the filling

process. We built a total of about fifteen cells, all of which exhibited correct EP display

behavior.
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rhin film transistor arrays. Because EP material has almost no inherent threshold

affect, It needs a nonlinear element at each pixel In order to function in an X-Y matrix

array. Thin-film transistors (TFTs) appear to be the most promising technology for

providing this capability over large area displays. TFTs offer the additional capabilities

of amplification (allowing logic-compatible low voltages on the X and Y select lines to

control the higher drive voltage of the display), integrated capacitive storage at each

pixel (allowig writing to proceed much faster than the EP particle migration), and the

potential for full integration of scanning and driving electronics on the display substrate

Itself.

Our subcontract with Panel Displays Incorporated (PDI) to do development work in TFT

arrays has produced less spectacular results than the Xerox EP material. We had some

oarly test arrays laid out by PDI and fabricated by another thin-film deposition

laboratory; these did not have the TFT characteristics needed to drive the EP arrays.

Stnndard commercial processing (set up to produce optical coatings and the like)

apparently does not permit the special conditions and control necessary to make TFTs of

hiqh quality. We have been awaiting the completion of new thin film deposition

equipment at PDI that will have the necessary control and flexibility. -.

Display mosaic. Display organization for the PRT offers some interesting possibilities

for Innovation. PDI has proposed that the TFT active matrix could be segmented into

autonomous tiles, each one comprising an entire logical display, allowing arbitrarily large

displays to be t'uilt as a mosaic of these tiles. This is an especially promising direction

for early work since it allows the tiles to be made smaller, an advantage with expected

Initial defect statistics. For the PRT display, tiles of 128x128 pixels would probably give

siqnificant fabrication advantages and would allow access to each tile at an edge of the

display. Larger mosaics of smaller display tiles would require access to the rear of at

least some tiles; this would imply considerably more development effort.

Discrvte transistor arrays. We are continuing to consider alternatives to the TFT array

for the PRT display; we built the wire-block cells mentioned above as part of this ongoing

exploration. We have defined several alternative concepts as fallback positions In case

TrT arrays do not become available in time.

.L .
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One such concept Is to make substrates with interconnecting circuitry out of thin films

(n well-established commercial technology) and insert a discrete transistor chip at each

pixel location. This gives new meaning to the term "semiconductor dice": since

standard silicon wafers are almost as thick as the ten mll pixel spacing we require, the

Individual transistors would be very nearly cubes. A waffle pattern would be put down to
locate the lice, which could be made with a symmetric pattern of base and emitter

contacts to allow arbitrary rotation during placement. We note that Sanyo has built a TV
display out of 38400 discrete LEDs using similar techniques.

lBackv-ccii substtts. Another alternative is to build substrates that give access I
throtuq]h their thickness so that we can put the display medium on one side and arbitrary

.- circuitry on the other. The wire-block Idea is one way to do this. If the wires are small

" onourlh (rottrihly speaking, less than a fourth of the pixel spacing in diameter) and

parallel onotiqh, each pixel contact pad on one side of the block is connected to a well

defined area on the other surface, but isolated from its neighbors. We built wire blocks

by wlndlnrl fine magnet wire into a coil while keeping it wet with epoxy, and slicing the

coll radially after the epoxy hardened. The resulting display cells allowed us to write

and point linageos In the EP medium using a stylus held at the writing voltage. The low

power reqirements and high resolution capability of EP were pointedly demonstrated by

tho appearance of a fingerprint in the display when one of us touched the wire surface

whil holding the current-limited write-voltage electrode in the other hand!

Unfortinately, the wire blocks that we made turned out to be slightly porous, allowing the

El material to seep gradually into the substrate.

Another way to build substrates with connections through them is to stack up strips of

substrate material having crosswise conductive stripes on them. This would allow the

* .controlled Incorporation of element storage capacitors into the substrate Itself. If it

turns out that defect-free yield of TFTs over large areas Is a problem, the necessary

i irr circuitry might be built on such strips and tested a line at a time rather than a whole

tile at a time. The strips could be manufactured as a continuous ribbon, inspected for

defect-free segments of sufficient lengths, and cut for stacking and bonding together.

i togencou isotropic connectors. To make use of connections on the back of a

substrate we need a way to mate the array of contact points or pads with a similar array

on another substrate. What Is required Is a slightly resilient conductor between each

7 -7. . .. .
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corresponding pair of contact pads and insulation to separate these conductors from

each other.

An electrically anisottopic material having lower resistivity in one direction than in

others could serve as both through connection and lateral Insulation. Some such

materials are In commercial production, but they are too coarse-grained for our uses.

We have discovered that in the range of dimensions we need, an electrically Isotropic

material can be both conductor and Insulator In a homogeneous (single-component)

connector. The critical ratio of leakage resistance to connection resistance depends

only on the geometry of the connection: pad size, pad spacing, connector thickness, and P

pad-to-pad misalignment. The actual resistances are scaled by the bulk resistivity of

the connector material.

We have constrcted a mathematical model that yields, for a given required p

misalignment tolerance, the optimum pad size to spacing ratio. One can then choose a

connector thickness to meet the leakage resistance ratio requirement and a material to

give the required resistance values. For one display arrangement we found that shellac

has the right resistivity, and that a one-mil thickness would give a leakage resistance

ratio of better than 1000.

Touchpanel--Crossed Resistive Sheets

There Is a very simple way to make a touch-sensitive panel or surface that can be I

used for computer Input as a pointing, sketching, or drawing device. The idea is to mount

two shoots of uniformly resistive material, at least one of them flexible, facing each

other with a very small air space between them. Pressure at some point on the flexible

sheet causes a point or small area contact between the sheets. If a voltage is applied

between opposite edges of one shoot, the other sheet will read out the position (along

the voltage gradient direction) of the contact. Then If the roles are reversed, and a

voltage is placed on the second sheet perpendicular to Its direction In the first, the

other coordinate of the contact is available. Thus a very simple physical structure and

simple switching suffice for X-Y position location.

This notion has been used and published before (1], but only recently have

transparent, uniformly resistive sheet materials become widely and cheaply available.

... ...
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Both glass (1d MYLAR sheets with tin oxide or indium tin oxide coatings of better than 5

porcent uniformity are now available from several manufacturers. With these materials

we can build a touchpanel overlaying a flat display that adds less than 30 mils to the

thickness of the display panel.

This crossed resistive sheet touchpanel has several advantages over other pointing - -I
devices for the PRT application. Its low volume is one; the rear, rigid surface of the

touchpanel can even be Incorporated Into the front glass of the display cell! It also

requires very little power to operate (essentially only that of the analog-to-digital

converter required to read out the coordinates). The edge connections in this design are
U simple continuous contacts, in contrast to some other touchpanel designs using single

resistive shoots. No special pointer or stylus or dangling cord is needed; a pencil, a twig,

a finger, even a gloved knuckle serve quite well.

I

The positioning accuracy of this kind of touchpanel is fairly poor, in contrast to its

essentially infinite resolution; it cannot be used for drafting or digitizing of pictures or

overlayed drawings. The accuracy is limited by variation in the resistance of the coating
over the active area; this variation is normally quite smooth, but significant. However,

for use in a smart terminal, where visible cursor feedback is available or where simple

pohiting to menu items or other displayed objects is wanted, 3 to 5 percent accuracy is

fully adequate and attainable. The resolution can be made sufficient to allow a caretul

user, with a displayed tracking cursor, to pick out a single pixel If he needs to.

the oxide coated plastic film used in these touchpanels Is subject to damage If

roughly handled before installation; a tiny scratch In the active surface can cause a

aInrgo deviation In the position Indication. However, once the touchpanel Is assembled,
the sensitive surfaces are mutually protected and sealed; touchpanels made with one

riclid side, such as glass, are additionally protected from damage to the coating due to

excessive bending of the film. We expect the durability of these touchpanels to be

entirely adequate for tactical use.

We have built a prototype touchpanel and an interface to an NLS display terminal, in

order to verify and gain experience with the technology. This prototype used coated

MYLAR film from Sierracin/Sylmar, and NESA glass from PPG. Its performance as a pointing

device Is entirely satisfactory. We did not provide the associated buttons that are

. . . .
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needed when using NLS, which assumes a handheld mouse as a pointing device; thus the

touchpanel is not fully integrated into this pre-existing application.

Toiclhpanel-.-Crossed Beams

We originated a different and novel approach to providing a high resolution pointing

capability, Involving an arrangement very similar to the familiar grid of parallel light beams

across the display face. The new idea is to allow each light emitter to illuminate many

dotoctors, and each detector to see many emitters. To prevent confusion, each emitter

Is pul.sed oil momentarily in sequence. The resulting combinatorial multiplicity of beams

covers tie active area quite densely, If the emitters and detectors are correctly

arrnnged, and gives a capability for high-resolution location of any object (such as a

fingertip) that Is placed on the screen. Considerable computation Is required, however, to

extract object position Information from the raw pattern of beam Interruptions.

Arrangements of emitters and detectors that give uniformly high-resolution coverage

unfortunately make the computations even more complex than simpler layouts. We built

computer simulations of several model layouts in order to judge the possibilities, but have

abandoned this as a touchpanel technology for the PRT In favor of the crossed resistive

shoot dusign (lescribod above.

Programmable and Specialized Keyboards

We expect that application software will make use of a touch-sensitive display to

provide the equivalent of keyboards or menus that are rapidly alterable. Any set of

symbols or options that become needed, even If only momentarily, can be presented for

choico on the display and selected on its touch-sensitive surface.

Given a compact, robust, and cheap touchpanel technology, it seems sensible to

Implement the terminal's keyboard as another touchpanel rather than as an array of

mechanical switches. The standard key arrangement would be printed onto the upper

sheet of the panel. We can then suit the keyboard arrangement to the application simply

by providing a thin printed overlay for the keyboard area. This allows considerable

flexibility In adapting the terminal to various simple application-specific Interfaces, when

the changes In key assignments are not so rapid as to warrant use of the display

surface. ''
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CMOS Mirrprocesor

Among currently available digital circuit families, only CMOS offers the low power and

porformnnce suitable for a battery-powered PRT. We have begun to acquire some

oxporlencp with CMOS microprocessors and other circuitry by setting up an RCA 1802

microprocessor board, adding a UART and 4K bytes of memory, and building an

experimental 16 by 16 display matrix drive I/0 circuit. We have rewritten the RCA

monitor program to allow data transfer at 9600 baud over the UART, and have operated

the 1802 using the ISIB TENEX system for file storage and terminal support.

There are several CMOS microprocessors on the horizon that may be more powerful

than the 1802 or otherwise better suited to the PRT task; our benchtop setup has the

flexibility to allow us to take advantage of these as they materialize.

IM PACT

We expect this work to influence designs of portable terminals, the applications that

uJvr' them, and the communications and programming environments that support them.

Some specific areas of impact will be on PRNet and Internet protocols, on miniature

packet radio units, on tactical terminal application programs, on tactical communication

systems and procedures, and in the ergonomics of battlefield and command computation.

We expect a major impoct to be effected through a working demonstration model of a

truly portable, highly capable, and smoothly usable terminal. The model will serve to raise

th, expectntlons of other designers by giving an "existence proof" that higher

expctntios can be met. It will also serve, we hope, as a spur to further innovations and
* irtlltrrevemertt..

t III tRI WOI(.--.rECIINOOGY EXPILORATION

Ir',,,hlo I'l F nr,ndel

The Irit:lop) 11302 microprocessor system will serve as our first model of the PRT,

arid allow some experimentation with display interaction and application development. i

Wo will augment It as necessary to support this modeling. In particular, we expect to

rise the TI'NI-X system to simulate the behavior of a PRNet and radio unit. We also plan

*to add an interim CRT-based simulation of the EP display, one or more touchpanels, more

memory, and I/0 interfaces.

. .. . . . . . . ..-
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Pre s for TFTs

We believe that TFTs remain the technology of choice to provide the matrix selection,

storage, and drive functions. In spite of initial delays In getting TFT arrays, we plan to

continue pressing for developments In this key area. ,

P-lursue alternate miatrices

At the snamo time, we will continue to seek out other ways to select and drive EP

display elireorts. While we believe that these stopgap methods will eventually be

superseded by TFTs, they can perhaps serve the Immediate need to get EP displays In

opration to explore their uses.

FUTURE WORK--ISSLIES EXPLORATION

Refine fluclioial specification.

We will continue to refine the functional specifications document. As we consider

-" more scenarios and applications, we will be able to increase the level of detail In the

specification of the functionality that will best meet the user needs and support the

applications. The continuing advances of electronics and Information processing

technology will provide additional surprises and opportunities.

Contitiuie issues studies

We will continue to explore and report on the design and operational Issues

surrounding the use of extremely portable personal packet radio terminals. We plan to

acid chapters to our Issues document covering modes of interaction using the display and

touchpanel: authentication, encryption, and key distribution; and a survey of some

* applications of the PRT with attention to their specific problems and characteristics.

REFERENCES
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in Proceedings of the IFIP Congress, 197 I.

0 2. Saunders, S., and T. 0. Ellis, Issues in the Portable Packet Radio Terminal (PRT)
design (in progress).

3. Saunders, S., and T. 0. Ellis, Functional specification of a Portable Packet Radio
Terminal (PRT) (in progress).
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PROBLEM BEING SOLVED

The MAST project is a development effort to demonstrate the use of applications p

partitioned between terminal and host with reduced dependency on host and

communications resources. The effort demonstrates how to take advantage of the

capabilities of state-of-the-art terminals and examines the Issues of application

software preparation, user interface, host interface, and ARPANET interface. Special

consideration Is given to the user and network Interface requirements posed by the

National Software Works (NSW).

GOALS AND APPROACI!

the primary objectives for the MAST hardware are that It be low In cost, flexible, and

simple, not only from the perspective of the user but also in Interaction with responsible

applications, system-level software (NSW, TOPS-20, and TENEX), and network protocols.

It should behave like one or more Network Virtual Terminals (NVTs) with no effect on

existing programs that expect an NVT Interface. Currently the terminal can be

characterized as a video screen capable of displaying a full page of text (nominally 80

lines of 80 characters) In multiple fonts and character presentations, a state-of-the-art

* microprocessor with sufficient memory for a multiapplication environment (1 28K bytes),

* firmware to manage the resources, a modern keyboard with several special function

'" keys, and a pointing device (mouse). The terminal as described will be the standard of

the near future and Is available today from some vendors.

The applications selected for demonstration are an NLS (On-Line System) work station,

an NVT, an NSW front end, and a screen editor/formatter suitable for document

preparation. The selection was based on need and use at ISI as well as the generation

of a realistic, nontrivial set of requirements for the terminal and application-software

~~~~~~~. ....... ,. .... :..................... ... ,..........,.................... ,-...... . . ,.•;:,.........,-.... .... ... ,,.... - .
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* development system. The most demanding application is the editor/formatter. The

.- primary objectives of the MAST screen editor are to provide the user with a simpler,
more convenient, and efficient low-cost way to prepare and revise documents than Is

currently available. As much of the editing as possible will be supported directly in the
terminal; some will require participation of the host aplicatlon. It Is intended, however,

that this division of labor be Invisible to the user.

liHardware

During the first phase of the project an NLS work station was implemented with an
HP2645, the ISI standard terminal. This Implementation responded to requirements at ISI

for additional NLS workstations and demonstrated our ability to take advantage of the
processing power of the terminal. The implementation Involved an i1/0 Interface board, a

mouse and keyset, and the Integration of all the line processor functions of the NLS

workstation into the HP2645 firmware. This implementation was repeated In the HP2648
graphics terminal to provide a graphics work station (although with limited screen size)

for under $5,000 (cost of the traditional work station is approximately $12,000). These
terminals are being used successfully at ISI and Gunter AFS, Montgomery, Alabama.

The second phase of development established design requirements for the MAST

hardware, a set of functional capabilities to be implemented In terminal and host for the

support of document preparation at ISI (1). These requirements are the basis for a set
of working papers specifying the terminal hardware (2), an editor and formatter (3), and
the firmware (4). The hardware specification led us to consider two approaches: one, a
modification of the existing HP2645; the second, a new design based on an 8086
microprocessor, a bit map, and high-resolution screen. The first approach produced a
prototype HP26XX-compatible terminal with a higher capacity screen (48 lines of 80
characters), which is currently being evaluated at ISI. We also wrote new firmware,

based on our experience with the MME terminals, to satisfy most of the MAST

requirements. The second approach was pursued until completing a paper design.

During the design process for the second approach we communicated with several

terminal manufacturers who had working prototypes of terminals similar to the MAST
model. Except for the PERO System by Three Rivers Computer Corp., these prototype
terminals were not scheduled to become products soon enough to be useful to the MAST

project. Although the PERQ System Is more capable, and considerably more expensive,

,. ..,.s = -._.;.= ."._ ,".- - _.. ' . , " t' -".' "" " , ° " . " " " "- Ic .-.. L -- *
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than Is required for MAST, we determined that it Is the least expensive and fastest way

for ISI to acquire hardware for the MAST demonstration. As a result, we have terminated

the firmware checkout of the prototype HP-based system and the development of new

terminal hardware and have ordered a PERO System for the MAST demonstration. We

expect delivery of a PERO In February or March of 1980.

Editor Application

A description of the editor is best understood in terms of our model of a document

preparation system. The user of a documentation system should not have to

communicate with the computer in any kind of language that Is explicitly and visually

embedded within the text he edits; he should modify the appearance of the document

directly, rather than through commands to some later process, so that he can see the

consequences Immediately; at most, he might describe to the computer what kind of

document feature he is using at any point with the expectation that doing so would

cause both the screen and the final document to assume the proper appearance for the

output device lie has selected. In creating or modifying a document the user should

work with a reasonably accurate representation of how the final product will appear; as

he makes form or content changes, the display should automatically and Immediately

adjust Itself to show the effect of these changes; what he sees while editing a

document must be what he gets in the final hardcopy version.

The editor's database is a virtual document that has a rich enough description of the

manuscript's appearance to drive output devices with a wide range of printing

capabilities. The virtual document contains not only content but also Indications of form.

A user may modify both content and form, but he does so only In terms of the displayed

manuscript; form Indications In the virtual document, however, are Independent of the

output device (whether printer or display). To print or display a manuscript, the virtual

document must be formatted: It must undergo an output transformation, based on the

- characteristics of the output device, In which the form Indications are bound for that

device.

Ultimately, the editor will be partitioned so that some of Its functions run In the host

and some In the terminal. The display formatter will run entirely In the terminal but will

respond to queries from an application about the content and format of the display. A

print-formatter Interface module will have to be Implemented In the host; It will use the

.. . . . . . . .
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decisions made by the display formatter to create a symbolic file to be supplied to a

printer formatter such as SCRIBE or a photocomposition system. - -

Initially, the display formatter and the terminal-resident part of the editor will run

under a LISP interpreter in the terminal. An interpreter for a subset of INTERLISP-10

sufficient to support the editor and display formatter has been written In UCSD-PASCAL

and Is awaiting the terminal for checkout. (The PERO System is basically a PASCAL

system stipporting the UCSD dialect; the Inner CPU is a P-Machine.) An alternative

approach Is being explored that would compile the LISP application programs to a

machine-independent form that can either be interpreted In the terminal by a more

offlelent iterpreter or translated to executable code to run in the terminal.

* Application Software Development

A display editor, suitable for use In a documentation system as described above, has

been developed; It supports a full range of manuscript editing and formatting functions

but not the final stages of document generation Involving pagination, cross-referencing,

front matter, and Indexing. An incremental display formatter also has been developed to

update display Instructions as each editing operation takes effect. These MAST

applications have been developed and checked out (to the extent possible without a

suitable processing terminal) as INTERLISP-10 systems. This provides us with a rich,

modern, dependable programming environment for writing and debugging the applications

that will eventually be executed In a terminal, In examining the Issues of downloading

these programs (getting them to run conveniently In the terminal) we uncovered a series

of Interesting questions worthy of separate consideration: the issues relating to

generalized solutions for split applications, downloading, partition boundaries, and

cross-partition protocols are being considered at ISI in a separate project. We will of

course provide one solution to these Issues with Implementation of the MAST

demonstration applications.

An NVT application has also been written and partially debugged. An NVT is required to

communicate with all current programs and Is the default application for MAST.

Consideration has been given to the NSW front end application, for which paper designs

and working documents are available. We have not yet Implemented or demonstrated

those solutions. We will focus on these efforts after integrating existing software into

the PERO.

S.'-. ,
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IMPACT

The major Impact of the MAST effort will be noted after successfully Integrating and

demonstrating our existing software in PERO. However, interim results are worth noting.

The HP/NLS work station provides all users with an excellent alternative to acquiring the

required hardware. It Is economical, supported, resonably packaged, and compatible with

all other software available to the user. At ISI It Is particularly desirable since the

HP26XX Is our standard terminal and simplifies the in-house maintenance. ISI has

already fabricated 25 terminals and plans 20 more in the near future.

The prototype large-screen terminal has also been well received by potential users In

the ARPA community. It Is compatible with all the existing software at ISI, Including

SIGMA and the MME firmware, and the higher character capacity adds a desirable

dimension to the terminal/user Interface.

The editor and terminal requirements documentation have had wide distribution In both

the ARPA research and Industry communities. MAST will provide a model for future

terminals, a demonstration of a modern programming development system for terminal

applications software, and a demonstration of a document preparation system for

researchers.

FUTURE WORK

Our future effort depends on the acquisition of PERO. We will evaluate PERO as a

terminal (decreasing Its cost by eliminating unneeded capabilities), Integrate the MAST

editor Into PERO, and demonstrate the final product for ISI and outside evaluation.

Additionally, we will evaluate PERQ as a personalized computer and Integrate the system

into the computer demand requirements at ISI.

REFERENCES
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Project StafH: Chloe Hoig

"PROBLEM BEING SOLVED

The ARPA/IPTO research community's continuous expansion of the frontiers of

Information processing technology Is reflected In a constant expansion and modification

of Information tools available on the ARPANET. These tools tend to have Inadequate

documentation; moreover, because of their large numbers and many subsequent

modifications, It Is difficult even to keep track of them all.

ARPA has been introducing new users to the network at an Increasing rate for several

reasons. First, the network Is a superb communications medium. Second, ARPA must
transfer the results of its research programs to other agencies, and does so partly by

educating selected users In the use of new Information processing tools via the

ARPANET.

Before this project was established in 1977, the full benefits of network usage were

not being fully realized for either ARPA or the military services. Users faced an Initial

barrier, partly because many were new to on-line computer systems in general, partly

bocause system modification was so rapid, and certainly because up-to-date "."

introductory documentation was ,acking. (It Is hard to consider objectively the merits of

a now technology when one has difficulty getting through a TIP and logging In to an

. ARPANET Host.) The documentation that did exist, prepared by researchers or

programmers for their own use, slighted the needs of nonprogrammer users.

GOALS AND APPROACH

The original goal of this project was to make a single Individual responsible for helping

new users overcome that initial barrier by keeping track of relevant developments and

clearly communicating (i.e., with minimum computer jargon) about them. Since this user

resource was Introduced to the ARPANET community In 1977, Its responsibility has

'* expanded to Include direct on-site tutorial assistance to military users at the military

bases themselves, and Involvement In the specification and Implementation of full scale

training programs for gr( ups of military personnel taking part In long-range experiments

L
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and tasks based on use of the ARPANET, e.g., the system orientation program for

participants in the Army Data Distribution System (ADDS) experiment at Fort Bragg, NC.

PROGRESS

Although new users eventually become experienced users, there Is no end to the

problem; newer users are constantly introduced because of expansions of the IPTO

program and the normal turnover in military personnel. These new users are provided

with appropriate documentation as soon as their accounts are installed on the ISt

machines, either directly from ISI or from the store of documentation provided to IPTO

and other ARPANET sites.

Both short-term solutions (answering questions, solving individual problems) and

lonq-torm solutions (guiding users in solving common problems, making available better

procedures and documentation) are routinely provided. User problems are analyzed as

they occur and appropriate action decided upon. Useful Inputs are also provided to the

maintainers of system programs to better meet the users' needs.

With ongoing efforts among the system support groups to effect standardization of

resources available in TENEX and TOPS-20 across the ARPANET machines, this task has

* been and is still providing broad support to users across the entire network. Military

organizations provided with assistance during the lifetime of this project Include the

Advanced Command and Control Architecture Testbed groups, the System Development

Laboratory and the Naval Ocean Systems Center, the Naval Research Laboratory, the

Rome Air Development Center, the Naval Postgraduate School, the Army Signal School,

the Strategic Air Command, and the Naval Intelligence Command.

IMPACT

this project has filled a long-standing need for simple, understandable, and above all,

nrew-uirr-oritnudtf (rather than system-oriented) Introductory documentation and, In

meeting this need, has been a large factor both in reducing the time required for a new

user to become acclimated to the scope of the ARPANET's resources and In helping both

new and old users make the transition to other operating systems with a minimum of

confusion.

,.
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Frequently at sites supporting large groups of users, a point of contact between the

site and this project has been established to channel problems and questions to the

proper sources of Information. Further, advice of changes to the operating systems are

routinely provided; where applicable, updated quantities of documentation are made

available for local distribution.

The first major task for this project was to produce The Joy of TENEX [1], a TENEX

manual for novice users, since available TENEX manuals were simply unsuitable for that

purpose. Both the rapid distribution of the manuals and the appearance of new

documentation (e.g., XED User's Manual: Beginning Instruction [8]) necessitated a

second printing In April 1976 and a third In November 1976. Further, it became

necessary to focus attention on the rather impressive set of new users accessing the

ARPANET via TIP connections for purposes of mail-handling, and a more basic, primer-like

manual (2] was published in April 1977. The fourth version of More Joy of TENEX was

completed, published, and distributed In 1977. The two ISI TENEX manuals were

combined with TOPS-20 material to create a comprehensive two-volume set of basic

reference manuals for new users [4, 5]; these were published and distributed in January

1979.

Also In January 1979, the System Orientation package was delivered to ADDS

Experiment personnel [6]. This project made a major contribution to the development of

the traininig techniques and strategies employed during the critical first phase of the

ADDS Experiment during which approximately 400 new users were trained at Fort Bragg. :.

A preliminary general Information Ada manual was prepared and delivered to DARPA in

July 1979 [7].

The experimental USER program concept developed by this project and made available

to a very limited set of users for purposes of evaluation was the basis for development

of a name server program at another ARPANET site and presently is available on many of

the ISI machines.

FUTURE WORK

This project will continue to provide nssistance to both new and experienced users In

the ARPANET community, In the areas of direct individual and group problem-solving and

.. ::-.:2
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comprehensive documentation. Revisiorns to the operating systems and subsystems are

routinely monitored and documented. Work continues on new versions of both on-line and

hardcopy user documentation. As time permits, work will proceed on the development of

an on-line TENEX user general Information system.
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INTRODtUCTION

The ISI ARPANET TENEX service project presently consists of three computer centers:

one local and two remote. The former Is operated as a nonclassified developmental and

service center In support of a broad set of ARPA requirements, ARPA projects, ARPA

contractors and military users. It currently services more than 4000 directories, some of

which are multiplexed by several users. Approximately 95 percent of the users access

the facilities via the ARPANET from locations extending from Europe to Hawaii. The

Vnmter computer sites are operated In a classified environment. One Installation Is part

of the Advanced Command and Control Architecture Teatbed (ACCAT) at the Naval Ocean
Systems Ceter (NOSC), San Diego, California. It currently services ARPA and Navy

contractors involved In the joint ARPA and U.S. Navy Command and Control Experiment.

This classified computer center is accessible by personnel physically located within the

classifid facility and via a secure ARPANET communication private line Interface (PLI).

Ths PLI communication technique allows the ACCAT system to service the Naval Post

Graduate School (NPGS), Monterey Day, California, and CINCPAC Pleet, Hawaii. On

October 1, 1M78, ISI assumed responsibility for a second remote Installation. This center

Is operated In a classified environment as part of the Military Message Experiment (MME)

rat CINCPAC Headquarters, Camp Smith, Oahu, Hawaii.

contractors~~~~~~~~~~~~~ .n .iitr usrs .t .urnl sevie .or tha 400 .ietres f
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The local computer center consists of five large-scale Digital Equipment Corporation

(DEC) central processors (one KA-IO, one KI-IO, one KL-2060T and two KL1090T), Bolt

Beranek and Newman (BBN) virtual memory paging boxes, large-capacity memories,

on-line swapping and file storage, and associated peripherals (see Fig. 13.1). Three of

the systems presently run under control of the TENEX operating system (originally-.-

developed by BBN) and two run under the DEC TOPS-20 operating system, both of which

support a wide variety of simultaneous interactive users. In addition, the local facility

supports other processors, such as several DEC PDP-1 1/40s, and one PDP-1 1/45, and

associated peripheral devices.

The NOSC remote center consists of two large-scale DEC central processors, (one

KL-2040T and one KA- 10), a virtual memory paging box, large capacity memories, on-line

swapping and file storage, and associated peripherals (see Fig. 13.2). The KA-1O runs

under the TENEX operating system and the KL-2040T runs under the DEC TOPS-20

operating system.

The MME remote center consists of one large-scale DEC KL- 1090 central processor,

large capacity memories, on-line swapping and file storage, and associated peripherals

(see Fig. 13.3). This system runs under a specially modified version of the TENEX

operating system.

iHARDWARE

In January 1979 ISI added Its fifth large-scale central processor to the ARPANET,

ISID. This system is a KL-2060T with one million words of Internal MOS memory, five

RPO6 disk drives, one line printer, and associated peripherals. ISID is providing computer

service to NLS users at the Air Force Data Systems Design Center (AFDSDC), Gunter Air

Force Station, Montgomery, Alabama. This system also provides computerized message

and editing capabilities to users from the ARPA-sponsored Army Data Distributions (ADDS)

project at Fort Bragg, North Carolina. An additional 9-track tape drive was Installed,

bringing to three the number of tape drives available to ISID and ISlE. Two KL-lOOTs

were acquired and one was used to upgrade ISIC from a KA-1O to a KL-IO. The other

KL-10 Is being used as a software development machine. A CALCOMP 4-spindle disk

system was acquired and Installed onto the KL-lO development system. These disks will

........... ~.. ...- "... .. .
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provide 312K pages of file storage and swapping space and allow either the TENEX or

TOPS-20 operating system to be run. The ISI machine room was expanded by 800

square feet to accommodate the new K1.-1090 development system. -

Also Included within the tSI local computer center are two BBN H-516 Interface

Message Processors (IMP), one DEC POP-1 1/40 and Xerox Graphics Printer (XGP), one

DEC PDP-1 1/45 with an SPS Signal Processing System and a Floating Point Systems 0

AP-120B (FPS) (configured as a speech piocessor), two microprogrammable processors,

an MLP-900 and a QM-1, and several associated peripheral devices such as disk,

memories, terminals from various manufacturers, and several special interfaces designed

and developed by ISI. Each microprogrammable processor is slaved to one of the 9..

larqo-scale processors and is operated as if it were a subordinate process. These

systems are used to emulate other hardware. The system based on the MLP-900, called

PRIM, is operational; the system based on the QM-1, called OPRIM, is under development.

Local systems ISIA and ISIC are currently designated as priority systems and are

therefore cross-connected (cabled) In such a manner that If one system crashes or Is

otherwise unavailable because of hardware/software maintenance or development, the

other system may be started as a back-up replacement system and service-continued 1

after a brief (15 minutes or less) delay to switch the file storage media and one cable.

In October 1978 ISI assumed responsibility for the system operation of the Military ..-

Message Experiment located at Camp Smith, Oahu, Hawaii. In that same month ISI 3
personnel removed two older KA-IO CPUs and installed a new KL-1090. This changeover

was accomplished In one week and included not only the installation of new hardware but

also the revamping of the computer room's a/c power and air-conditioning. This new

system layout as configured Included, besides the newer and faster KL-1090, one million . .

words of core memory, two magtape drives, one line-printer, one RP06 disk drive, eight

CALCOMP 230 disk spindles, two CALCOMP 1030 disk controllers, one SAIO channel, one

data line scanner, and an ARPANET interface connected to a PDP-1 1/34 and the b .

AUTODIN. Along with the change in hardware equipment, the operation and maintenance

responsibilities were assumed by ISI by hiring a full staff of operators, hardware

maintenance personnel, and system programmers. The ISI maintenance staff was also

given the task of maintaining approximately 25 CRT Hewlett-Packard 2649 terminals and S

seven VERSATEC electrostatic printers distributed throughout offices of the Command

... . .. . . .. . . . . . .
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Center. In April 1979 it was decided to replace the CALCOMP 1030/230 disk system

with a CALCOMP 1035/235 double density configuration. At this time another SA10 data

channel was also installed to provide reliability and availability through redundant

hardware accessibility to the tape and disk systems. The new disk system Increased the

file storage and swapping space from 300,000 to over 600,000 pages. A complete set

of hardware spare parts was kept on site at Camp Smith to help minimize downtime. The
I

site was maintained around the clock by ISI personnel. On October 1, 1979, at the

conclusion of the MME, this system was removed from Camp Smith and shipped to ISI In

Marina del Rey, California.

SOFTWARE

The prime concern of the software group is to provide stable software at a consistent

level across all ISI TENEX and TOPS-20 systems. This Includes the monitor, subsystem,

and utility programs. The secondary concern is designing or Introducing new programs or

additions to existing programs to support various research needs.

The TENEX monitor used on all ISI TENEX systems Is version 134 from BBN, with

additions of a few utility JSYSs for local support, and minor bug fixes. Many of the bug

fixes were obscure anomalies in file and process support JSYSs, which came to light

during the development and testing of the SIGMA MME system. The major changes in

TENEX this year were made to support the DEC KL-1090-VA system at CINCPAC

lHeadquarters.

TENEX was modified to run on DEC's KL CPU, running in "KI mode," and was Installed

and operational at CINCPAC in October 1978. In April 1979, the ability to support

multiple SAIOs was added. The purpose was two-fold: to Improve data throughput and

to make maximal use of existing hardware. Improved throughput Is realized when

transfers may be spread between two (or more) SAIOs, which may communicate with

.• several controllers. All operational hardware may be kept on-line, and the software will

determine at runtime what is available, and make the best use of what Is found. An

* Important side effect Is the potential for faster recovery times from crashes due to

failures in some components of this hardware. Those components that are duplicated

may simply be switched off-line and the system rebooted without having to switch

cables or diagnose and correct the failure at that time.

..............................
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New dlsk/magtape code was Installed on the local TENEX systems, as was new

network code from BBN to support 96-bit network leaders and TCP 2.5. The local

systems have only one SAIO, so separating disk and magtape transfers did not Increase

throughput. The change did add a few bug fixes and the feature of checking for the

,..- presence of disk and magtape. The new network code Is Important because It allows ".
communication with systems that may only be addressed with the new leader format.

Also in this package was TCP 2.5, which allowed for testing the BCR encrypting device.

The TOPS-20 monitor used on all ISI TOPS-20 systems is version 3A from DEC, with

*; local support additions and a few minor bug fixes. The change from version 101B to 3A

was accomplished in May and July of 1979. The important changes made to 101B and

carried Into 3A Included a pleslice scheduler, new global page management, Increased

disk storage and encrypted passwords. Also in July, new network code from BBN was

added to support both 96-bit network leaders and TCP 4.0.

Subsystem maintenance is a continuous effort. The largest project in this area was

cotiversiot, of subsystems to accommodate changes Introduced by TOPS-20 version 3A.

Most subsystems are still able to make system dependent selections at runtime, allowing

the same binary files to be put on all ISI systems regardless of monitor type. The File
Update Support System (FUSS) developed in 1977 continues to be a very effective tool

for providing consistent levels of software across ISI's several systems. "-

Additional subsystem support was given to NLS 8.5, especially for the user groups at

DARPA and AFDSDC. This Included on-site training for AFDSDC personnel, operational

• assistance to users, bug fixes, and necessary modifications to accommodate changes

0 Introduced by TOPS-20 version 3A.

Work with the diagnostics was mainly concerned with insuring their operation on the

* KL CPU. The old diagnostics released by DEC for various peripherals continued to work,

. so we had to modify only locally deve'oped and supported diagnostics, namely for the

* SAIO and IMP Interface. There were two areas requiring attention, terminal i1/0 and t.

paging. The SAIO diagnostic has also undergone Improvements to allow testing multiple

SAI0 configured systems.

II
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SUPPORT PERSONNEL

ISI provides seven-day-a-week, twenty-four-hour-a-day operator, software, and

hardware support for the local computer center. At least one operator is physically

on-site at all times, and the systems programmers and computer service engineers either

nro physically on-site or are scheduled for one-hour on-call service. The ISI remote

NOSC computeor center Is currently manned as a five-day-a-week, eight-hour-a-day type

of operation and all support personnel are physically on-site only during these times.

The ISI remote MME computer center is manned on a twenty-four-hour-a-day,

sevon-ulny-a-week basis. At least one operator Is physically on-site at all times, and

the systems programmers and computer service engineers are physically on-site or on a

otie-hour on-call schedule.

RELIABILITY

To provide required hardware/software preventive and/or corrective maintenance of

" the equipment, ISI will continue scheduling each of the TENEX/TOPS-20 systems as "out

of service" (unavailable to users) for seven contiguous hours each week. The remaining

161 hours of each week are Intended to be devoted entirely (100 percent) to user

service.

lOCAL PROJECT SUPPORT

the local service center has been used extensively In support of local projects. The

ISI staff makes use of the available standard subsystems and some staff members have

written subsystems and utilities to support their own projects. The facility also supports

loss froquontly used subsystems at the special request of users (e.g., POP-i 1

cro-s-assnnml)lors and the DECUS Scientific Subroutine Package).

FUTURE WORK

As soon as TOPS-20 release 4 becomes stable and the computer center's modification

of TOPS-20 to support nonstandard devices has been sufficiently tested, all systems will
L

be converted to TOPS-20. The numerous benefits of TOPS-20 over TENEX Include

Improved systms diagnostics (SYSER, for example); better, more tolerant strategies

with device errors; vendor support; address space In the EXEC and MONITOR, which

allnws support of more physical core; better supported subsystems (TOPS-20's TCP

version 4 versus IENEX's TCP version 2.5, for example); and the possibility of

:'..-3
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user-mode extended addressing under TOPS-20 (TENEX offers only 256K of user .7

address space). Consolidating and standardizing under TOPS-20 will concentrate

support efforts rather than divide them between two systems.

Following conversion to TOPS-20, the next effort will be to implement a shared-file

system, under which computer systems will be paired. For example, ISIC might be paired

with ISLE, ISIA with ISIB, and ISID with ISIF. Of the ISIC-ISIE pair, neither one would I

normally be aware of the other. Should the ISIC CPU fail, however, the disks constituting

ISIC's file system could be switched to ISlE by setting a few hardware switches and

Invoking a privileged operating system command. Users who had been logged In to ISIC

would then log In to ISlE until ISIC was repaired. Repair work on the ISIC CPU could

proceed without blocking users of ISIC from their files. Note that if both ISIC and ISlE

CPUs fall, no other systems could act as temporary processors for ISIC's or ISIE's file

systems.

....... * . * .
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